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S1.1
ADAPTIVE FULL-WAVEFORM SEISMIC INVERSION
M Warner, L Guasch & J Morgan
Earth Science and Engineering, Imperial College London, UK
Three-dimensional full-waveform inversion (FWI) is a high-resolution, high-fidelity, quantitative, seismic imaging
technique that has advanced rapidly within the oil and gas industry. The method involves the iterative improvement of
a starting model using a series of local linearized updates to solve the full non-linear inversion problem. During the
inversion, forward modeling employs the full two-way three-dimensional heterogeneous anisotropic acoustic or elastic
wave equation to predict the observed raw field data, wiggle-for-wiggle, trace-by-trace. The method is
computationally demanding; it is highly parallelized, and runs on large multi-core multi-node clusters. A recently
developed adaptive version of FWI is able to overcome the requirement for a good starting model, and this opens up
the range of datasets and problems to which FWI can be applied.
Here, we demonstrate what can be achieved by applying this newly practical technique to high-density 3D seismic
datasets acquired to image petroleum targets. We show that the resulting anisotropic p-wave velocity models match
in situ measurements in boreholes, reproduce detailed structure observed independently on high-resolution seismic
reflection sections, accurately predict the raw seismic data, and simplify and sharpen reverse-time-migrated reflection
images of deeper horizons. The velocity models image individual faults, gas clouds, channels, and other geological
features with previously unobtainable resolution and clarity. These same benefits can be obtained when this
technique is applied to scientific targets provided that the data coverage is adequate in three-dimensions, and that an
appropriate range of offsets and azimuths are available. Possible targets range from the water column, ice sheets,
and Holocene deposits, through active faults, spreading centres, collision zones, rifted margins, magma plumbing,
lower-continental crust, and deep crustal hot zones, to whole subduction zones, local and regional mantle
heterogeneity, and the deep Earth.
S1.2
AWI: AN ALTERNATIVE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IMMUNE TO CYCLE-SKIPIPNG
Ll. Guasch (1), M. Warner (1), A. Umpleby (1), Y. Gang (1)
(1) Imperial College London, UK
Over the last decade, 3D Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) has become a standard model-building tool in exploration
seismology, especially in oil and gas applications -thanks to the high quality (spatial density of sources and receivers)
datasets acquired by the industry. FWI provides superior quantitative images than its travel-time counterparts (travel-
time based inversion methods) because it aims to match all the information in the data instead of a severely restricted
subset of them, namely picked arrivals.
An important limitation in FWI is the presence of local minima in the solution space, which can exist for a wide variety
of reasons. It seems unlikely that a formulation of the problem that can eliminate all of them -by defining the
optimization problem in a form that results in a monotonic objective function- exist. However, a significant amount of
local minima are due to the oscillatory nature of the data and the way data misfit criteria. In conventional
implementations, the misfit is defined as the difference between observed (field) and predicted (generated with an
initial estimate of the model) data. Local optimisation techniques generate model updates which try to match nearest
cycles from one dataset to the other, giving rise to the well known effect of cycle-skipping.
In order to avoid cycle-skipping we propose a different comparison between observed and predicted data, based on
Wiener filters, which exploits the fact that the identity Wiener filter is a spike at zero lag. This gives rise to a new
objective function without cycle-skipped related local minima, and therefore suppress
the need of accurate starting models or low frequencies in the data. This new technique, called Adaptive Waveform
Inversion (AWI) appears always superior to conventional FWI.
S1.3
HOW TO DEAL WITH NOISY AND BANDWIDTH LIMITED DATA IN FULL WAVEFORM 
INVERSION: THE APPROPIATE CHOICE OF THE MISFIT FUNCTION
C. E. Jiménez Tejero (1), D. Dagnino (1), V. Sallarèrs (1), C. R. Ranero (2)
(1) Center of Subsurface Imaging, Institute of Marine Science, CSIC, Passeig Martim de la Barceloneta, 37-49. E-
08003 Barcelona.
(2) ICREA at CSIC. Center of Subsurface Imaging, Institute of Marine Science, Passeig Martim de la Barceloneta, 37-
49. E-08003 Barcelona.
Recent work on Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) has yielded an increasing number of objective functions as alternative
to the traditional L2-norm. The main motivation of such works is to mitigate the effects of nonlinearity that are intrinsic
to FWI by reducing the dependence of results on the initial model used and the lowest frequency that is present in
field data.
In this work, we perform a comparative study of five objective functions under a common 2D acoustic FWI scheme
using synthetic seismic data. We compare results from L2-norm, phase, envelope, Non-Integration-Method (NIM),
and Cross-Correlation Travel Time (CCTT) functions. We test the robustness of the functionals as a function of their
performance with increasing starting frequency in the FWI.We also show the improvement of inversion results when
the CCTT inversion result is used
as initial model for any other function. Further we show the susceptibility of the different functionals to noise. Our
results reveal that a promising strategy to invert noisy data with a limited low frequency content is a hybrid one
combining CCTT and phase objective functions.
S1.4
FULL-WAVEFORM INVERSION OF CONVENTIONAL VIBROSEIS DATA USING 
PRECONDITIONING FOCUSED ON LOW FREQUENCY ENHANCEMENT
A. Adamczyk (1), M. Malinowski (1), A. Górszczyk (1)
(1) Institute of Geophysics PAS, Warsaw, Poland
Although several spectacular full-waveform inversion (FWI) examples have been published, they are usually marine
seismic surveys; the application to land data is more problematic. One of the reasons is that the majority of the land
acquisition is made using Vibroseis sources that are typically problematic when it comes to generating low-frequency
signal necessary for correct FWI.
Our data were acquired in 2010 along a 240-km long deep seismic transect located in SE Poland. In order to boost
the lowest frequency we introduced two techniques in our data pre-processing workflow: matching filtering between
4.5-Hz and 10-Hz geophones and curvelet denoising.
During data acquisition an experiment with the passive recording of the Vibroseis points with single-channel units
equipped with 4.5-Hz geophones was made. We derived a matching filter between data recorded by 4.5-Hz and 10-
Hz geophones. After application of the matching filter data were subjected to our curvelet-based denoising scheme.
Scale- and angle-adaptive thresholding in the curvelet domain (applied separately on the real and imaginary parts of
the data) allowed for noise removal without harming the signal. We have selected a full (not decimated) dataset
comprising 826 VPs. Starting model was derived using first-arrival tomography (FAT) run on the full-dataset. The
mean travel-time residual after FAT was 14 ms, which means that the criteria to avoid cycle-skipping are fulfilled - we
invert frequencies lower than 10 Hz.
We use the frequency-domain acoustic 2D FWI implementation. Inversion was performed in non-overlapping groups
of frequencies between 4.89 – 9.78 Hz. Time-damping was applied to the data and three damping factors t=0.15, 0.3
and 0.45 s per frequency group were used to progressively open the aperture of the data.
This simple strategy allowed us to obtain a geologically plausible model, that was verified by various validating
procedures, including prestack depth migration.
S1.5
INITIAL MODEL SENSIBILITY OF FULL WAVE-FORM INVERSION USING FIRST ARRIVALS 
DATA SET
D. Dagnino (1), C. E. Jiménez Tejero (1), V. Sallarés (1), C. R. Ranero (2)
(1) Barcelona-CSI, Inst. de Ciencies del Mar-CSIC, Barcelona, Spain
(2) ICREA at Barcelona-CSI, Inst. de Ciencies del Mar-CSIC, Barcelona, Spain
For a velocity model building full wave-form inversion (FWI) offers a high definition tomographic method. Despite its
potential, FWI relies in a good initial model that contains the large wave numbers of the model or in other words the
low frequencies which are not contained in field data. Other techniques as, for example, travel time tomography (TTT)
that uses the first arrival travel times can be applied to obtain this large wave number of the velocity model to later
introduce it as initial model in the FWI. The possibility to obtain large wave number using other techniques proves that
seismic data contains such information however FWI is not appropriated to invert this background model becoming
an important drawback in the FWI framework.
In this context, we present a sensibility study of the FWI results versus the initial model when only first arrivals are
considered in the misfit function to avoid cycle-skipping effects. Since the first arrival position depends mostly on the
P-wave velocity we apply an acoustic inversion to reduce the number of parameters involve in the FWI and hence the
number of local minima in the misfit function as well as to reduce the time employed in the inversion.
S1.6
3D FULL WAVEFORM MODELING OF OUTOKUMPU ORE BELT FORMATION
K. Komminaho (1), N. Hellqvist (1), E. Laine (2), E. Koivisto (1), S. Heinonen (2), P. Heikkinen (1)
(1) University of Helsinki, Department of Geosciences and Geography, Institute of Seismology, Helsinki, Finland; (2) 
Geological Survey of Finland, Southern Finland Office, Espoo, Finland
The Cu-Co-Zn massive sulfide ore deposits of the Outokumpu district are hosted by ophiolite-derived altered
ultrabasic rocks and black schist, which are emplaced within mica schist with biotite-gneiss interlayers.
The long history of mining in the Outokumpu ore belt has produced a massive geological and geophysical knowledge
base of the district. In this study, a 3D geological model is used as a basis, with some simplifications, for seismic full
waveform modeling. Geological model is based on recent geological 3D modeling results of the Outokumpu
assemblage, making use of drill core data, geological maps, geologic cross sections through the mines, areal
elevation models, aeromagnetic maps and EM data, and seismic sections. Elastic finite-difference modeling
(SOFI3D) is used to calculate theoretical seismic signature of the geological 3D-model.
Modeling results show very strong reflections from the Outokumpu assemblage rocks when in contact with the
surrounding rocks. The strong reflectors can be followed through the modeled sections. The Outokumpu-type
massive ore produces a strong reflection even when in contact with the hosting Outokumpu assemblage rocks.
Reflection and diffraction patterns as well as converted phases, originating from a theoretical ore inclusion included in
the 3D geological model, demonstrate the specific seismic signature of the Outokumpu-type ore.
Finally, the forward modeling results, including zero-offset sections and shot gathers, are compared to the real
existing high resolution seismic reflection profiles from the Outokumpu area (HIRE; HIgh REsolution reflection
seismics for ore exploration, 2007-2010 profiles).
S2.1
CURVELET DENOISING OF 2D AND 3D SEISMIC DATA: PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
A. Górszczyk (1), A. Adamczyk (1), M. Malinowski (1)
(1) Institute of Geophysics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland
Contamination of seismic signal with noise of various origins is one of the main challenges encountered during
processing and interpretation of seismic data. Several methods exist for eliminating different type of noises like
coherent or incoherent one, multiples etc., but optimal random noise attenuation still remains difficult. Here we
investigate relatively new technique based on Discrete Curvelet Transform (DCT). Features like multi-resolution, multi-
direction, locality and sparsity of DCT introduce minimal overlapping between coefficients representing signal and
noise in curvelet domain which is prime advantage of this method. We present practical application of DCT describing
its main features and focusing on useful details, especially more complex thresholding based on analyzing 2D Fourier
spectrum and vector of curvelet coefficients. We demonstrate that better understanding of relations between DCT
properties and obtained results in pair with additional investigation of curvelet domain provide better localization and,
in consequence, separation of noise and signal energy. Introduced scale and angle dependent weighting of curvelet
coefficients leads to significant improvements of results with respect to noise attenuation and signal energy
preservation. Effectiveness of our approach is demonstrated both on synthetic 2D sections, as well as on real 2D and
3D post-stack seismic data. We extent the application of the developed denoising procedure to pre-stack data e.g.
conditioning of the CDP gathers for reflection tomography and filtering frequency-domain data for 2D full-waveform
inversion. Curvelet-based denoising seems to be much more robust as compared to coherency or band-pass filtering,
especially when noise and signal spectra overlaps.
S2.2
METHODICAL PROBLEMS OF GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS ON 
SURVEY BASE LINES
A. Salnikov (1), O. Sagaidachnaya (1), A. Yemanov (2), V. Solovyev (2)
(1) FSUE SNIIGGiMS, Novosibirsk, Russia, (2) Geophysical Survey SB RAS, Altai-Sayan Branch, Novosibirsk, 
Russia
Integrated geological and geophysical investigations along survey base lines are aimed at substantiating maximally
adequate to actual geologic medium structure model of all the Earth‟s crust layers developed in structure-formational
zones the interrelation of which does predetermine spatial distribution patterns of commercial minerals. What is more,
many aspects of geology, geodynamical nature of structure-facies zones, time boundaries, tectonic processes, and
others remain unclear. Their clarification is of great practical importance as it governs a proper evaluation of
metallogenic potentials of the region.
A complex of seismic, gravitational, magnetic and electrical methods is used in developing the Earth‟s deep structure
model on evidence derived from ground geophysics. Regional seismometry, the data of which form the factual basis
for geological-geophysical constructions in studying the Earth‟s crust deep structure, comes to the forefront in the
complex.  
Long-standing theoretical and experimental investigations carried out by organizations of the RF Ministry of Natural
Resources and Environment and Russian Academy of Sciences in the development of advanced subsurface seismic
techniques have resulted in working out criteria for optimal spreads, sources of excitation and recording equipment
used in two-dimensional survey. The efficient complex of subsurface seismic studies includes works with CDP
method to study the Earth‟s crust and upper mantle structures, CR method to map reference boundaries in the upper
and middle Earth‟s crust and determine structure and velocity parameters, and deep seismic sounding to survey
depth (core, Moho and upper mantle) discontinuities and elastic wave distribution in the Earth‟s crust and upper
mantle. 
It is imperative that magnetotelluric sounding be performed on all survey base lines. On some lines the complex
includes two-dimensional high-accuracy gravity-meter and aerial geophysical surveys in the line (usually 50 km)
band. Taking into account minerogenic trend of works on the base lines, the complex also includes geological and
geochemical investigations.
S2.3
APPLICATION OF HIGH-RESOLUTION 2D-3C SEISMICS FOR CHARACTERIZATION OF 
THE JURASSIC SHALE PLAY IN CENTRAL POLAND.
M. Cyz (1),  M. Malinowski (1),  M. Mulińska (3), P. Krzywiec (2), T. Rosowski (3)
(1) Institute of Geophysics, PAS, Warsaw, Poland; (2) Institute of Geological Sciences, PAS, Warsaw, Poland; (3) 
Strzelecki Energia, Warsaw, Poland
In 2013, a new seismic program has been acquired in central Poland in the framework of the JURASHALE project
targeted at application of advanced 2D seismic methods for characterization of unconventional resources of the
Triassic and Jurassic succession. Acquisition was optimized to provide both high-resolution and broad-band seismic
data that would enable structural imaging of the Jurassic shale targets and allow for detailed quantitative
interpretation (pre-stack, post-stack inversions). Therefore a broad-band Vibroseis sweep was used (4-120 Hz) and
recordings were made using point-receiver MEMS-type 3C digital accelerometers (spaced at 6.25 m). The whole
program consisted of 15 profiles (total length of 251 km). Here we report on the processing performed for vertical
component of the 3C seismic data only. Processing and imaging benefited from the good quality of the input data, as
well as the flexibility provided by the point-receiver acquisition (e.g. unaliased f-k or digital group forming for ground
roll removal). We obtained high-resolution structural image of the target Jurassic sequence as well as overall
structural portrait of this part of the Polish Basin with strong imprint of the salt tectonics. Processing results for the
vertical component traces form the basis for the converted-waves analysis using horizontal components in the future.
S2.4
MULTICOMPONENT BROADBAND SEISMIC LANDSTREAMER FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION 
IMAGING AND SITE CHARACTERIZATION
Bojan Brodic, Alireza Malehmir and Christopher Juhlin
Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.
Corresponding author: bojan.brodic@geo.uu.se
Advances in seismic data acquisition and processing, population growth with increased demand for urban
infrastructures, along with environmental considerations motivate the need for a better understanding of near surface
geological conditions. Imaging the shallow subsurface is especially challenging in urban areas where anthropogenic
noise, such as from power lines, traffic etc. are present. In these areas, planting geophones is seldom possible and if
several kilometers of seismic lines are to be acquired, the whole spread has to be moved many times. Therefore, it is
an advantage if the acquisition system is portable and geared for such conditions. 
To cope with these issues Uppsala University has developed a prototype three component (3C) MEMs-based seismic
landstreamer. The acquisition system is fully digital, therefore, there is no electrical or EM noise pickup. Various tests
and corrections such as crosstalk, leakage and tilting show that the system has advantages over its predecessors.
The broadband nature of the sensors (0-800 Hz), 3C recording and close spacing of the sensors enable high-
resolution seismic data to be obtained. The current configuration consists of twenty sensors 4 m apart and seventy
sensors 2 m apart. Combined with wireless sensors the system can be used for a variety of applications, including
multi-channel analysis of surface waves (MASW) and ambient noise studies. Acquisition rates of 500-800 m/day
seismic data using 2-4 m shot and receiver spacing has been achieved to date. 
The system was first tested against planted geophones and then in Stockholm city at a planned access tunnel for a
city bypass. Various types of seismic sources, including explosives, sledgehammer, S-wave vibrator have also been
tested. The system, and its capabilities, test data and preliminary results will be presented.
S2.5
TIME-LAPSE SEISMIC PERFORMANCE OF A SPARSE PERMANENT ARRAY: 
EXPERIENCE FROM THE AQUISTORE CO2 STORAGE SITE
D.J. White, L.A.N. Roach, B. Roberts (1)
Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa, Canada
4D seismic monitoring is being utilized to track CO2 injected to the deep subsurface at the Aquistore CO2 storage
site in Saskatchewan, Canada. A sparse 2D permanent array of 630 geophones buried at 20 m depth was deployed
for this purpose. The array is designed to exploit the increased repeatability afforded by such an array as well as to
economize the monitoring effort. Pre-injection 3D dynamite seismic surveys were conducted in March, 2012 and May,
2013. Comparison of the raw data from these surveys demonstrates that 1) signal-to-noise ratio for the buried
geophones is increased by 6-7 dB relative to surface-deployed geophones and by an additional 20 dB for dynamite
relative to a Vibroseis source; 2) the use of buried sensors and sources at this site does not appear to be significantly
degraded by the effects of ghosting; 3) repeatability is excellent with a mean nRMS value of 57% for the raw baseline
– monitor difference; 4) the variance of nRMS values is higher for shot gathers (18%) as compared to receiver
gathers (7%); 5) the raw data repeatability is a factor of 3 improved over that of comparable surface geophone data
acquired at the Weyburn field. The prestack processing sequence applied to these data reduced the nRMS from
113% between the raw stacks to 13% after post-stack time migration. The post-migration cross-equalisation
sequence further reduced the global nRMS to 7%. A simulation of the changes in seismic response due to a range of
CO2 injection scenarios suggests that CO2 detectability at the Aquistore site is not limited by the time-lapse noise.
S2.6
PRAY - A GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE FOR INTERACTIVE VISUALIZATION AND 
MODIFICATION OF RAYINVR MODELS
Tanja Fromm
1) Alfred-Wegener-Institut fuer Polar- und Meeresforschung, Am Alten Hafen 26, D-27568 Bremerhaven, Germany
PRay is a graphical user interface for interactive displaying and editing of velocity models for seismic refraction. It is
optimized for editing rayinvr models but can also be used as a dynamic viewer for ray tracing results from other
software. The main features are the graphical editing of velocity and depth nodes; fast switching of displayed rays,
stations and the rayinvr configuration; running of user defined shell scripts; linking to phase picking software and
editing of phase numbers. 
PRay is open source software written in the scripting language Perl; runs on Unix like operating systems including
Mac OS X; provides a revision controlled source code repository for community development and can be
downloaded from http://aforge.awi.de/gf/project/pray/.
S2.7
TOMO3D: NEW 3-D JOINT REFRACTION AND REFLECTION TRAVEL-TIME TOMOGRAPHY 
PARALLEL CODE FOR ACTIVE-SOURCE SEISMIC DATA – SYNTHETIC TESTS
A. Meléndez (1), J. Korenaga (2), V. Sallarès (1), A. Miniussi (3), C. R. Ranero (4), P. Charvis (5)
(1) Barcelona Center for Subsurface Imaging, Institut de Ciències del Mar (CSIC), Barcelona, Spain. (2) Department 
of Geology and Geophysics, Yale University, New Haven (CT), US (3) Observatoire de la Côte d'Azur, CNRS, UMS 
Galilée. (4) Barcelona Center for Subsurface Imaging, ICREA at Institut de Ciències del Mar (CSIC), Barcelona, 
Spain (5) Université Nice Sophia Antipolis, IRD, CNRS, Observatoire de la Côte d‟Azur
We present a new 3-D travel-time tomography code (TOMO3D) for the modelling of active-source seismic data that
uses the arrival times of both refracted and reflected seismic phases to derive the propagation velocity distribution of
the subsurface and the depth and geometry of reflecting boundaries. This code is based on its renowned 2-D version
TOMO2D from which it inherited the methods to solve the forward and inverse problems. The forward travel-time
calculations are done using a hybrid ray-tracing technique combining the graph or shortest path method and the
bending method. The LSQR algorithm is used to perform the iterative inversion of travel-time residuals to update the
initial velocity and depth models. In order to cope with the increased computational demand due to the incorporation
of the third dimension, the forward problem solver, which takes by far most of the run time, has been parallelised with
a combination of both MP and MPI standards. This parallelization distributes the ray tracing and travel time
calculations among the desired/available computational resources, allowing the user to set the number of nodes,
CPUs and cores to be used. The code's performance is illustrated with increasingly complex synthetic cases including
a checkerboard anomaly and two reflectors. The code is designed to invert for a single reflector at a time which is why
a data-driven layer-stripping strategy is proposed for cases involving several reflectors. This strategy builds the final
model by successively extending it to a deeper reflector with each new inversion incorporating the previous results.
This allows us to recover strong velocity discontinuities that would otherwise be smoothened while at the same time
reducing the negative effect of the ambiguity between layer thickness and propagation velocity. If time permits, we will
also show some preliminary results for a 3-D real data set.
S3.1
JOINT INVERSION: THE WAY FORWARD TO A COMPREHENSIVE EARTH MODEL 
(KEYNOTE)
M.D.  Jegen
 GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel, Kiel, Germany;
There is, for any geophysical method, always a large number of models with responses that fit measured data,
because a) any data set is scarce and associated with errors; b) any modeling routine is hampered by assumptions;
c) sheer physics of the chosen methodology might make it impossible to resolve certain structures in question.
Acquiring more than one geophysical data set and gaining additional constraints and complementary information on
the Earth model is an obvious way to narrow the possible solutions. Multi-component geophysical data acquisition
has become routine.
The question then arises of how to combine complementary content of data sets and identify a reduced subset of
models required to fit all data sets. Current practice is to compare final or intermediate results from single data-type
inversions. However, given ambiguities in single-method inversion, this is often a difficult process and cumbersome
even for experienced interpreters. An obviously more efficient path is to define a new inversion process which
combines single inversion streams to a common one and searches right from the start only for models which fit all
data sets simultaneously. This type of inversion, called joint inversion, seems a promising path toward a
comprehensive Earth model, which is actively researched in academia and industry. 
In this presentation, I will give an overview of how joint-inversion problems are formulated and solved. The concepts
are obviously target- and method-dependent. For some problems, a safe guess at the physical rock parameter
relationship between f.ex. electrical resitivity, seismic velocity, and/or density can be made, which allows a direct and
strong coupling of the different methods. For other problems, such a relationship is not known or might change
significantly over the structure (f.ex. in subsalt exploration). The better approach seems to be a looser, structural
coupling, requiring that all models considered in the search have a similar structure.
I will illustrate the benefits of joint inversion through case studies in exploration contexts, such as subsalt/sub-basalt
exploration and quantification of gas hydrate and gas in marine sediments. A point of discussion will be on how this
type of approach may be extended to tectonic studies and how to include seismological data.
S3.2
ROCK MATERIAL FACTORS FOR CRUSTAL SEISMIC ANISOTROPY AND THE NEED TO 
GO BEYOND SLOW-AXIS TRANSVERSE ISOTROPY
David Okaya (1), Sarah Brownlee (2), Nik Christensen (3)
(1) Dept. Earth Sciences, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, USA
(2) Dept Geology, Wayne State University, Detroit, USA
(3) Earth and Ocean Sciences, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada
Current conventional seismic analysis methods that study anisotropy use an assumption of elliptical transverse
isotropy (TI) -- with fast-axis symmetry for the mantle and slow-axis symmetry for the continental crust. The results of
these methods characterize crustal anisotropy as vertical TI (radial anisotropy), horizontal TI (azimuthal anisotropy),
or tilted TI. New studies identify micro- to macro-scale earth material factors that indicate these simple TI
assumptions are not sufficient to properly interpret seismic data: (1) Crustal subvolumes are internally heterogeneous
(we can see this via outcrop). (2) Rock physics indicate the elliptical assumption for TI is not the norm. (3) Rock fabric
elasticity (via lab measurements or EBSD studies) can be orthorhombic to lower symmetry. (4) Meso- to macro-scale
geometrical structure containing fabric has its own level of anisotropy based on effective media averaging concepts;
for example structure filled with a slow-axis TI rock fabric can be a fast-axis orthorhombic volume at the scale that
seismic waves respond to. 
In order to fully characterize crustal anisotropy symmetry levels using seismology, a broad range of directionality
coverage (wave path azimuth and inclination) is required. However, a limitation in interpretations of anisotropy is that
an individual method is usually based on one type of seismic phase that has its own preferred path direction. This
provides observations of only a portion of the full directional behavior of the anisotropy; an individual method
undersamples the directional coverage needed to properly identify the degree of earth material anisotropy. We
identify the directional illumination zones that different seismic methods provide. A major conclusion is that future
crustal seismic anisotropy studies need to combine seismic results from methods of very different directional
illumination, requiring broad individual or collaborative seismological expertise.
S3.3
AFTERSHOCK IMAGING WITH DENSE ARRAYS (AIDA): LESSONS FROM VIRGINIA AND 
MAINE
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Aftershocks from the magnitude Mw 5.8 August 23, 2011, central Virginia earthquake were recorded using an
unusually dense array of seismometers in what has been termed an AIDA (Aftershock Imaging with Dense Arrays)
deployment. Over 200 recorders were set out in the epicentral area of this event to a) more precisely determine
hypocentral locations and source properties of the aftershocks to ultra-low magnitudes, b) more accurately define
velocity structure in the aftershock zone, c) image geologic structures in the hypocentral volume using reflection
techniques with the aftershocks serving as illumination sources, d) characterize regional propagation characteristics
and e) assess the potential of seismic interferometry for subsurface imaging using both body and surface waves from
aftershocks and ambient noise. Key results from the AIDA Virginia experiment related to hypocenter location, rupture
characteristics and 3D structural imaging are described in other presentations in this session. Here we use the AIDA
VA results, along with those from a similar experiment in Maine following the Mw4.0 Waterboro, Maine earthquake of
October 16, 2012, to illustrate the even greater potential of dense, true 3D recording (in contrast to the 2.5 D nature of
the AIDA pilot studies) to image, monitor and understand subsurface tectonics with unprecedented resolution and at
nominal cost. The hardware to carry out much more ambitious, true 3D surveys already exists in the form of the large
N recording systems now in routine use by the oil exploration industry.
S3.4
SEISMIC INTERFEROMETRY OF CULTURAL NOISE: BODY WAVES EXTRACTED FROM 
AUTO AND TRAIN TRAFFIC
D. Quiros (1), L. Brown(1), D. Kim(1)
(1) Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14853
Retrieval of virtual surface waves from natural seismic noise (microseisms) has become a standard procedure for
tomographic imaging of the subsurface. Useful recovery of virtual P and S waves has proven more challenging. Here
we report results of two small experiments designed to evaluate the utility of cultural, as opposed to natural, noise as
a source for generating virtual body waves via interferometry. In particular we address the suggestion that traffic
noise, i.e. from automobiles or trains, might prove effective at producing P and S waves at frequencies and
amplitudes appropriate for crustal scale refraction and reflection imaging. 
The first experiment was carried out in upstate NY experiment, recording routine traffic for about 10 days along a fairly
straight stretch an isolated rural highway (state route 13) between the towns of Elmira and Ithaca. An array of 85
vertical component geophones (4.5 Hz) with RT 125 (Texan) recorders from the IRIS PASSCAL instrument pool was
deployed. After bandpass filtering and sign-bit conversion, data were cross-correlated to produce a suite of virtual
sources for each receiver location. Clear surface waves, direct and reflected P waves were recovered on most of the
virtual shot gathers. These virtual P waves match the apparent velocities of real P waves recorded from a
conventional, small scale refraction survey carried out at the same site with a shotgun source and an engineering
seismograph.
The second experiment was located in the Rio Grande rift near Belen New Mexico, where relatively isolated train
traffic was recorded for about 6 days using similar instruments that were deployed parallel to a busy section of the
BNRF railway. Interferometric processing of the train “noise” produced virtual shot gathers with strong surface waves,
direct P wave arrivals and distinct shallow reflections adequate to produce a credible CMP stack. 

S3.5
GEOTHERMAL RESERVOIR STRUCTURES CHARACTERIZED USING SEISMIC DEPTH 
IMAGING METHODS
M. Riedel (1), C. Dutsch (1), C. Alexandrakis (1), I. Dini (2), S. Ciuffi (2), S. Buske (1)
(1) Institute of Geophysics and Geoinformatics TU Bergakademie Freiberg; (2) Enel Green Power
The characterization of a geothermal reservoir can be accomplished by the analysis of heat transport and fluid
migration throughout the target rock volume. Such data, which can be provided by hydrothermal modeling, minimizes
the uncertainties in choosing appropriate locations for exploration wells. However, in order to set up a realistic and
geologically reasonable model for hydraulic simulation, the structural framework of the target region first has to be
known. In this study, we image the major seismic horizons in an area of interest in Southern Tuscan, Italy. 
Two differing migration techniques are applied to a data set acquired over a potential geothermal reservoir in Italy,
which includes five seismic reflection profiles covering an area of about 22 x 15 km. The methods, Kirchhoff Prestack
Depth Migration (KPSDM) and Fresnel Volume Migration (FVM), are both based on the integral formulation of
migration, however FVM describes a methodological advancement of KPSDM in that it uses an “intelligent” migration
aperture. In order to determine a suitable model for each line, we started with a 1D layered model derived from a
nearby VSP measurement. This model was then customized for each line using first-arrival turning ray tomography to
improve the near surface, and migration velocity analysis for the deeper regions.
Using the derived velocity models, we applied our depth migration techniques to the five reflection lines. Due to the
crooked line geometry, we conduct the migrations in 3D using the real source and receiver coordinates in order to
reduce artifacts. The resulting images all show several strong reflectors, including a broad reflective zone which is of
particular interest for geothermal exploitation. Overall, both techniques perform well on this challenging data set.
However, we demonstrate that the FVM significantly reduces migration noise.
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HIGH-POWER VIBRATION SOURCES IN TARGETS OF ACTIVE SEISMOLOGY AND STUDY 
OF THE EARTH`S DEEP STRUCTURE
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Success of active seismology and deep seismic investigations is mostly depends on techniques and vibration
sources, firs of all.  
Experimental investigations with high-power (60-100 tons) stationary and moveable vibration sources have been
carrying out in Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences since 1989. Creation of high-power vibration
sources, providing seismic waves generation with high stability of radiation led to development of vibration
technologies. This is solution of many targets of detail microseismic zoning, temporally study of the environment
mode of deformation of focal zones, study of seismic stability of buildings and industrial objects, demanded high-
accuracy tool measurements. Creating high-power stationary and moveable vibration sources practically became an
alternative to high-power chemical explorations at study of deep structure of the Earth`s crust and the upper mantle of
various regions in Russia. 
For 25-years period of investigations in various regions of Siberia there was accumulated considerable experimental
material from high-power vibrations: about 10 thousands km of DSS profiles were carried out, wave fields of P- and S-
waves from bearing boundaries in the Earth`s crust and the Moho on distances of 0 to 450 km were recorded, high
stability and repeatability of vibration influences were shown. Large quantity of experiments on comparison of
explosion and vibration records on different distances were carried out, there was accumulated the base of
measurements in near field zone with vibrator installation on various soils (from low-velocity sedimentary rocks to
hard crystal rocks). There were researched some questions of nonlinearity of the environment at operating vibrators,
emission process, resonances in the system vibrator/soil, accumulation of sub-harmonics and repeated harmonics.
There were accumulated ten-year monitoring lines in the region of Novosibirsk reservoir.  
There are given examples shown results of deep vibroseismic investigations and monitoring works with high-power
vibrators in Siberia.
S3.7
NEW DAWN OF THE AUSTRALIAN OCEAN BOTTOM SEISMOGRAPHY
Alexey Goncharov
Geoscience Australia, ANSIR – Australian National Seismic Imaging Resource
Ocean Bottom Seismography (OBS) experiments in Australia have been limited so far, with the only major data set
collected by Geoscience Australia in 1995-1996 on a number of coincident reflection/refraction seismic transects
across the northwest Australian Margin. The arrival of the new Australian National Pool of OBSs in 2013 has greatly
enhanced the research capabilities of Australian scientists in Earth imaging, offshore exploration and natural hazard
assessment.
The first seven out of twenty OBSs from the Australian Geophysical Observing System (AGOS) National Pool have
been successfully trialled. Following a test in shallow water, the nodes were deployed on the North West Australian
margin in a water depth of 1100 metres, within the area of Woodside Petroleum‟s Centaurus 3D marine seismic
survey. Seismic signals from the airgun array (3480 in³ volume, 2000 psi pressure) were recorded to offsets in excess
of thirty kilometres and could have been recorded to even larger offsets, had the acquisition geometry allowed larger
separations between sources and receivers. This is a major extension of the recording aperture compared to eight-
kilometre long streamers used on that survey. 
The AGOS OBSs were manufactured by UK-based company Güralp. They acquire three-component broadband
seismic data from 1/60 to 100 Hertz and can operate for up to twelve months in water depths up to 6000 metres. The
nodes were deployed using the 21 metre long vessel, equipped with an A-frame at the stern. The nodes sink to the
ocean floor and start recording automatically. Their deployed location is determined using an acoustic positioning
system. On completion of the survey, the nodes are commanded to return to the surface using an acoustic
communication link on the vessel. Once at the surface, the nodes broadcast their position over radio to facilitate
recovery.
Possible PMP reflections have been identified on some records. 2 to 8 Hz frequencies, although present in the ocean
due to natural oceanographic reasons, are boosted by airguns at offsets up to 5 km, thus allowing broadband imaging
of the crust. The dilemma of the previous shot noise treatment (filter it out, or leave it in for the FWI processing)
remains open for debate and further testing.
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2.5-D INVERSION OF FREQUENCY DOMAIN CSEM DATA USING A PDE CONSTRAINED 
OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE
S. Galiana, X.Garcia
Barcelona-CSI, Inst. de Ciències del Mar ICM-CSIC, Barcelona, Spain
We present a new algorithm for inverting frequency domain controlled source electromagnetic (CSEM) data using a
partial differential equation (PDE) constrained optimization technique within a 2.5-D (three-dimensional source over a
two-dimensional subsurface structure) approximation. A common approach applied to solve the CSEM inverse
problem eliminates the field in the objective function using equality constraints, leaving an unconstrained optimization
problem to be solved. In contrast, we propose to use a PDE constrained optimization. Using this methodology, fields
remains as part fo the objective function and the PDE equations are added as constraints. Thus, allowing us to
balance the accuracy of the iterations for solving the forward and the inverse problems. 
To solve the forward problem within the 2.5-D approach, we apply a Fourier transformation of the 3D Maxwell's
equation onto the wavenumber domain on the parallel strike direction coordinate. Then we solve the resulting two
coupled PDE equations numerically using the Finite Element (FE) method with unstructured grids for a set of strike
parallel wavenumber values. We then finally, transform the solution fields back to the spatial domain. In order to
introduce the PDE equations as objective function constraints in the inversion scheme, we formulate the linear
system matrices obtained through the FE method to include the discretized equations for all the wavenumber values.
We then use a direct solver (MUMPS) to solve the FE linear system for all the wavenumbers at the same time.
As part of the PDE constrained optimization formulation, we introduce a Lagrangian functional and solve the
optimization problem by finding a stationary point within it. For this purpose, in the algorithm presented in this work,
we use the SNOPT package. SNOPT uses a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method, using limited-memory
quasi-Newton approximations to the Hessian of the Lagrangian.
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The Moho can be complex or gradational in nature. Furthermore, characteristics of the Moho can also vary spatially,
making the basic quest of obtaining overall crustal thickness difficult to achieve over large scales. This difficulty
hinders testing of geodynamic models in that key predictors such as dynamic topography can only be revealed after
accounting for crustal contributions to topography. 
To this end, the method of virtual deep seismic sounding (VDSS) offers a robust, simple and economic solution.
Using large, distant earthquakes, VDSS relies upon strong signals of post-critical, P-wave reflections off the Moho.
For each seismic station, the virtual source of the reflection is the S- to P-wave conversion under the free surface
near the station. 
We found significant deviations from the Airy model of crustal isostasy, where high elevation is supported by
thickened crustal root. For instance, under a uniform, high elevation of about 5 km, the thick crust under Tibet shows
a systematic, gradual thinning. Over a distance of over 550 km, the crust thins northward by 12 km or more. So the
residual topography, or the difference between true elevation and that predicted from the Airy model based on crustal
thickness, reaches a maximum of about 2 km. Considering the effect of cooling due to northward, sub-horizontal
under-thrusting of the leading, submerged portion of the Indian shield, gradual thinning of the crust under Tibet
apparently goes hand-in-hand with northward increase of thermal buoyancy of the upper mantle.
Under the western portion of the North China craton and beneath the Sino-Korean craton, a prominent Conrad
discontinuity is detected. In the former case, crustal isostasy is likely to have been maintained by the compositional
effect of a dense, mafic lower crust, which, in turn, is a key element in the lower crust foundering hypothesis of craton
destruction.
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INTEGRATED GEOPHYSICAL MODEL OF THE SOUTH PART OF SIBERIAN CRATON AND 
THE ADJACENT FOLD SYSTEMS
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Model of deep structure is the result of integrating of field experiment data of Geotransect 3-DV and processing of
gravity and magnetic fields. Integrated model includes the results of several types processing of common mid-point
reflection (CMP), wide-angle reflection/refraction seismic data and 3-D density modeling in combination with zoning of
potential fields over the large area. The main task of the integrated model for Geotransect was to evaluate the
position of the Earth's crust major boundaries and to coordinate the detailed structure with the velocity and density
characteristics using the full set of geophysical data. The areal position of the deep structures allocated on the
Geotransect was traced using the results of potential fields zoning. 
Geotransect 3-DV with a length of 2 900 km has crossed the southern part of Siberian Craton and two adjoining Fold
Systems - Central Asian Fold Belt and Verkhoyansk-Kolyma Fold Region. Integrated geophysical model has identified
specific features of the deep structure of Сraton and Fold Systems. Siberian Craton differs by three layers
consolidated crust with high thickness, the presence of mantle-crust mix, mainly low amplitude of wave fields. Fold
Regions have some similar geophysical parameters as well as significant variations that indicate the difference of
their formation. Fold Regions are characterized by two layers consolidated crust, more or less constant Earth‟s crust
thickness and wide variation of wave field‟s amplitude. Central Asian Fold Belt has higher velocity of the low crust, the
similar to Siberian Craton. Verkhoyansk-Kolyma Fold Region specific is wide vertical variation of upper crust velocity
and anomaly high wave field‟s amplitude. The Junction zones of the Craton and Folded Regions are the most
interesting structures, that is why the geological interpretation of the model is mainly focused on them.
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SEISMIC ARRAY IN EASTERN AUSTRALIA
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We use ambient noise recording from the largest transportable seismic array in the southern hemisphere to image
azimuthal variations in Rayleigh wave phase anisotropy and 3-D isotropic variations in shear wavespeed in the crust
beneath southeast Australia. This region incorporates a transition from the Precambrian shield region of Australia in
the west to younger Phanerozoic terranes in the east, which are thought to have been formed by subduction-
accretion processes. An hierarchical Bayesian transdimensional tomography method is used to invert Rayleigh wave
dispersion for 2-D period dependent phase velocity maps, which are then discretized on a grid and separately
inverted for depth dependent shear wave velocity. One of the central features of the new model is the presence of a
distinctive high velocity region connecting Tasmania and Victoria in the mid-lower crust, which strongly supports the
idea that an exotic microcontinental fragment became entrained in the subduction accretion process along the proto-
Pacific margin of East Gondwana in the early Phanerozoic. The azimuthal anisotropy results reveal that the fast axis
of anisotropy is virtually coincident with magnetic lineations extracted from aeromagnetic data. Beneath the Cenozoic
Murray Basin, where the magnetic fabric becomes less distinct, the fast axis of anisotropy becomes strongly curved
and traces out a semi-circular pattern with a radius of 200-250 km. This result represents the first evidence that
attempted ingestion of a continental fragment at an accretionary margin can produce an oroclinal fold belt due to the
competing effects of trench advance where the fragment meets the subduction zone and subduction roll-back on
either side of the fragment.
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The Tarim basin is regarded as a rigid block resisting the northward extension of the Tibetan plateau uplifted by the
ongoing northward indentation of the Indian tectonic plate. Seismic profiles traversing different borders of the Tarim
basin exhibit a controversial geometry of the lithospheric interaction of the Tarim block with the surrounding orogenic
belts. Here we propose that a clockwise rotation of the Tarim basin can account for the apparently discrepant
observations. The block rotation causes convergence of the Tarim with west Tien Shan and north Tibet and extension
with east Tien Shan, creating the features seen by the seismic data. The clockwise rotation of the Tarim basin is
supported by the GPS measurement (Gan et al., 2007), geological mapping and kinematic model of the major thrust
faults (Avouac et al., 1993a; 1993b) and paleomagnetic data (Chen et al., 1992). Seismic studies revealed the
lithospheric boundary between the Indian plate and the Eurasian plate beneath Tibet roughly along a line from the
western Tarim Basin to the eastern Himalayan syntaxis (Li et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2010; Kind and Yuan, 2010). The
Indian plate contacts the western Tarim basin, pushing the Tarim basin to rotate. In central and eastern Tibet the two
colliding plates are separated by a lithospheric crash zone with high temperature and low seismic velocity. 
Key words: Tarim basin, block rotation, Indian plate, Eurasian plate, continental collision
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High elevation in Tibet is well known to be produced by the convergence between the Indian and Asian continents.
Gravitational collapse and lateral extrusion have been used to explain the initiation of the south-north trending rifts in
southern Tibetan, and suggest rifts developed only within the upper crust. Our broad-band seismic array (Tibet-N31)
is along east-west orientation and across these rifts in Lhasa block operated from September 2009 to November
2010. After modeling the teleseismic SsPmp phase, a significant offset of Moho is revealed beneath the Yadong-Gulu
rift (YGR). Our result suggests that YGR is a lithospheric rift associated with deep (80-90 km) earthquake beneath the
rift. Combining main seismological features of southern Tibet, we suggest that the Indian lower crust separated from
the subducting Indian continental lithosphere, and it thus led to the lateral discrepancy of the shape of the subducting
Indian lithosphere and the deformation of the Tibetan lithosphere. This crust-mantle separation during subduction of
Indian continental lithosphere, as well as oblique convergence between India and Euraisa, cause the arc-parallel
extension in southern Tibet and the opening these rifts. 
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Over the last several decades since the late 1970‟s Geoscience Australia in collaboration with the State and Territory
geological surveys, Cooperative Research Centres, universities and industry has acquired more than 17,000 line
kilometres of deep seismic reflection data across Australia to better understand the crustal architecture and
geodynamic evolution of key geological provinces and basins. An atlas of deep crustal seismic reflection profiles
(1978-2011) penetrating the whole crust, with accompanying geological maps has been released to give an overview
of crustal architecture across the Australian continent. The acquired data provide unique insights into the accretionary
and subsequent intra-continental deformation record of Australia. Accretionary domains are imaged as juxtapositions
of seismic domains across major structures, some of which appear to extend into the upper mantle. The good
coverage of seismic profiles provides the opportunity to construct a map of crustal blocks across Australia, which will
improve the understanding of how the Australian continent was constructed from the Mesoarchean through to the
Phanerozoic. Major crustal-scale breaks and significant changes in the seismic character of the mid to lower crust
have been interpreted in some of the profiles. The seismic interpretations, used in conjunction with geological data
and geophysical images, have been used to construct a map of the crustal blocks. This map provides constraints on
the three dimensional architecture of Australia.
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The Cue-Weld range area is in the north-west part of the Youanmi terrane, a tectonic unit within the Neoarchean
Yilgarn Craton in Western Australia. It contains several greenstone belts that host significant gold, iron and base
metal deposits. In order to identify structures and their relationship to ore deposits, the Geological Survey of Western
Australia in collaboration with Geoscience Australia carried out a deep crustal seismic survey in 2010. After
reprocessing these data, we focused on the upper two seconds (about 6 km) of line 10GA–YU1 near Cue where
geological rock units and structures outcrop that allow a good correlation with corresponding reflections. Our
interpretation of the maps and field data confirm that at least two deformation phases have occurred in the area
which, resulting in the formation of a characteristic fold-interference pattern. The orientation of the first fold, which has
been associated with thrusting and formation of an imbricate stack, trends presently NW-SE, whereas the later fold is
trending NE-SW in the area. A later phase of strike-slip faulting cuts these structures. This scenario is reflected in our
interpretation of the seismic profile, where strongly folded reflections, which are enhanced on the migrated seismic
section, are interpreted as a continuation of the greenstone units at depth. To test our interpretations, we applied 2D
acoustic finite difference forward modeling. The corresponding synthetic data were processed in the same way as the
real data. Comparisons between the acquired and the synthetic data show that the model is consistent with seismic
and map observations. Based on the model, we argue that the rock in the area is repeated structurally at different
levels and folded at least twice. Surface data together with the seismic results allow a new preferred model for the
subsurface of the Cue-Weld range area to be proposed.
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DEEP SEISMIC REFLECTION IMAGING OF PALEOGENE CRUSTAL EXTENSION IN THE 
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Following Mesozoic growth of the Canadian Cordillera, the southern Cordillera was subject to extension during the
Paleocene and Eocene that correlated with widespread volcanic activity in south-central British Columbia, including
across the Nechako-Chilcotin plateau, which forms part of the Intermontane belt. In 2008, 330 km of deep vibroseis
reflection profiles were acquired by Geoscience BC over the plateau. The objective of the survey was to characterize
the overall crustal structure and the distribution of Cretaceous sedimentary rocks beneath the surface cover of
volcanic rocks and glacial deposits. Near-surface lithologies were constrained to depths of 1-4 km using P wave
velocity models derived by first arrival tomography using source-receiver offsets up to 14 km. All seven reflection lines
reveal a strongly reflective lower crust that extends from 7-9 s down to the Moho, which is defined by the downward
termination of reflectivity at 11-12 s. In the uppermost crust, extension occurred by block faulting with faults soling into
sub-horizontal to shallowly dipping detachments above 10 km depth. Extension in the deeper upper and middle crust,
which was partly controlled by antiforms likely related to earlier shortening, was accommodated on a network of
anastomosing shear zones that sole out into the top of the reflective lower crust. The lower crustal reflections
correlate with seismic P wave velocities of 6.6-6.8 km/s, indicating that the reflective lower crust has a more mafic
composition than the middle crust. As in other areas of continental extension, we suggest that this pervasive fabric of
reflectors arises from the intrusion of mantle-derived basaltic magma into zones of ductile shearing. Our seismic
observations are generally similar to those of Lithoprobe‟s Southern Cordillera transect, but differ markedly from the
seismic data recorded over Stikinia by the Slave-Northern Cordillera Lithospheric Evolution transect, which show little
evidence for crustal-scale extension.
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The western edge of the East European Craton in Poland, is limited to the west by the Teisseyre – Tornquist Zone
(TTZ) that separates it from the West European (Paleozoic) Platform. During Paleozoic to Cenozoic times, this zone
influenced the development of sedimentary basins in Poland, including those that overlie the cratonic edge. Seismic
data from the recently acquired high-effort regional deep reflection survey PolandSPAN revealed many new tectonic
features of the cratonic edge in Poland, allowing for a better understanding of its complex tectono-sedimentary
history. The Cambrian - Ordovician passive margin succession is covered by the Ordovician - Silurian succession of
the Caledonian foredeep basin. Large-scale geometry of the Silurian succession imaged on seismic data from the
Baltic basin reflects progressive progradation of the foredeep infill towards the E-SE. Within the Baltic basin Silurian
erosional top is covered by the Permian to Cretaceous sedimentary cover deposited within the NE flank of the Mid-
Polish Trough (MPT), a sedimentary basin that developed above the TTZ. Seismic data acquired in SE Poland has
shown the deep structure of the Lublin basin and surrounding areas including the Moho discontinuity, laminated lower
crust, and crystalline basement, and the entire Precambrian to Cretaceous sedimentary cover. In this part of the study
area numerous, previously little or not known features have been documented: Neoproterozoic extensional structures
and associated volcano-sedimentary cover possibly related to the Orsha-Volhyn Aulacogen, deeply rooted strike-slip
fault zones located at boundaries of the Malopolska gravity high, SW-NE - trending system of mostly reverse faults
related to the Bretonian (E. Carboniferous) reactivation of the Precambrian structures, thin-skinned Variscan (L.
Carboniferous) compressional structures detached above top of the Precambrian basement or at the base of the
Silurian shales, and regional reverse faulting related to the Late Cretaceous – Paleogene inversion of the MPT.
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Normal incidence and wide-angle seismic reflection data acquired in the Central and southern parts of the Iberia
Peninsula resolve the internal architecture and constrain the distribution of the physical properties along an almost
350 km long transect that samples the major tectonic domains of the Iberian Massif, including the Central Iberian
Zone (CIZ) and the associated sutures. The internal architecture down to almost 70 km depth (~15 s TWTT) is
resolved by the normal incidence data set. It images a number of elements that characterize the tectonics of the study
area, which is one of the best exposed fragment of the Variscan orogenic Belt. A well marked brittle-to-ductile (B2D)
transition separates the crust in two, the upper and mid-lower parts, approximately, 13 km and 18 km thick,
respectively. The upper crust appears to be decoupled from the mid-lower crust and responded differently to
shortening. The Mohorovicic discontinuity is located at ~10.5 s (TWTT) , it is relatively thick, and highly reflective
beneath the CIZ. The wide-angle seismic transect extended the lithospheric section towards the north across the
Madrid Basin. This profile provides very strong constraints on the distribution of physical properties (P- and S- wave
velocities, Poisson's ratio) of the upper lithosphere as well as a high resolution image of the base of the crust beneath
the area. This data is one of the first datasets to present solid evidence of a relatively significant crustal thickening
beneath the Madrid Basin. The crustal thickness varies from ~31 km beneath the CIZ to ~35.5 km beneath the Madrid
Basin. This data set also reveals two major discontinuity levels, the B2D and the Moho, both represent levels of
lithological/rheological variations. The characteristics of the PmP and SmS seismic phases suggest further details on
the internal structure of the Moho. Furthermore, low fold wide-angle P and S wave stacks reveal a marked crust-
mantle transition which is most probably a 5-6 km in thick and relatively complex structure.
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The knowledge of the anisotropic properties beneath the Iberian Peninsula and Northern Morocco has been
dramatically changed since late 2007 with the analysis of the data provided by the dense TopoIberia-IberArray broad-
band seismic network and the increasing number of permanent stations operating in Morocco, Portugal and Spain. 
The first TopoIberia deployment in the Betics-Alboran zone has evidenced a spectacular rotation of the fast
polarization direction (FPD) along the Gibraltar arc following the curvature of the Rif-Betic chain, from roughly N65E
beneath the Betics to close to N65W beneath the Rif chain. This result, confirmed latter on by the analysis of the
PICASSO experiment data, has been interpreted as an evidence of mantle flow deflected around the high velocity
slab identified by tomographic methods beneath the Gibraltar Arc. Data from the second TopoIberia deployment and
from additional deployments in the Moroccan Meseta and the western High Atlas, allowed expanding the investigated
area and obtaining a larger scale image of the mantle flow around the region. Diaz et al. (2014) have suggested the
presence of vertical flow in the mantle associated to small-scale edge-driven convective cells beneath SW Portugal
and the western High Atlas regions. The rather uniform N100ºE FPD retrieved beneath the Variscan Central Iberian
Massif is consistent with global mantle flow models taking into account contributions of surface plate motion, density
variations and net lithosphere rotation. The last IberArray deployment covers the northern part of the Iberian
Peninsula and has been coeval with the deployment of a similar seismic network in southern France in the framework
of the Pyrope project. The ongoing analysis of the new dataset will allow to investigate in further detail the possible
differences in anisotropic signature between the stable areas of Western Iberia and those reworked during the Alpine
orogeny in the East.
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The Cenozoic Atlas Mountain Range has been extensively studied in Morocco over the past two decades in an effort
to unravel the origin of its topography. Structural geology studies indicated that tectonic shortening is low as to
achieve altitudes of up to 4000 m. Potential field data suggested that its moderately thick crust needs of an
astenopheric contribution to fulfill isostatic equilibrium. Accordingly, the LAB depth was found to be ~70 km
underneath the northern part of the High Atlas. These results support the existence of a high heat flow and that of a
Tertiary and Cuaternary vulcanism.
However, uncertainties in the LAB depth exist and are related to the estimated crustal thickness. In order to image the
Moho geometry, its depth, and to constrain the seismic velocity structure of the crust, the 700 km long, seismic wide-
angle reflection SIMA transect was acquired in 2010 by an international team. The profile samples the Moroccan
Middle and High Atlas as well as the Rif. Even with low signal/noise ratios, the data shows mantle reflected/refracted
phases that indicate that the Moho is an asymmetric feature that locally defines the crustal root characteristic of
young orogens. The crust-mantle boundary is modeled at relatively shallow depths: 30 km in the Middle Atlas and 41
km in the High Atlas. In the root area, P-wave velocities are low compared to other intracontinental areas and suggest
the existence of partial melts at deep crust and upper mantle levels. 
Results from the SIMA experiment support the existence of an astenspheric upwelling in the Atlas Mountains.
However, the resulting Moho geometry represents a decrease of the crustal thickness of the Middle Atlas when
compared to previous models. That implies that the LAB geometry should be revisited in this area, near the modeled
crustal root.
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Topo-Iberia has been a large-scale Spanish project running from 2007 to 2013 and integrating more than 150
researchers. One of its key assets was the management of an observatory platform, named IberArray, aimed to
provide new geophysical datasets to constrain the structure of Iberia with unprecedented resolution. The IberArray
seismic pool covered the study area in 3 deployments with a site-density of 60km x 60km. The data base holds ~300
sites, including the permanent networks in the area, forming a unique seismic database that allow for multiple
analyses to constrain the complex geodinamics of the Western Mediterranean. A summary of new results coming
from different techniques is presented here. Comparison of Moho-depth maps from previous DSS and recent receiver
functions reveal important crustal thickness variations beneath the Rif and southern Iberia. The Variscan Iberian
massif shows a flat Moho discontinuity, while the areas reworked in the Alpine orogeny show a slightly thicker crust.
Beneath N Iberia, the imbrication of the Iberian and Eurasian crusts results in complex RFs, with crustal thickness
ranging from 26-28 km to 45 km. The geometry of the 410-km and 660-km discontinuities has been investigated
using novel cross-correlation/stacking techniques. The SKS splitting analysis has provided a spectacular image of the
rotation of the fast velocity direction along the Gibraltar Arc. In central and northern Iberia, the fast polarization
directions are close to EW, consistently with global mantle flow models. Ambient noise tomography allows to identify
the main sedimentary basins and to discriminate between the Variscan and the Alpine reworked areas. Local body-
wave tomography in North Morocco improved the location of the small magnitude events and the details of crustal
structure. Teleseismic tomography confirmed, using an independent data set, the presence of a high-velocity slab
beneath the Gibraltar Arc.
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The geodynamic evolution of the western Mediterranean plate boundary region (Rif-Gibraltar-Betic-Alboran) since the
late Oligocene has for long been a topic of scientific controversy, because geological and geophysical observations
are largely compatible with various driving mechanism ranging from convective removal of thickened lithosphere to
subduction rollback. Explaining the positive seismic wave speed anomaly underlying part of the region has become
key for resolving the geodynamic evolution. Large agreement now exists on the first order features of this anomaly
from independent imaging in various tomographic studies, which makes it a good target for model prediction. Using 3-
D numerical thermo-mechanical modelling, Chertova et al. (JGR, 2014) recently simulated three disparate subduction
rollback scenarios and attempted to predict the slab morphology as imaged today. They arrived at the most likely
scenario in which Oligocene subduction that was initially confined to the Baleares margin with no subduction present
under the south-Iberian margin. Slab rollback occurred initially to the S, next rotated to the W, and finally to the NW,
rotating the trench by more than 180 degrees. The modelled slab arrived in the Betic-Rif region during the Tortonian,
in agreement with geological evidence, attaining an eastward dip at Gibraltar and a SE dip under the central-eastern
Betic region. Since the Tortonian, the overall NW-SE convergence between Africa and Iberia dominates the tectonic
evolution of the region. But, superposed on that are the effects of subtle slab dynamics of a largely stalled slab may
have shaped the deformation until today. One proposition concerns slow continuing slab rollback to the W/SW which
we investigate at the moment with instantaneous dynamics modelling. In this presentation we review the tomographic
evidence of slab structure and our 3-D slab evolution modelling, leading to a conceptual 3-D geodynamic model of
the region, which may provide a framework for other studies.
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Geophysical Survey SB RAS carries our seismological and seismic works in Siberia and the Far East. Four
processing centers are situated in Yakutsk, Ulan-Ude, Irkutsk and Novosibirsk. Specialists of GS SB RAS construct
earthquakes catalogues, seismic deep sections, there are determined parameters, characterized stressed state of the
environment for Siberia territory. At researching of anthropogenic seismicity or aftershock process in a region of
research there are installed tens of seismic stations. It allows to study a structure of the environment in detail for this
region and to understand processes progressing here. Use refracted waves from earthquakes and the methods
based on analysis of apparent velocities, allows to determin boundary velocities distribution along boundary surface
with high accuracy, even in the framework of three-dimensional anisotropic models.  
We carry out DSS works, studding the Earth`s crust and the upper mantle structure. As sources of seismic
oscillations there are used high-power vibrators. There are got seismograms from these sources to 450km. Nobody in
the world can get seismograms on such distances from vibrators. The vibrators usage allows to study changes in the
Earth`s crust temporally. The methods of DSS data interpretation in the framework of anisotropic models were
developed, that allows to understand which errors can be, if anisotropy of the Earth`s crust and the upper mantle
structure is not taken into account.
There are developed and successfully implemented the technology of seismic investigations on rivers and lakes of
Siberia with usage of special developed recording stations “Baikal” and airguns. There are realized seismic works on
thousands kilometers of profiles at Baikal and Teletskoe Lakes, at the rivers: Ob, Lena, Enisey, Vakh, Nizhniya
Tunguska etc. There are constructed sections to the depth up to 20km. River works are combined with electrical
exploration, it helps to solve targets of oil and gas exploration.
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Russian Government Program «Network of Geotransects, and Super-deep Holes» is the third stage of deep structure
studies of Russia, which has been started nearly 20 years ago. Field experiments with wide range of geophysical
methods and parameterization of geophysical data by deep drilling is the specific of this stage.
During the third stage, more than 30 500 km of geotransects, including more than 12 300 km of offshore & 18 200
onshore profiles, 7 deep holes with more than 3.5-4.0 km depth were carried out. Recent years the main focus of the
Program has been concentrated in the east of Russia, including the adjacent seas of the Arctic and Pacific Oceans.
Interconnected geotransect system including three onshore transects with total length of more than 6 500 km and four
offshore transects with a total length of about 4 000 km is the result. Considerable amount of research was carried
out in Arctic Ocean deep-water part. More than 2 000 km DSS profiles, and a lot of sampling, including drilling were
performed in addition to bathymetric and seismic studies focused on the study of sedimentary cover.
Some Program divisions are focused on development of processing and interpretation of geophysical data, and have
the main purpose to improve the geological informativity of deep structure research. Compilation of Program data
provides the deep component of tectonic maps of two International projects -“Atlas of Geology Related Maps of the
Circumpolar Arctic” and «3D Geological Structures and Metallogeny of the North Central and East Asia».
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The Scandinavian passive margin and craton have been studied in the past by active seismic experiments. These
experiments provided the first constraints on the crustal thickness beneath Scandinavia; on the West coast (30-36
km) and beneath the Baltic Shield (44-50 km). 
However the central part of Scandinavia dominated by Caledonian structure and high topographies (> 2 km) crossing
into the Baltic Shield (~ 400-500 m) is poorly understood . In order to understand this topography anomaly
(Scandinavian Mountains), a number of passive seismic experiments were deployed first in Southern Scandinavia.
These experiments show a thickening of the crust from South-West to North-East in Southern Scandinavia. 
From 2007, two new seismological networks (SCANLIPS2 and SCANLIPS3D) have been deployed in Northern
Scandinavian in order to have a complete view of the lithosphere across the region. At the same time a
magnetotelluric array (MaSca project) has been set up in this region in order to image the electric Moho (e-Moho) and
electric LAB (e-LAB) in a transition zone between a passive continental margin and a stable Precambrian craton.
We use these two kinds of data in order to build a new crustal model across the Northern Scandinavian Mountains.
From ZRT receiver function analysis we have a new Moho depth map beneath the Northern Scandinavian Mountains.
We will show a new crustal velocity model from ZRT receiver functions and ambient seismic noise analysis. First
results for the e-Moho show similarity (Moho depth) with the seismic Moho from ZRT receiver functions and indicate
that will be possible to use a joint inversion of Receiver function data and magnetotelluric data for our new crustal
model. We will show first results from this technique for the Northern Scandinavian Mountains.
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The Emeishan Large Igneous Province (ELIP) extends from the western margin of the Yangtze block, southeastern
China, to the Longmenshan fault to the northwest, and the Red River fault to the southwest. We investigate the
residual gravity anomaly and its relationship to ELIP, in conjunction with deep seismic sounding profiles, deep seismic
reflection surveys and a variety of broadband seismic observations performed in South China during the past few
decades. Our analysis includes the removal of gravitational effects due to: (1) sediments, (2) crystalline basement, (3)
upper crust, (4) the Moho, (5) the mantle lid. The resultant residual gravity anomaly reaches a maximum value of
+150 mGal and decreases gradually with distance from the inner zone. By applying the conjugate gradient method,
we develop a lithospheric model consisting of a cylindrical-shaped positive density anomaly that provides a good fit to
the residual gravity. The inverted density anomaly is +0.06 g/cm3 in the inner zone and decreases to about +0.03
g/cm3 in the outer zone. The positive residual gravity and the high density in the area can be attributed to
mafic/ultramafic rocks generated by large-scale magmatic intrusion. Our residual gravity and density models provide
evidence for the formation by an upwelling of a mantle plume.
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Based on observations primarily in the North Atlantic, rifted continental margins traditionally have been classified in
terms of end-members of magmatic activity. At one extreme, voluminous syn-rift magmatism is inferred from the
presence of seaward-dipping reflector sequences interpreted as lava flows and of thick wedges of high-velocity
material at the base of the crust interpreted as mafic underplating. At the other, mantle exhumation without
decompression melting is inferred from the presence of shallow-dipping reflectors interpreted as detachment faults
and high-velocity material at the base of the crust interpreted as serpentinised mantle. Over the last decade the
global inventory of high-quality deep seismic datasets from rifted margins has expanded considerably. Studies during
this period have revealed the internal structure of “underplated” bodies, explored the relative timing of low-angle fault
development, and documented major along-margin changes in structure. However, distinguishing serpentinised
mantle, mafic underplating and mafic intrusion of the crust or mantle remains a significant challenge, while the
identification of linear magnetic anomalies above continental crust and exhumed mantle leads to considerable
uncertainties regarding the location and nature of the ocean-continent transition. Three-dimensional models have
been developed but there are few observational constraints to test these models. The ability of academic groups to
acquire fully three-dimensional seismic datasets at crustal scales will start to provide such constraints. New insights
will undoubtedly come from the unprecedented resolution offered by full waveform inversion of densely sampled wide-
angle datasets, both in 2D and 3D. Ongoing ultradeep-water hydrocarbon exploration will provide relevant datasets
of a quality and resolution beyond that achievable in academic experiments.
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SSIP acquired seismic refraction and reflection data in and across the Salton Trough to investigate active rifting
processes at the northern end of the Gulf of California extensional province and earthquake hazards at the southern
end of the San Andreas Fault system. Seven lines of refraction and low-fold reflection data were acquired onshore,
and two lines and a grid of airgun and OBS data were acquired in the Salton Sea. Onshore-offshore data and 2-D
arrays were also recorded.  
The trough contains several km of Colorado River sediment underlain by a transitional basement. The underlying
crystalline crust has a seismic velocity of 5-6 km/s and is interpreted to be sediment that has been metamorphosed
by very high heat flow. Metamorphism in the hottest geothermal field occurs as shallow as 2 km depth in sediment <1
Myr old. Between ~13 km depth and the Moho at ~18 km depth, seismic velocity of 6.8-7.0 km/s is interpreted to be
mafic magmatic underplate. Velocity of 7.5-7.6 km/s in the upper mantle indicates partial melting. The SSIP data
show that the North American lithosphere has been rifted apart in the past 4-6 Myr and replaced by new crust created
by rift magmatism from below, sedimentation from above, and metamorphism of the sediment. Continental margins
may include similar crust created during rifting in a river-delta setting. Ongoing rifting is manifested by abundant
seismicity, small volcanoes, and very high heat flow.  
Continuously recorded data on the controlled-source seismographs detected ~50 earthquakes per day that were not
in the regional earthquake catalog. Ambient-noise methods applied to the passive data produced virtual source
gathers containing both surface and body waves. Useful surface-wave data extends to less than one-tenth of the
corner frequency of the geophones.
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Galicia 3D, a reflection-refraction and long offset seismic experiment was carried out in 2013, at the Galicia rifted
margin, in the northeast Atlantic Ocean, west of Spain. The survey covered a 64 km by 20 km (1280 km2) zone where
the main geological features are: the fault bounded, rotated, continental crustal blocks, the S reflector which has been
interpreted to be a low angle detachment fault, and the Peridotite Ridge (PR) thought be upper mantle exhumed to
the seafloor during rifting. In the 3D box, two airgun arrays of 3300 cu.in. were fired alternately (in flip-flop
configuration) every 37.5 m. All shots are recorded by 44 short period four component ocean bottom seismometers
and 26 ocean bottom hydrophones.
We present the P-wave velocity volume derived by the 3D first arrival time tomography. Tomographic results are
validated by synthetic tests and by the comparison with published multi-channel and wide-angle seismic lines. The
main outcomes are as follows: 1) The top of the syntectonic sediments imaged by MCS matches with the
tomographic 3.5 km/s iso-velocity contour. Block bounding faults are imaged as lateral velocity contrasts. Velocities
within the basement blocks vary between 3.5 km/s and 6.5 km/s. Lower crustal velocities are only observed within the
middle and westernmost basement blocks. 2) The PR rises up to 5.5 km depth on the southernmost profiles. Twenty
kilometers north, the basement deepens 1 km, and the basement expression of PR dissipears. 3) The 6.5 km/s
isovelocity contour matches the MCS retrieved S reflector. Beneath the S reflector, the velocities increase from 6.5 to
7.5 km/s within less than 1 km depth interval. Low velocity zones (~ 7 km/s) are observed at the intersections
between the block bounding faults and S reflector suggesting that the faults act as conduits for the water flow in the
upper-mantle. 
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The continent-ocean transition (COT) represents a key to understand lithospheric extension and final break-up
processes on rifted margins. We have reprocessed 2250 km of multichannel seismic data collected during cruise
Sonne 49 across the NW South China continental margin. Three regional seismic profiles allows us to image the
crustal structure from clear base-of-the-crust reflections to continuous top-of-basement reflections and a well imaged
syn-rift and post rift stratigraphy and intrusive magmatic layering. Differences in internal reflectivity, faulting style, fault-
block geometry, seismic character of the top of the basement, geometry of sediment deposits, and Moho reflections
allow us to interpret a continental domain, an abrupt COT and an oceanic domain.
Seismic profiles show that rifting in the NW subbasin resulted in asymmetric conjugate margins and a clear change in
the tectonic structure from NE to SW. Based on the style and along-strike variation of the continental extension, the
architecture of the COT, and the distribution of oceanic crust, we have proposed a new tectonic model of the
formation of the NW South China Sea basin. We suggest the 3D interaction between rifting and oceanic spreading
center propagation as responsible for the final structural configuration of the basin.
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The Tyrrhenian back-arc basin formed as a result of the migration of subduction fronts towards the east and
southeast during the Neogene. The complex evolution of this subduction system caused differences concerning the
degree of back-arc extension from north to south: while the northern region suffered a moderate amount of rifting, full
continental break up occurred in the central and southern regions. In 2010, the MEDOC experiment was carried out
with the collaboration of the Spanish B/O Sarimiento de Gamboa, the Italian R/V Urania, and several land teams to
investigate the crustal structure of the basin and provide new insights on the formation processes of rifted continental
margins. During the survey, multichannel seismic (MCS) and wide-angle seismic (WAS) data were acquired across
the Tyrrhenian basin along five coincident transects, together with gravimetric, bathymetric, and hydrographic data.
Here we present WAS, MCS, and gravity MEDOC data acquired along two of these transects: E-F (~400 km-long)
and G-H (~450 km-long), both crossing the central basin from Sardinia to Campania. WAS data along transect G-H
were recorded by 5 Land stations (LS), and 26 Ocean Bottom Seismometers and Hydrophones (OBS/H). Similarly,
line E-F WAS data were recorded by 5 LSs and 28 OBS/H. The coincident MCS data along these two lines were
acquired using a 276-channel, 3450 m-long streamer. Travel-times of first arrivals and Moho reflections were
manually tracked from the OBS/H recordings and modelled using the tomo2d joint refraction and reflection travel-time
inversion method to obtain the corresponding 2D P-wave velocity models. MCS data were processed to obtain two
post-stack time migrated profiles. Integration of these results together with a rigorous velocity uncertainty analysis
and a Vp-derived density modelling reveal that regions previously interpreted as extended continental crust present
velocities and densities consistent with those expected for magmatic rocks, whereas basement properties in other
regions previously interpreted as oceanic crust are better explained by exhumed mantle rocks.
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Three-dimensional full-waveform inversion (FWI) is a recently-developed technology that has changed practise in the
petroleum industry, and is used to obtain high-resolution models of velocity which lead to significant improvements in
migrated images of the reservoir. The key advantage of FWI is that is resolves sub-surface velocity structure to about
half the seismic wavelength, which is a significant improvement on conventional travel-time tomography. FWI
involves the inversion of low-frequency, early arriving (principally transmitted) seismic data, to recover the macro
(intermediate to long-wavelength) velocity structure. The method involves the iterative improvement of a starting
model using a series of local linearized updates to solve the full non-linear inversion problem. During the inversion,
forward modeling employs the full two-way three-dimensional heterogeneous anisotropic acoustic wave equation to
predict the observed raw field data, wiggle-for-wiggle, trace-by-trace. The method is computationally demanding; it is
highly parallelized, and runs on large multi-core multi-node clusters.  
To date, 3D FWI codes have been applied mainly to industry towed-streamer and ocean-bottom cable data, but it is
straightforward to extend their use to academic datasets using ocean bottom seismometers. Here we have applied
3D anisotropic FWI and AWI (Adaptive Waveform Inversion) to an OBS field dataset acquired across the Endeavour
spreading centre in the north eastern Pacific. Starting models for p-wave velocity and anisotropy were obtained from
travel-time tomography; velocity is updated during the inversion whereas anisotropy is kept constant. We have
recovered low-velocity zones beneath the ridge that are likely to correspond to magma-rich zones, which have a
geometry that evolves gradually with distance along the spreading centre. We anticipate that this study will
encourage future geophysical investigations of earth science targets that would benefit from the superior resolution
offered by 3D FWI.
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IMPACT OF THE FLUID CONTENTS ON THE SEISMOGENISIS  OF ABU DABBAB 
EARTHQUAKE SOURCE AREA (NORTHERN RED SEA) EVIDENCES FROM SEISMIC 
TOMOGRAPHY  IMAGING.
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 Ivan Koulakov4,5 (ivan.science@gmail.com)
1.	  King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 2.  	National Research Institute of Astronomy and Geophysics, 
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Abu Dabbab seismogenic zone is of unique seismic activity located on the Egyptian Red Sea coast. It‟s known as
earthquake Cannons where the earthquakes are accompanied by a sound of distinct rumbling similar to the sound of
a distant quarry blast which is heard by humans for several generations. Seismicity of Abu Dabbab becomes very well
determined after establishing of the Egyptian National Seismic Network 1997. Joint earthquake tomography inversion
of local and regional data has been performed in order to image the crustal heterogeneity and the origin of the
Cannons earthquakes. Most previous studies suggested that this activity is of magmatic origin. We found the
seismicity forms an arc shaped cluster that surrounds an aseismic block. This aseismic block has high velocities and
a low Vp/Vs ratio. Spatial mapping of the frequency magnitude distribution of the earthquakes and 3D-b-value
indicate high b-value (1.4) at depth of 10 km downward the rigid block. We construct a new geodynamic model
proposing that the confined seismicity is due to an active fault below the non-deformed block of Precambrian igneous
rock, which reaches a depth of ~10 km. The surface contact between this Igneous block and the dynamic parts of
faults are lubricated by the fluids penetrating into the deep crust from the Red Sea due to combined strike-slip and
thrusting mechanisms along the faults. Thus, the Combined interpretation of the seismic imaging and 3D b-value in
addition to the seismological, Geological and the geophysical observations revealed the tectonic origin for the
seismicity associated with an important role for the fluid contents in Abu Dabbab area. 
Key words: Eastern Egypt, Abu Dabbab, Red Sea, Seismic Tomography, Seismic Activity, Faulting ,Fluid contents,
Earthquake Cannons
S8.2
3D SEISMIC TOMOGRAPHIC MODELLING OF THE NORTHERN SPITSBERGEN AREA
W. Czuba (1)
(1) Institute of Geophysics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland
Deep seismic sounding measurements were performed in the continent-ocean transition zone of the northern
Svalbard continental margin in 1976 - 1999. Seismic energy (airgun and TNT shots) was recorded by land (onshore)
seismic stations, ocean bottom seismometers (OBS), and hydrophone systems (OBH). Data from archival and
modern seismic profiles were alltogether used for 3D tomographic inversion. The results are similar to the earlier 2-D
modelling, supplemented by new off-line information giving a 3D image of the crustal structure. The continental crust
thins to the west and north. A minimum depth of about 6 km to the Moho discontinuity was found east of the Molloy
Deep. The Moho interface deepens to about 30 km beneath the continental crust of Spitsbergen.
S8.3
INITIAL RESULTS OF THE DEEP REFLECTION SEISMIC IMAGING IN SE POLAND USING 
EXTENDED CORRELATION METHOD
M. Malinowski (1)
(1) Institute of Geophysics PAS, Warsaw, Poland
In the effort to provide constraints on the deep crustal structure we have applied extended correlation technique
to the ION GXTechnology PolandSPAN seismic reflection data. It allows to extend nominal record length of the
survey (12 s in this case) to much longer times (18 s and 22 s tested here), given that raw uncorrelated data are
stored and the up-sweep is used. The technique is not novel and has been successfully used, e.g. in Canada, during
the LITHOPROBE project to save the time spend on single VP. For the times greater than the nominal record length,
data are correlated using self-truncating sweep resulting in the original sweep spectrum kept for the nominal record
length and the higher frequencies cut off for the greater times. Given the broad sweep spectrum (2-140 Hz) used in
the survey, the high-end frequency at 22 s is 55 Hz (88 Hz at 18 s), which is way below the expected frequency of
deep crustal arrivals (usually below 30 Hz). The correlation was performed both using the pilot sweep signal and the
mean of the measured ground force recorded for each separate vibrator and VP. Processing of the ground-force
correlated data produced clearer reflectivity in the deeper section, which can be attributed to the lower-frequency
characteristics of the ground-force signal. Initial results of processing applied to one of the PolandSPAN lines in SE
Poland (line 5100) revealed highly reflective lower crust and clear Moho discontinuity signature at around 15-16 s,
being in agreement with coincident deep-refraction profile and the recently acquired deep reflection line.
S8.4
EXPERIENCE OF LINKING OF NEAR-VERTICAL AND WIDE-ANGLE SEISMIC RUSSIAN 
OFFSHORE DATA
A. Rybalka (1), S. Kashubin (1), T. Sakulina (2), N. Krupnova
(1) A.P.Karpinsky Russian Geological Research Institute (VSEGEI), St. Petersburg, Russia; (2) JSC Sevmorgeo, St. 
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Basic understanding of a deep geological structure of offshore areas largely derived according to near-vertical
incidence reflection seismic data. This is due to the fact that the number of regional MSC profiles (in particular on the
Russian shelf) on an order greater than the number of deep wide-angle reflection/refraction profiles. However, where
these lines match, often there are situations when the information on the geological boundaries, obtained on the basis 
of one or another method, differs significantly. These differences cannot be explained only by the difference in
resolution of corresponding techniques. Many bright boundaries in the field of near-vertical reflections from layers in
sediments are not displayed in the field of refracted waves and wide-angle reflections. High-resolution analysis of
velocity spectra of CDP data on the Russian shelf shows that sometimes refracted waves cannot be recorded even
from strong velocity boundaries at the top of high-velocity layers, especially if there are weakly-gradient low-velocity
zones above that boundaries. There are also contrary situations where a refractor is confidently traced for tens of
kilometers on refraction data, but that boundary is hardly seen in near-vertical reflections. Noted that from region to
region there is an appreciable difference in display of geological boundaries in near-vertical and wide-angle data. In
particular, within the Barents-Kara region reflective Moho on MCS data is observed only in areas with thin
sedimentary cover. In the Eastern Arctic seas near-vertical reflections both from the base of the crust and from any
sustained reflectors within consolidated crust are not observed. In the Okhotsk Sea quite conspicuous is both
reflecting Moho, and boundaries within the crust. Analysis of boundary discrepancies based on near-vertical and wide-
angle data, helps to restore not only the history of sedimentation, but also the behavior of sedimentary cover as a part
of large blocks of the crust.
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THE SEISMIC STRUCTURE OF CRUST FORMED IN BACK-ARC SPREADING CENTERS.
I. Grevemeyer(1) and C. R. Ranero(2)
1. GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel, Germany
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About 3/4 of the Earth crust and most past subducted crust have been formed at oceanic spreading centers. Seismic
experiments on oceanic crust that underlies most of the world ocean basins have defined a ubiquitous three-velocity-
layers structure. 
Layer 1 is identified as sediment, but interpretation of layers 2 and 3 has remained a topic of intense research for
more than half century. The nature of oceanic crust at basins has been mainly inferred from indirect geophysical
measurements and rocks sampled at the seafloor. Current models propose that the formation of oceanic crust at mid
ocean ridges (MOR) –away from hotspot anomalies- is essentially controlled by the rate of plate separation, with
crustal types classified as ultraslow, slow, intermediate, and fast spreading crust. 
We present the first modern extensive seismic study of back-arc oceanic crust providing constrains on accretion
processes. The depth-velocity distribution of back-arc crust resembles MOR layered structure, but velocities are
systematically different to MOR crust formed at any spreading rate. In particular, Layer 3 display lower velocities,
indicating either a considerable different rock composition or deformation process. Integrating our observations with
data from other back-arc basins of the world indicates a considerable variety of crustal velocities. The seismic
structure of the crust indicates that back-arc spreading represents a class of spreading in its own.
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Taiwan is a “type area” for studying active arc-continent collision. However, due to inadequate crustal-scale imaging,
significant aspects of the collision appear to have been misunderstood. Based on marine and onshore/offshore
seismic data sets and land-based records of explosives and earthquakes, we have developed relatively high
resolution tomographic models showing a range of tectonic stages from oceanic subduction to mature collision.
These models indicate that most of Taiwan‟s Central Range, including basement and cover units, was assembled as
part of the accretionary prism, south and east of shelf edge. The source of the accreted material is a 200-300 km-
wide zone of highly stretched continental crust of the northern South China Sea rifted margin and Neogene post-rift,
cover strata. We currently observe that the younger strata tend to be “scraped-off” at the Manila trench, while some
older strata and basement material continues to underthrust. At depths of 10-15 km a distinct zone of higher seismic
velocity (Vp 5-7 km/s) material occurs at the base of the prism, which we interpret as underplated basement and
cover strata. The volume of higher velocity prism material changes from near 0% at 20.5˚N, to perhaps 50% at 22.2˚N
(Hengchun Peninsula), to roughly 80% at the latitude of Taitung (SE Taiwan). At this latitude the prism is still
southeast of the projected shelf edge but it is morphologically part of the southern Central Range and allows direct
correlation between the higher velocity prism rocks and the classic Paleozoic-Mesozoic rocks of the Central Range.
North of ~23˚N, the large, basement-dominated prism encounters the much thicker (20-30 km) crust of the continental
shelf. Thus, with the arc to the east of the prism, there is no direct arc-continent interaction. The prism-shelf contact in
the west approximately coincides with rapid closure of the forearc basin in the east.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TAIWAN OROGEN: A VIEW FROM SURFACE GEOLOGY, 
SEISMIC TOMOGRAPHY, EARTHQUAKE HYPOCENTER, AND GRAVITY DATA
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Because of the oblique nature of the collision that is taking place between the southeastern margin of Eurasia and the
western limit of the Philippine Sea Plate (the Luzon Arc), Taiwan provides an ideal laboratory to study what influence
the differing morphological parts of the margin (platform and slope) have on the structural development of a thrust
belt. The Taiwan mountain belt is generally thought to develop above a shallow, through-going basal detachment
confined to within the sedimentary cover of the Eurasian continental margin. A number of datasets, such as surface
geology, earthquake hypocenter, and seismic tomography data suggest, however, that crustal levels below the
interpreted location of the detachment are also involved in the deformation. Here, we combine these data sets with
gravity data to investigate the deformation that is taking place at depth beneath south-central Taiwan. We find that
beneath the Coastal Plain and the Western Foothills most of the deformation is taking place near the basement-cover
interface that is acting as an extensive level of detachment. This level of detachment is located at ≥10 km depth,
below the basal detachment proposed from surface geology for this part of the mountain belt, and extends westward
of the deformation front of the mountain belt as defined by geological structures at the surface. Beneath this level of
detachment, inherited extensional faults appear, locally, to maintain the bulk of their extensional displacement.
However, across the Shuilikeng and the Chaochou faults, earthquake hypocenters define steeply dipping clusters that
extend to greater than 20 km depth. We interpret these clusters to be related to deformation that is taking place along
a deep-penetrating, east-dipping ramp that joins westward with the detachment at the basement-cover interface.
Basement rocks are uplifted along this ramp to form a basement culmination beneath the Hsuehshan and Central
ranges.
S9.3
THE SEISMIC IMAGES OF THE RECEIVER FUNCTION AND REFLECTION/REFRACTION 
ANALYSES IN CENTRAL AND SOUTHWESTERN JAPAN
Takashi Iidaka (1), Toshihiro Igarashi (1), Eiji Kurashimo (1), Takaya Iwasaki (1)
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1)	 Introduction
In the central and western parts of Japan, the Philippine Sea plate is descending beneath the continental plate.
Many active faults are also located in the area. Several seismic surveys with artificial sources have been done in the
region. We picked up three cross sections in the area. We calculate the receiver function images along the profile
lines.  The seismic images of exploration and receiver function are compared. 
2)	 Data
The seismic profile lines of Shingu-Maizuru line (Ito et al., 2006), 2007 Atotsugawa fault seismic expedition (Iidaka et
al., 2014) and Fukuchiyama-Suwa line (Kurashimo et al., 2013) are researched. In the receiver function analysis, the
seismic network of Hi-net was used. The earthquakes used here occurred from Aug., 2002 to Mar. 10, 2011. 
3) Results
3-1) Shingu-Maizuru line
The continental Moho and subducting Philippine Sea slab can be detected from images of the seismic exploration
(Ito et al. 2006). The receiver function image of the cross section also detected oceanic crust and Moho of the
Philippine Sea slab and continental Moho. Those two images are very consistent.
3-2) 2007 Atotsugawa fault seismic expedition
The continental Moho can be detected both of the images. The reflective zone can be detected in the middle crust
on the image of the reflection profile. 
3-3) Fukuchiyama-Suwa line
It has been suggested that the configuration of the subducting Philippine Sea plate is distorted in southwestern
Japan. We figured out the image of the subducting Philippine Sea plate using the receiver function analysis. We can
trace the upper boundary and oceanic Moho of the subducting Philippine Sea plate. The horizontally layering image
of the Philippine Sea plate is obtained. It can be seen that the horizontally layered Philippine Sea slab is intruded into
the crust from the results of refraction analysis.
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CRUSTAL STRUCTURE OF FAILED INNER RIFT ALONG THE SEA OF JAPAN COAST OF 
HONSHU, JAPAN
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A fold-and-thrust belt developed along the Sea of Japan coast of Honshu, Japan, showing the weakest part in the
back arc system. This belt is a failed inner rift formed after the main back arc basin. To understand the deformation
processes from formation of an inner rift to a fold-and-thrust belt, onshore-offshore deep seismic profiling was
performed along the Sea of Japan coast of central to northern Honshu. We got continuous onshore-offshore image
using ocean bottom cable and collected offshore seismic reflection data using two ships to obtain large offset data in
the difficult area for towing a long streamer cable. The velocity structure beneath the rift basin was deduced by
refraction tomography in the upper curst and earthquake tomography in the deeper part. It demonstrates larger P-
wave velocity in upper mantle and lower crust, suggesting a large amount of mafic intrusion and thinning of upper
continental crust. The deeper seismicity in the lower crust beneath the rift basin accords well to the mafic intrusive
rocks. Syn-rift volcanism was bimodal, comprising a reflective unit of mafic rocks around the rift axis and a non-
reflective unit of felsic rocks near the margins of the basins. Once rifting ended, thermal subsidence, and
subsequently, mechanical subsidence related to the onset of the compressional regime, allowed deposition of up to 5
km of post-rift, deep marine to fluvial sedimentation. Continued compression produced fault-related folds in the post-
rift sediments, characterized by thin-skin style of deformation. The syn-rift mafic intrusion in the crust forms convex
shape and the boundary between pre-rift crust and mafic intrusive shows outward dipping surface. Due to the post rift
compression the boundary reactivated as reverse faults, commonly forming a large-scale wedge thrust. The
subsidence of rift basin under compressional stress regime accords well for the formation of wedge thrusts.
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SUBDUCTION-DRIVEN RECYCLING OF CONTINENTAL MARGIN LITHOSPHERE
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While subduction recycling of oceanic lithosphere is one of the central themes of plate tectonics, recycling continental
lithosphere appears far more complicated and is less well understood. Delamination and convective downwelling are
two widely recognized processes invoked to explain the removal of lithospheric mantle under or adjacent to orogenic
belts. Here we describe another process that can lead to the loss of continental lithosphere adjacent to a subduction
zone: Subducting oceanic plates can entrain and recycle lithospheric mantle from an adjacent continent and disrupt
the continental lithosphere far inland from the subduction zone.  
Seismic images from recent dense broadband arrays on opposite sides of the Atlantic show higher than expected
volumes of positive anomalies identified as the subducted Atlantic (ATL) slab under northeastern South America (SA), 
and the Alboran slab beneath the Gibraltar arc region (GA). The positive anomalies lie under and are aligned with the
continental margins at depths greater than 200 km. Closer to the surface we find that the continental margin
lithospheric mantle is significantly thinner than expected beneath the orogens adjacent to the subduction zones.
Thinner than expected lithosphere extends inland as far as the edges of nearby cratonic cores. These observations
suggest that subducting oceanic plates viscously entrain and remove continental mantle lithosphere from beneath
adjacent continental margins, modulating the surface tectonics and pre-conditioning the margins for further
deformation. The latter can include delamination of the entire lithospheric mantle, as around GA, inferred by results
from active and passive seismic experiments. Secondary downwellings develop under the continental interior inland
from the subduction zone: We image one under SA and one or more in the past were likely under GA. Subduction-
driven removal of continental margin lithosphere reconciles numerous, sometimes mutually exclusive, geodynamic
models proposed to explain the complex oceanic-continental tectonics of these two subduction zones.
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THE GIAME INTEGRATED GEOSCIENTIFIC PROJECT IN THE MERIDA ANDES, 
VENEZUELA: OBJECTIVES AND FIRST IMAGES OF DEEP SEISMIC PROFILES
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In late 2011, GIAME project started with research related to the lithospheric structure of the Merida Andes (MA) with
the installation of 25 non-permanent GPS stations for cinematic studies, gravimetric measurements, and the
preparation of deep seismic profiles crossing MA. The location of the three transects is related to the change in the
internal structure of the orogenic chain, which exhibits vergence to the south in the northern section, a well-developed
vergence to both flanks in the center, and a poorly developed vergence in the south. To date, there are no seismic
studies at lithospheric scale which cross MA, and which might give hints for the depth extension and inclination of the
principal faults, as Boconó fault. The uplift of MA is no older than Pliocene–Quaternary, much younger than the
Andean orogeny in Colombia further west. Therefore, the study of the deformation history and resulting lithospheric
structures is crucial for understanding its genetic history. In early 2014, along the deep seismic profiles 40 shot were
recorded on 1000 instruments. Seismic energy was recognized to the end of the record sections, up to 300-500 km
distance. Data quality of most record sections allows identify PmP reflections, which will help to address the inner
structure of MA and its relation with the orogen‟s gravimetric root. 2500 high quality gravity measurements will provide
a new base for the integration of existing and future gravity data. Spectral analysis roughly match the first estimates of
crustal thickness from the seismic data, with a clear crustal thinning in Falcón basin with less than 30 km thickness,
and a mid-crustal discontinuity in the depth range 10-12 km. The thin crust in Falcón Basin corresponds to a
previously recognized crustal thinning in the eastern part of the basin, related to the rift origin of the Falcón Basin.
Palabras clave: Lithosphere, Orogenic evolution, Basin development, Mérida Andes, Falcón Basin, Venezuela
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The westernmost Mediterranean comprises the Iberian Peninsula and Morocco, separated by the Alboran Sea and
the Algerian Basin. From north to south this region consists of the Pyrenees, resulting from Iberia-Eurasia collision;
the Iberian Massif, which has been undeformed since the end of the Paleozoic; the Central System and Iberian
Chain, regions with intracontinental Oligocene-Miocene deformation; the Gibraltar Arc (Betics, Rif and Alboran
terranes), resulting from post-Oligocene subduction roll-back; and the Atlas Mountains. 
We analyzed data from recent broad-band array deployments and permanent stations in the area (IberArray and
Siberia arrays, the PICASSO array, the University of Munster array, and the Spanish, Portuguese and Moroccan
National Networks) to characterize its lithospheric structure. The combined array of 350 stations has an average
interstation spacing of ~60 km. We calculated the Rayleigh waves phase velocities from ambient noise (periods 4 to
40 s) and teleseismic events (periods 20 to 167 s). We inverted the phase velocities to obtain a shear velocity model
for the lithosphere to ~200 km depth. 
Our results correlate well with the surface expression of the main structural units with higher crustal velocity for the
Iberian Massif than for the Alpine Iberia and Atlas Mountains. The Gibraltar Arc has lower crustal shear velocities than
the regional average at all crustal depths. It also shows an arc shaped anomaly with high upper mantle velocities
(>4.6 km/s) at shallow depths (<65 km) interpreted as the subducting Alboran slab. The hanging slab is depressing
the crust of the Gibraltar arc to ~55 km depth, as seen in receiver function data and active source seismic profiles.
Low upper mantle velocities (<4.2 km/s) are observed beneath the Atlas, the northeastern end of the Betic Mountains
and the Late Cenozoic volcanic fields in Iberia and Morocco, indicative of high temperatures at relatively shallow
depths, and suggesting that the lithosphere has been removed beneath these areas.
S10.4
STRUCTURE AND ORIGIN OF THE IMBRICATED WEDGE OF THE GULF OF CADIZ FROM 
MCS IMAGES
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We present new insights on the structure and origin of the imbricated wedge of the Gulf of Cadiz based on ~3000 km
of multichannel (MCS) profiles acquired off NW Moroccan margin. 
Seismic images indicate that the imbricated wedge is bounded between the Gulf of Cadiz Margin (North), the Rharb
Margin (East) and the Kenitra Margin (South). It is imaged as a sedimentary body, with semi-chaotic facies and
variable seismic amplitude, which is structured by imbricated thrust sheets similar to an accretionary prism. This
wedge thins toward the centre of the gulf, where it is buried by ~0.3 twts of sedimentary deposits, indicating that it is
currently not growing. Probably it stops its activity at ~5-6 Ma. No evidences for a gravitational (olistostrom) origin
have been found. The imbricated wedge is overlaid by sedimentary sequences whose oldest unit is uppermost
Tortonian. 
Plate convergence is currently causing active faulting deformation, mainly along strike-slip faults and minor thrusting.
Mud diapirism was also imaged intruding the prism and the overlaying sediments.
Regarding the prism boundaries, the Kenitra Margin, located at the southernmost area of the gulf, is an extended
continental or probably continent-ocean transitional crust margin that extends under the prism. The age of margin
extension is probably Triassic-Jurassic, and we propose it as the conjugated margin of the Gulf of Cadiz. 
Off NW Moroccan margin, MCS profiles image high-amplitude continent-verging reflections corresponding to
pervasive normal faulting. This extended terrain, named Rharb Margin, acts as the backstop of the wedge to the west,
and it is over-thrusted by Prebetic/Flysh sequences to the east, off the Strait of Gibraltar. 
Plate convergence is currently causing active faulting deformation mainly along strike-slip faults and minor thrusting
that internally deforms it in a diffuse manner. Also, mud diapirism was imaged intruding the imbricated wedge and the
overlaying sediments.
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Five major geological domains form the Gibraltar Arc System (GAS). The GAS is fronted in the Gulf of Cadiz by a
large imbricated wedge of tectonically piled rock slices. A extended terrain forms the backstop of the wedge. The
structural Gibraltar arc is formed by thrust and fold belt that overlays the edge of the extended terrain. To the east
there are several extensional basins, in the Mediterranean portion of the system. The West Alboran Basin has
subsided by almost 10 km but the sediment infill appears largely unrelated to normal faulting. The East Alboran Basin
seafloor contains ridges and promontories that, where dredged and drilled, contain abundant volcanic rocks. Further
east the South Balearic – North Algerian Basin is believed to be characterized by backarc oceanic basin. 
However, the different tectonic elements of the GAS have regionally poorly characterized basement, and their age,
evolution and geodynamic origin are highly debated. Part of this uncertainty arises from the scarcity of deep-
penetration modern geophysical data in most of the system. 
The goal of this contribution is to present a summary of results recently produced from models and images from the
data collected in 4 recent marine experiments. We present P-wave velocity models across key areas of the system
and new reflection images of the tectonic and sediment structures of the crust. Further we present magnetotellutic 3D
models of the lithospheric structure. These results are use to interpret the Miocene formation of the GAS and Plio-
Pleistocene continent collision that might explain the crustal-lithospheric structure. 
We conclude that a geodynamic process that is no longer active formed the geological domains of the GAS, and that
a new deformation regime -active since about the Pliocene times- is controlling the currently active deformation.
S10.6
ACTIVE SEISMIC IMAGING OF THE NORTH-CHILEAN SUBDUCTION ZONE (CENTRAL 
ANDES)
I. Storch (1), S. Buske (1), P. Wigger (2), S. A. Shapiro (2)
(1) Technische Universität Bergakademie Freiberg, Geophysics, Freiberg, Germany
(2) Freie Universität Berlin, Geophysics, Berlin, Germany
In the fore-arc of the Chilean subduction zone the prominent trench-parallel fault systems can be traced for several
thousand kilometers in the north-south direction. These fault systems possibly crosscut parts or the entire crust and
are expected to have a close relationship to transient processes of the subduction earthquake cycle. With the
motivation to image and characterize the structural inventory of these large-scale fault zones, we are currently
performing a combined analysis of active and passive seismic data sets. The active-seismic data analysis is intended
to provide images of the faults at depth. The correlation of the active seismic data with the observed seismicity around 
these fault systems complements the image. 
The active-seismic data set was acquired in 1996. It is an approximately 350 km long, west-east running reflection
seismic profile to image the entire crust of the Central Andean fore-arc and arc system (North Chile; ANCORP96
seismic line). The downgoing Nazca plate and a bright spot at mid-crustal level were clearly imaged using both
standard CMP processing and Kirchhoff prestack depth migration. The latter proved to be more successful in coping
with the low data coverage and varying data quality. However, the original images did not show any of the fore-arc's
large scale, steeply dipping faults.
The major goal of our current re-processing of the ANCORP96 reflection seismic data set is to provide improved
images of the upper and middle crust. This is done by using adapted noise-suppression schemes and a novel
prestack depth migration technique (Coherency Migration). One essential result of the combined interpretation of
active seismic reflection images and the distribution of the seismicity is, that we've found evidence for a megathrust's
splay fault.
S11.1
CONTRIBUTIONS OF ACTIVE-SOURCE SEISMIC STUDIES FOR UNDERSTANDING 
MEGATHRUST EARTHQUAKE IN SUBDUCTION ZONE
S. Kodaira (1), Y. Nakamura (1), G. Fujie (1), A. Nakanishi (1), T. No (1), M. Yamashita (1), T. Sato (1), 
S. Miura (1), N. Takahashi (1)
(1) R & D Center for Earthquake and Tsunami, JAMSTEC, Yokohama Japan
Recent increase of earthquake, tsunami and geodetic data have revealed complicated behaviors of fault slips in a
subduction zone megathrust. In order to examine structural factors which help to understand those slip behaviors, we
have been conducting active-source seismic studies in subduction zone around Japan. A good example is the 2011
great Tohoku-oki earthquake. Fault slip of this earthquake, which occurred close to the densest geophysical networks
in the world, is thought to have propagated to a shallow part of the Japan Trench. This observation indicates need to
revise a conceptual model of subduction seismogenic zone that assume that the shallow part of a subduction zone
slips aseismically. However, the available observations from the land-based network do not have sufficient resolution
near to the trench to determine whether coseismic fault slip extended all the way to the trench axis. Active-source
seismic data combined with bathymetry data made a great contribution to solve this problem; i.e., from comparison of
seismic reflection images acquired before and after the earthquake, we found that trench-filled sediment was
remarkable deformed due to a co-seismic fault slip reaching to the seafloor. This may suggest that the deformed
structure in the trench axis can be a structural proxy defining an area of slips reaching to the trench. In order to test
this hypothesis, we started a high-resolution seismic project to cover the entire Japan Trench axis and preliminary
results show along-trench continuation of deformed structure, which consist of a small-scale fold-and-thrust zone at
the trench axis, except an area where extremely thin incoming sediments are observed due to rough geometry of the
top of the oceanic crust. In addition to the seismic project in the Japan Trench, we review results of active-source
seismic studies to understand slip behaviors in subduction seismogenic zones around Japan.
S11.2
SEISMIC STRUCTURE AROUND THE NICARAGUA MEGATHRUST FAULT AND THE 
RUPTURE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 1992 TSUNAMI EARTHQUAKE
V. Sallarès (1), C.R. Ranero (2), A. Meléndez (1), M. Prada (1)
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The mega-thrust fault zone is a complex system where seismically stable, unstable and conditionally stable areas
coexist. The factors controlling seismic rupture are poorly understood, especially in the frontal part of the margin
wedge, key to understand tsunami generation. In this work we investigate the relationships between upper plate
structure and properties and earthquake rupture characteristics. This hypothesis is tested for the particular case of
Nicaragua margin, where a Mw~7.2, slow tsunami earthquake took place in 1992. We present 2D seismic velocity
(Vp) and inter-plate geometry models obtained by joint refraction and reflection travel-time inversion of OBS data,
together with coincident multichannel seismic reflection images of the overriding plate and the inter-plate boundary.
We show that the Vp at the base of the igneous upper plate increases by over 40% from near the trench to the
downdip limit of the seismogenic zone, and this increase is best explained by a rock fracturing decrease of 15% to
0%. The fracturing degree of the upper plate near the trench is below the critical limit for fractured basalts, meaning
that the highly-fractured upper plate can still store elastic energy to be released during large earthquakes. We show
that the rigidity variations inferred from the Vp at the base of the upper plate agree with those required to explain the
large co-seismic slip near the trench and slow rupture propagation velocity of the 1992 earthquake and tsunami. The
trench-ward reduction in upper plate rigidity, combined with the increased normal stress caused by local asperities
such as subducted seamounts, can explain the anomalous tsunamigenic character of this earthquake. In summary,
this work shows that modern active seismic data can provide essential information which, combined with
seismological and tsunami data, can help to understand the rupture characteristics of megathrust earthquakes.
S11.3
STRUCTURAL CHARACTERS OF THE JAPAN TRENCH SUBDUCTION ZONE OVER THE 
MARCH 2011 MW 9.0 TOHOKU-OKI EARTHQUAKE RUPTURE, BASED ON 
INTERPRETATION OF REPROCESSED MULTICHANNEL SEISMIC REFLECTION DATA
Tatsuya Ishiyama (1), Hiroshi Sato (1), Shuichi Kodaira (2), Susumu Abe (3)
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We interpreted reprocessed, offshore multichannel seismic reflection data across the Japan Trench subduction zone
to continental slope over the March 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake rupture coupled with borehole stratigraphy.
Structural interpretation of reprocessed seismic data near the rupture area shows that fault and fold scarps in
accretionary wedge is underlain by shallowly dipping, emergent thrust faults that appear to sole into thin (~500 m
thick) hemi-pelagic sediments on the subducting oceanic crust. Subduction deformation front is comprised by gently
tapered accretionary wedge and moderately dipping, Paleogene and older crustal wedge that forms structural
backstop and > 1500 m high east-facing large escarpment on the continental slope; younger units onlapping onto the
folded Neogene sediments appear to be subhorizontal above the wedge tip, suggesting recent waning activity of the
underlying thrust fault. Instead, subtly folded upward sediments and underlying high aeromagnetic anomaly and
higher P-wave velocity imply hidden seamount subduction below the accretionary prism. To the west of these
structures normal faults are dominant, consistent with normal-faulting aftershock sequences of the 2011 Tohoku-oki
earthquake. Styles of deformation on the accretionary wedge and thrust trajectories may reflect bends of subducting
oceanic crust, marked by reflectors of both overlying hemi-pelagic sediments and the oceanic moho, that is strongly
deformed by normal faults presumably caused by extension of the outer-rise to form structural ramp on the basal
decollement.
S11.4
CHARACTERISING THE SEISMIC BEHAVIOR OF SUBDUCTION ZONES USING ACTIVE 
SOURCE SEISMIC METHODS
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Over the last couple of decades we have learned that a spectrum of different seismic behavior takes place on
subduction thrust faults from stick-slip megathurst earthquakes to slow slip (SSE) and stable sliding. We have also
come to appreciate that the size of the seismogenic zone may not be controlled simply by temperature and that other
factors such as the presence and nature of fluids may be crucially important.
Active source seismic experiments have been conducted at subduction margins with contrasting seismic behavior
and we can now explore how these margins differ in their structure and reflection character. In this presentation we
will focus on the Hikurangi margin, New Zealand. Many aspects of the northern Hikurangi margin are similar to Costa
Rica, whereas the southern Hikurangi margin is an excellent analogue for Nankai and Cascadia. Campaign and
continuous GPS measurements reveal deep interseismic coupling and SSEs at the southern Hikurangi margin, while
the northern part of the subduction thrust is dominated by aseismic slip, shallow SSEs and shallow co-seismic slip in
the form of tsunami earthquakes. Seismic reflection profiles reveal the presence of subducted seamounts in source
locations of tsunami earthquakes and high amplitude reflections in zones of SSEs. We suggest these high amplitude
reflections are the manifestation of high fluid content and pressure within sediments entrained with seafloor
topography.  
However, processed seismic reflection images do not directly provide physical property information to assess how
wet subduction systems really are. 3D Full waveform inversion (FWI) is a technique pioneered by the oil industry to
obtain high-resolution models of sub-surface physical properties (e.g. P and S-wave velocity). Such information would
allow us to constrain if fluid content and hydraulic connectivity does differ between margins with different seismic
character. Using synthetic tests we explore the application of FWI at subduction margins.
S12.1
RESPONSES OF REGIONAL LITHOSPHERES TO MEGATHRUSTS
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We investigate the lithospheric responses to megathrusts with magnitudes greater than 8.7 since 2000 from temporal
variations of seismic properties. The fault-type compositions were changed greatly after the megathrusts.
The seismicity was increased after megathrusts with characteristic fault-type-dependent spatial distribution
on the rupture planes. The postseismic thrustal events were populated around the down-dip rupture margins due to
concentration of shear stress after coseismic ruptures. Normal-faulting earthquakes were increased particularly
around large slip regions at shallow depths after the megathrusts, which may be associated with lithospheric
rebound and splay-fault development. It was observed that the dynamic lithospheric response is highly associated
with slip distribution on the rupture plane. Temporal changes of slip-amount-dependent b values are fitted well
with an exponential function, suggesting an exponential increase of normal stress with time on locked region
until the occurrence of megathrust. The megathrust produces large lithospheric displacements up to regional
distances, constructing transient tensional stress fields in the backarc lithospheres. These additional stress
fields cause decreases of Coulomb failure stresses and increase the seismicity in optimally-oriented strike-slip
or normal faults. The transient stress perturbation diminishes with time by lithostatic loading, making
gradual recovery of the ambient stress field. The seismicity evolves with the stress change. The radial
tension field and pore pressure increase induces abrupt increase of seismicity with intact-medium faulting. A
series of moderate-size earthquakes and earthquake clusters develop as a consequence of medium response to
the temporal evolution of stress field. The long-term evolution of seismicity is expected to continue until the
preseismic ambient stress field is fully recovered. 
S12.3
SEISMOGENIC POTENTIAL OF ACTIVE FAULTS IN THE ALBORAN SEA REVEALED BY 
MULTISCALE SEISMIC IMAGING
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During the last ten years we have carried out successive marine geological and geophysical cruises in the Alboran
Sea, where present-day crustal deformation is mainly driven by the NW-SE convergence (4.5-5.6 mm/yr) between the
African and Eurasian plates. Convergence is distributed over a wide deformation zone of low to moderate seismic
activity, although large destructive earthquakes (Mw ≥ 6.0) also occurred in the region. We present an overview of
large active faults recently mapped in the Alboran Sea (i.e. Carboneras, Adra, Al-Idrissi and Yusuf faults) and we
characterize the shallow and crustal structure of these faults with the aim to evaluate their seismogenic potential. The
dataset has been acquired in the frame of national (IMPULS-2006, EVENT-2008 and SHAKE-2010) and European
projects (WESTMED-2006 and TOPOMED-GASSIS-2011) on board the Spanish RV Hespérides, RV García del Cid
and RV Sarmiento de Gamboa. The seismic data used is multiscale and includes: a) High-resolution sub-bottom
profiler (parametric echosounder): TOPAS PS18 and Atlas Parasound P.35; b) Sparker GEO-SPARK SCS: source of
4 - 6kJ and 9 m long, and 24-hydrophone single-channel streamer; c) High-resolution MCS: source of 290 c.i. and
300 m long “GeoEel” Geometrics digital streamer with 48 channels (6.25 m channel interval); d) High to medium
resolution MCS: 800 c.i. airgun source and 600 m long Sercel SEAL streamer with 96 channels (6.25 m channel
interval); and e) Deep penetration MCS: 3060 ci airgun source and 5100 m-long Sentinel Sercel streamer with 408
active sections (12.5 m channel interval). We demonstrate that an integrated, multiscale approach helps to built
realistic fault source models of the Alboran basin, which show that the large fault systems represent a significant
earthquake and tsunami hazard to the coasts of Western Europe and North Africa, and, therefore, should be
considered in any geohazard re-evaluation.
S12.4
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During the spring of 2014, scientists explored the western Pacific margin of Mexico through a dense marine
geophysical sampling of the Rivera, Cocos and North American plates, named TSUJAL. We used for the first time 6
km length streamer of the Spanish RV Sarmiento de Gamboa seismic equipment onboard the British RRS James
Cook, a barter (OFEG) European exchange opportunity between NERC and CSIC, to obtain deep multichannel
across the Rivera Plate. MCS data was acquired using 4 airgun array (12 BOLT guns) towed at 8m depth having fired
around 27000 air-gun shots every 50 m, and 5.85 km long Sercel SEAL streamer, 12.5 m group distance (468
channels) towed at 10 m depth. Seismic source ranges from 5800 c.i. to 3540 c.i. depending on the profile. Nine
profiles of wide angle seismic have been acquired as well, coincident with MCS data, in order to investigate the
structure and nature of the lithosphere. A total of 970 km have been sounded at sea with the help of 16 OBS from the
UTM-CSIC pool deployed two times during the survey, and 100 land stations. Wide angle seismic source ranges from
11 to 14 airguns BOLT totalizing between 6800-8000 c.i., working at 15 m depth and fired every 120 s.
Simultaneously with the seismic survey, 5438 km of swath-bathymetry, acoustic backscatter, sub-bottom profiler,
gravity and magnetics data were acquired providing complementary information of the seafloor morphology, sub-
seafloor deformation and crustal structure. A strong understanding of the Mexico subduction region unravelling the
subduction geometry, nature of the crust, faults, mass wasting, rupture width, etc. is required to carry out seismic
hazard studies. These parameters are critical for assessing the seismic hazard models of Mexico, especially when
considering large-magnitude earthquakes (Mw 8.0), and to constrain tsunami models
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The Hidaka region in central Hokkaido, Japan, is known as an arc-arc collision zone (the Hidaka Collision Zone
(HCZ)). Since the middle Miocene, the Kuril Arc (southern part of eastern Hokkaido) has been collided against the
Northeast Japan Arc (western Hokkaido) from the east. This collision is a controlling factor for the westward obduction
of the crustal rocks of the Kuril Arc (the Hidaka Metamorphic Belt) along the HMT (Hidaka Main Thrust) and the
development of the foreland fold-and-thrust belt. A multidisciplinary project, 1998-2000 Hokkaido Transect, was
undertaken to elucidate the lithospheric deformation associated with the ongoing arc-arc collision in the northern
HCZ. Integrated reinterpretation for the seismic data from this project, composed of a 227-km seismic refraction/wide-
angle reflection profile and three seismic reflection lines beneath the HCZ, provided new finding on the tectonic
process of this collision zone. 
The CRS (Common Reflection Surface Method)/ MDRS (Multi-Dip Reflection Surface Method) processing for the
reflection data delineated detailed images of the westward obduction of the upper half of the crust of the Kuril Arc. A
10-km thick reflective zone below the obducted crust probably expresses the deformation associated with the
collision. The most important finding is a series of reflection events at a 30-45 km depth below the obducted crust,
representing the lower crust/Moho within the Northeast Japan Arc, which descends down to the east under the HCZ.
Refraction tomography shows a thick (4-5 km) undulated sediments in the hinterland, the outcrop of crystalline crust
beneath the Hidaka Metamorphic Belt with higher Vp and Vp/Vs (the obducted the middle/lower crustal materials),
and an enormously thick (>8-10 km) sedimentary package beneath the fold-and-thrust belt. Ray-tracing analysis for
the reflection data revealed the gently eastward dipping layer geometry in a shallower depth range (<7-8 km),
probably originated from the HMT.
S13.1
UNDERSTANDING SUB-/SEISMIC DEFORMATION – A WORKFLOW COMBINING SEISMIC 
IMAGING, SHEAR-WAVE TECHNIQUES, AND PROCESS-ORIENTED STUDIES ACROSS 
SCALES
Charlotte M. Krawczyk
Leibniz Institute for Applied Geophysics (LIAG), D-30655 Hannover, Germany; lotte@liag-hannover.de
The evolution of for instance a sedimentary basin is generally studied using a variety of techniques and derived
material parameters, encompassing geophysical imaging, structural interpretation, and modelling of any type. To
understand both the basic evolution of the structural setting or its potential with respect to applied tasks, an integrated
approach is important. Therefore, a workflow under development for seismic and subseismic deformation prediction
will be discussed from large to small scale, also taking into account new developments in data acquisition, especially
shear-wave seismics.
The introduced seismo-mechanical workflow uses a 3-D seismic data set and accompanying well data to first
determine the structural inventory and evolution of a region. This interpretation can be stabilized by additional
seismic attribute processing that images small-scale lineaments at high resolution by multi-attribute displays that
combine curvature and coherency. By kinematically restoring the seismically-acquired volumes, i.e. retro-deforming
the faulted strata, the spatial distribution of strain and therefore possible fracture orientation caused by the faulting
process is imaged. In areas where we had preliminary predicted critical deformation we carried out new reflection
seismic measurements to calibrate our predictions. This not only yielded high-resolution structural images, but, in
addition, also allowed the determination of petrophysical parameters by the acquisition of shear-wave reflection
seismic data.
With such an approach, we combine basic and applied research, aiming to determine the specific potential of
communicating systems that occur between depth and surface, e.g. fault systems or fluid pathways. This can provide
a tool for deformation prediction and adapted time-dependent monitoring strategies in the future.
S13.2
NEW INSIGHTS FROM REFLECTION SEISMIC INVESTIGATIONS OF QUICK CLAY 
LANDSLIDES IN SOUTHWEST SWEDEN
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In Sweden, as in another countries located in the Northern hemisphere, quick clay landslides are one of the most
important natural hazards. Along its southwestern coastal areas, the sliding susceptibility is high, making it necessary
to delineate quick clays and their risk associated with their slide. Several studies show that the combination of
different geophysical methods, as seismics and radio-magnetotellurics, or with geotechnical data, has been
successful for landslide investigations. A similar approach has also been implemented in our study area located close
to the historical Lilla Edet landslide (3 casualties and serious environmental issues) in southwest of Sweden and the
Göta River. Geophysical, geotechnical, hydrogeological, and physico-chemical data were collected by, among others,
Uppsala University and the Swedish Geotechnical Institute. This presentation is based on the new reflection seismic
data acquired during 2013, i.e. four P-wave seismic lines complementing five earlier lines that were acquired during
2011. The longest line allows an extension of the study area from the southern part of the river to its northern parts. It
was acquired using a combination of cabled receivers and wireless sensors. Dynamite, accelerated weight-drop and
sledgehammer were used as seismic sources. Due to their proximity and for scientific purposes, two of the seismic
lines were acquired simultaneously that is as shots were fired along one line, data were recorded along both that line
and the other one. Earlier results imaged coarse-grained materials underlying quick clays that were interpreted as a
path for fresh groundwater to leach ions from the marine clays, modifying their concentration in the pore water and
causing the 'quickness' in the clays. The new seismic lines will extend the subsurface information, allowing indirect
mapping of quick clay areas by imaging the coarse-grained materials as a proxy, which is useful in the risk
assessment of similar areas.
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SHEAR WAVE VELOCITY IMAGING OVER QUICK CLAYS
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Quick-clays are a water-saturated formation formed through flocculation and deposition in a marine to brackish
environment and subsequently leached to low salinity by freshwater flow. If its strength is exceeded, the flocculated
structure collapses leading to landslides of varying destructiveness. It is, therefore, of major importance to detect the
presence of quick-clays. In this study SH seismic reflection and Love wave dispersion data are integrated to evaluate
the potential of shear wave velocity imaging for detecting quick clays.
High-resolution SH reflection seismic data have been acquired, within a joint project studying clay-related landslides,
in an area near the Göta River in south-west Sweden. Seismic reflection processing has evidenced several
geologically interesting interfaces related to the presence of quick clay materials (locally confirmed by boreholes) and
sand-gravelly layers strongly contributing to water circulation within them. Weak Love wave dispersion was also
noticed along a particular part of the 2-D seismic profiles. 
Dispersion data have been therefore extracted along this dataset with a Gaussian windowing approach; dispersion
curves showed a limited frequency content (from about 8 to 30 Hz) and low overall velocities. In some portions of the
profile a peculiar shape of the curves, suggesting a velocity inversion in the stratigraphy, has been noticed. Laterally
Constrained Inversion of the data has been performed using a priori information from the seismic reflection imaging.
The inversion results have locally evidenced the presence of a low velocity layer most probably associable to quick
clay materials. 
Even given the limited dispersion information extracted from the dataset, and the not completely clear properties of
quick clays from the shear wave velocity point of view, the study has evidenced the potential of the proposed
approach for a more comprehensive imaging of the shear wave velocity distribution. This could be a valuable
approach in quick clay identification.
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SEISMIC REFLECTION PROFILES BE OF HELP?
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Significant percentages of global Zn, Cu, Pb, Au and Ag reserves occur in volcanogenic massive sulfide (VMS)
deposits. Polymetallic VMS are stratabound mineral deposits that have formed by the precipitation of sulfide minerals
on and near the seafloor during submarine volcanic activity. Few massive sulfide deposits are exposed today and a
majority of the deposits likely lay undiscovered at depths unreachable for conventional geophysical methods. New
and innovative approaches are required for successful exploration for a mineral deposit lying hundreds of meters
below the surface, and the seismic reflection technique is one of the key methods to test and develop further to meet
the expectations and increasing need for deep exploration. 
In Finland, seismic reflection profiles acquired in VMS exploration and mining areas include those at Vihanti,
Pyhäsalmi and Outokumpu. These historical mining areas belong to the Raahe-Ladoga belt hosting 90% of known
massive sulfide deposits of Finland. Seismic profiles provide detailed information about subsurface structural
geometries down to 5 km depth and crossing profiles lay foundations for 3D-modeling of the survey areas.
Subsurface 3D-mapping of the folded and faulted volcanic strata based on reflectivity characteristics is useful for
strategic planning of deep exploration. Some studies have reported seismic identification of massive sulfides but the
seismic data discussed here show no evidence of direct detection of known deposits because of strongly
heterogeneous background geology. Detailed interpretation of the data remains challenging because of polyphase
deformation complicating structures. It is often unclear if a reflection originates from lithological contacts or if
reflectivity can be attributed to faulted, sheared or otherwise fractured zones in the bedrock. Nevertheless, seismic
reflection profiling provides a valuable tool for building 3D-models fundamental for directing efficient deep exploration;
direct detection of previously undiscovered massive sulfide deposits with this method remains improbable.
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Within the last years, shear-waves have become more and more important. One reason is that P- and S-waves are
differently sensitive to fluids and pore fill so that the additional S-wave information can be used to enhance lithological
studies. Another reason is that S-waves have the potential advantage of higher spatial resolution. Within the same
signal bandwidth they typically have about half the wavelength of P-waves. In near-surface unconsolidated sediments
they can even enhance the structural resolution by one order of magnitude.
We make use of these capabilities within the PROTECT project. In addition to already existing 2-D P-wave data, we
carried out a near surface 2-D SH-wave field survey at the CO2CRC Otway Project site, Australia, in November 2013.
The CDP-spacing was 0.5 m with a fold larger than 30. Nearby well information indicates mainly marl and carbonatic
facies for the upper units.
The combined analysis of P-wave and S-wave data was used to derive a Poisson‟s Ratio 2-D model down to roughly
350 m depth. If we only use the faint, S-wave hyperbolas contained in the P-wave data for the determination of shear
wave velocities, the resultant Poisson‟s ratio values range from 0.47 in the carbonate-dominated near surface to 0.4
at 350 m depth. These are very high, if compared to average literature values of 0.22 for unfissured carbonates and
0.37 for fissured examples, that have been reported from lab measurements. If we use the velocities from the
dedicated SH-wave measurements, the values are more realistic because the determined S-wave velocities are
higher, thus lowering the Poisson‟s Ratio to values between 0.4 and 0.3 in the same depth section. These
unexpected differences occurring from different data sets and S-wave velocity determinations will be discussed.
S13.6
3D MULTIDISCIPLINARY GEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE HONTOMÍN CO2 
STORAGE SITE, SPAIN.
J. Alcalde (1,2), I. Marzán (1), E. Saura (1), D. Martí (1), P. Ayarza (3), C. Juhlin (4), A. Pérez-Estaún 
(1) and R. Carbonell (1)
1: Institute of Earth Sciences Jaume Almera ICTJA-CSIC, Barcelona, Spain.
2: University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom.
3: University of Salamanca, Salamanca, Spain.
4: Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.
The subsurface 3D geological structure and geodynamic evolution of the first Spanish CO2 Storage Technology
Development Plant (Hontomín, Spain) has been obtained from 3D seismic reflection data and well-log interpretation.
A remarkable shallow-depth velocity inversion affects the wave propagation and decreases the coherency of the
seismic reflectors, hampering the quality of the seismic data. Their interpretation required an alternative approach,
based on a conceptual geological model derived from regional geology and detailed well-logging analysis. This
enabled a detailed seismic facies analysis based on a few seismic sections crossing the seismic wells and allowing
us to interpret the 3D seismic volume. This result, combined with well-log correlation, allowed characterizing the 9
main geological levels, the stratigraphic sequence of the area and the geometries of the subsurface structures, and
consequently reconstructing the tectonic and sedimentary history of the Hontomín area. This area has undergone two
extensional episodes during the Mesozoic, which generated normal faults with E-W and N-S directions, concurring
with the growth of a domal structure. Subsequently, a compressional episode, occurred during the Pyrenean orogeny,
reactivated the previous extensional structures within a transpressive regime and amplified the Hontomín dome. The
resulting 3D geological model allowed us to estimate a preliminary CO2 storage capacity of 5.805 Mt. This work
provides a 3D geological model of the Hontomín subsurface, which is a challenging case study of CO2 storage in a
complex fractured carbonate reservoir.
S13.7
SIESMOTECTONIC INVESTIGATION OF KUZESTAN PROVINCE BY CALCULATING OF 
FAULT MOVEMENT POTENTIAL (FMP) AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH KNICKZONES.
R.Khavari
Department of Geology, Behbahan Branch, Islamic Azad University, Behbahan, Iran
The fault movement potential is one of the parameters related to seismicity assessment. This parameter evaluates
the seismic hazard of fault systems, based on evaluation of fault activity by considering the mechanical relationships
between fault geometry and regional tectonic stress field. Although seismicity of Khuzestan province has been
studied by many investigators, it is desirable to have a quantity measure of FMP. This method has been used to
evaluate the fault movement potential of all the faults in the study area. For this purpose we use maximum principal
stress directions and geometrical properties of fault planes. For estimating the directions of principal stress by
Reches‟s method (1992) in study area, we used 49 focal mechanisms for earthquakes in the range of 4.1<m<5.6. In
order to make the best use of our quantity data the study area is divided to 120 quadrangles each covering 15
minutes of latitude and longitude. Parameters of each quadrangles that were used for evaluating earthquake activity,
are: the directions of the principal stress axes (σ1), coefficient of friction (μ) and the fault movement potential (FMP).
The maximum misfit for these inversions is 30º. We found the mean coefficient of friction in the area is low, that‟s
consistent with high pore fluid pressure area (λ=0.9). The maximum stress direction in all parts of the study area is
the same and indicates the NE-SW pressure direction, which is related to movement of Arabian plat toward Iran.
Based on FMP values, there are three zones in Khuzestan province; active north and southeastern zones and
inactive central to southwestern zone. These results are consistent with the patterns of fault and magnetic lineation,
the last studies and present- day earthquake activity. 
Investigation of relationship between fluvial knickpoint distribution and seismotectonic zoning based on FMP indicates
the good consistent between them and seismotectonic source of knickpoints.
S14.1
MULTI-SCALE, MULTI-DISCIPLINARY 3-D MODELS
D. Snyder, E. de Kemp, G. Bellefleur, J. Craven, E. Schetselaar
Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa, Canada
Geology is inherently 3-dimensional. The petroleum industry has embraced this fact for many years now because it is
cost effective for them. The mining industry is just beginning to realize and appreciate this benefit. Academics and
government map makers largely continue to try to do without because it is an expensive undertaking. Advances in
computational and storage capacity as well as in relevant software now enable useful 3-D models to be built at all
relevant scales/resolution, with most justifiable budgets, and with significant numbers of knowledge layers. Joint
inversions of diverse data and knowledge sets are now possible, but here the emphasis is on more straight-forward
correlations and discovery of common features among geo-registered knowledge layers. Featured examples will
include (1) a basin-scale compilation of structural observations from surface mapping, drill holes and seismic
reflection sections; (2) a mine-camp-scale model using active- and passive-source seismic, drill hole and borehole
gravity data; and (3) a lithospheric-scale model using xenolith suites as drill core, seismic discontinuity maps, seismic
tomography, and conductivity. All can be geo-referenced to surface geology to demonstrate just how much or how
little can be known when limited to sparse 2-D or thin-skinned studies. The importance of metasomatism and
alteration is also emphasized in hard rock environments. The various examples will illustrate recent advances in
rigorously predicting geological surfaces (contacts or faults), causes of conductivity in the deep crust and mantle, and
the importance of seismic+/-conductivity anisotropy in predicting rock fabrics. Uncertainty remains a key unknown
although precision continues to improve and joint inversions or interpretations also increase our confidence in the
accuracy of the models.
S14.2
INVESTIGATION OF THE SWARM SEISMICITY IN THE WEST BOHEMIA SEISMIC ZONE 
USING EARTHQUAKE TOMOGRAPHY AND REFLECTION SEISMICS
C. Alexandrakis (1), E. Löberich (1), N. Mullick (1), M. Calò (2), V. Vavryčuk (3), S. Buske (1)
(1) Institute of Geophysics and Geoinformatics, TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Freiberg, Germany; (2) Berkeley 
Seismological Laboratory, Berkeley, USA; (3) Institute of Geophysics, Prague, Czech Republic
The West Bohemia / Vogtland (WB/V) area is a tectonically complex region with several areas that experience
recurring swarm seismicity. A seismic or earthquake swarm is a rapid succession of earthquakes with no distinct main
shock. The main WB/V swarm area is located under the Czech village Nový Kostel. This location coincides with the
junction of two major fault zones and to young Quaternary volcanism manifested by numerous mineral water springs.
Isotope analysis from the local springs and gas exhalation sites confirms that the fluids are magmatic in nature. This
has led to the hypothesis that fluids may influence the swarm activity.
Earthquake swarms in the Nový Kostel seismic zone tend to occur in the same geographic location and within a
similar depth range (~6 - 10 km depth). However the active fault plane and dominant focal mechanism is not always
the same. This indicates that the stress conditions in the earthquake zone change between the swarms. 
Several studies have produced models of the subsurface structure using a variety of geophysical methods including
gravity and seismics. These studies investigated the deep crust and therefore did not resolve the focal zone. Here, we
compare the velocity structure within and around the Nový Kostel seismic zone to the recently reprocessed reflection
seismic profile 9HR/91. The velocity model is calculated double-difference tomography and data from the 2008 and
2011 swarms. The 2008 swarm mainly occurred on the southern end of the seismic zone, whereas the 2011 swarm
was isolated to the northern part. In addition, the active fault planes show different dips. Analysis of the earthquake
rupture pattern, velocity model and seismic reflectivity are interpreted in terms of the local geology and the potential
role of fluids to produce an interpretation of the overall swarm cycle.
S14.3
THE GEOMETRY OF THE SAN ANDREAS FULT IN PARKELD, CALIFORNIA ILLUMINATED 
FROM RELOCATED SEISMICITY
Woohan Kim (1), Tae-Kyung Hong (2), Tae-Seob Kang (3), and Jung Mo Lee (4)
1. Dept. of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Gyeongsang National University, Jinju 660-701, South Korea ( 
wookim@gnu.ac.kr ) 2. Dept. of Earth system Sciences, Yonsei University, Seoul 120-749, South Korea 3. Dept. of 
Earth Environmental Sciences, Pukyong National University, Busan 608-737, South Korea 4. Dept. of Geology, 
Kyungpook National University, Daegu 702-701, South Korea
The geometry and properties of fault is crucial for understanding the tectonic evolution and potential seismic hazards.
The 3-D velocity structures of the San Andreas Fault (SAF) in Parkﬁeld, California are investigated from local
seismicity. The geometry of the fault is illuminated from the local seismicity that was reﬁned by a stable hypocentral
inversion method based on arbitrary 1-D models. The 3-D velocity perturbation is inferred from the path-dependent
optimum 1-D velocity models. The northern region of the fault at depths lower than 9 km displays higher velocities
than the reference velocities, and the southern region at depths lower than 12 km presents higher velocities. The
central region presents mixed velocity structures. The reﬁned seismicity presents southwestward migration by about 1-
2 km from the reported ones. The dipping directions and angles are found to be up to about 15°NE in the northern
region, and to be up to about 11°SW in the central and southern region, although dipping angles are fluctuated a little
from place to place. The observation suggests that the dipping direction of fault plane changes from the northeast to
the southwest gradually including near vertical plane within a distance of about 90 km along the main surface trace of
the SAF from north to south.
S14.4
3D PROCESSING OF 2D CROOKED LINE REFLECTION SEISMIC DATA AND 
CORRELATION WITH DOWNHOLE LOG DATA FROM THE 2.5 KM DEEP COSC-1 
SCIENTIFIC BOREHOLE, CENTRAL SWEDEN
P. Hedin (1), C. Juhlin (1), O. Oputeh (2), P.-G. Alm (3)
(1) Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden; (2) Imperial College London, London, UK; (3) Lund University, Lund, 
Sweden
The COSC (Collisional Orogeny in the Scandinavian Caledonides) scientific drilling project in the Swedish mountains
is currently at about 1.5 km and a final depth of 2.5 km is anticipated to be reached in mid-August, 2014. The main
objectives of the project include 
i.	improved understanding of orogenic processes, 
ii. investigating the geothermal and hydrogeological-hydrochemical state of the mountain belt and the deep
biosphere, and 
iii.	calibration of surface geophysics and geology. 
Improved understanding of subsurface conditions for underground engineering, ore genesis and geothermal potential
makes it highly relevant for society. After drilling is finished, extensive geophysical measurements will be performed in
the borehole, including VSP. 
For the purpose of locating the COSC-1 borehole, two reflection seismic profiles were acquired in the area in 2010. In
the vicinity of the chosen drill site, the profiles are quite crooked and the shot spacing reduced to half the receiver
spacing, resulting in a large lateral spread of midpoints. The targeted high-grade metamorphic Seve Nappe Complex
(SNC) stands out as a highly reflective unit in the 2D seismic sections. However, the lateral extent of the reflections
observed within the SNC appears to be limited in both the inline and crossline directions. 
To assist the planning of the drilling and sampling programs, the data were treated as a sparse 3D data set and the
migrated seismic volume was imported into interpretation software. The COSC-1 borehole lies at the edge of the
seismic volume. However, clear reflected features can be traced from the more clearly imaged central part out
towards the borehole trajectory even though the fold is highly variable. The migrated 3D volume also allows for better
correlation with core lithology and the downhole logging acquired at different stages during the drilling.
S14.5
3D SEISMIC IMAGING OF A MAJOR FAULT ZONE IN THE ERZGEBIRGE REGION NEAR 
SCHNEEBERG / GERMANY
O. Hellwig (1), F. Hlousek (1), S. Buske (1)
(1) Institute of Geophysics and Geoinformatics, TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Freiberg, Germany
In 2012 a 3D seismic survey was carried out near the town Schneeberg in the western Erzgebirge region in Germany.
The aim of this survey was to image and characterize a potential petrothermal reservoir in a target depth of about 5 to
6 km in the crystalline basement, which is related to major faults of Gera-Jáchymov zone. This fault zone extends in
NW-SE direction from Gera in Thuringia to the edge of the Eger Graben in the Czech Republic and consists of
several steeply dipping faults. It is planned to use preexistent hydraulically connected fractures of this fault zone as
natural heat exchanger for a future petrothermal power plant. The temperature in the target depth is expected to be
between 160 to 180°C. 
The seismic exploration comprises a 3D vibroseis survey that covers an area of 10 km x 13 km. It is complemented
by a long offset seismic survey with offsets up to 30 km using explosive sources in order to construct a suited velocity
model by first arrival traveltime tomography. A particular challenge for the data processing is the crystalline
environment with its relatively low impedance contrasts and diffracted energy present in the seismograms. Due to the
complex 3D geology in the survey area and steeply dipping faults we apply 3D Kirchhoff prestack-depth migration and
Coherency prestack-depth migration, a focusing extension of Kirchhoff migration. This yields a detailed 3D image of
the geological structures in the survey area and provides information for planning the drilling path of a deep research
borehole near Schneeberg, which allows to further explore the feasibility of a petrothermal usage in the future.
S14.6
"NO-COST” ACQUISITION OF 3D REFLECTION IMAGERY OF THE CONTINENTAL 
BASEMENT
L. Brown (1), A. Cabolova (1)
(1) Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14953
The current generation of continuously recording, “superchannel” seismic systems that are increasingly being used to
collect 3D seismic imaging of the sedimentary cover for oil and gas exploration are by default also collecting 3D
seismic information on the deeper crust. Although the data are recorded continuously for reasons of increased
productivity, the exploration companies typically only “harvest” the first few seconds after their controlled sources are
triggered to recover reflections from the first few kilometers of the crust. However, the equipment continues to record,
potentially collecting later reflection arrivals from deeper structure. However, these deep data are typically treated as
leftovers along with the noise between shots. A systematic program to recover these deep data from industry archives
could produce the first extensive coverage of true 3D reflection information on the basement beneath the oil basins in
which the exploration companies operate. An example of such a dataset recently collected in West Texas (US) and
processed serves to demonstrate the value of “salvaging” such extraneous industry recording.
S14.7
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES  ON DETECTING ICE SHEET DYNAMICS AND GLACIAL 
EARTHQUAKE ACTIVITIES IN GREENLAND
M. Kanao (1), S. Tsuboi (2), G. Toyokuni (3), T. Himeno (4) and Y. Tono (2)
(1) National Institute of Polar Research, Tokyo, Japan; (2) Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology, 
Yokohama, Japan; (3) Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan; (4) Seikei University, Tokyo, Japan
The Greenland ice sheet and its response to climate change have potentially a great impact upon mankind, both
through sea-level rise and modulation of fresh water input to oceans. Detection of a dynamic response of Greenland
ice sheet to climate change is a fundamental component of long-term observations in global science. The “Glacial
earthquakes” have been observed along the edges of Greenland with strong seasonality and increasing frequency in
21st century by data from Global Seismographic Network (GSN). During last decade, over 200 glacial earthquakes
were detected, but 95% occurred on Greenland with the remaining in Antarctica. Greenland glacial earthquakes are
considered to be associated with major outlet glaciers at the margins of continental ice sheet. Temporal patterns of
the earthquakes indicated a clear seasonal change and a significant increase in frequency after 2002. Detection and
enumeration of smaller glacial earthquakes are limited by the propagation distance to global stations of GSN. As the
glacial earthquakes have been observed at stations within Greenland, but the coverage has been sparse. In order to
define fine structure and dynamics of glacial earthquakes, a broadband, real-time network needs to be established
throughout the ice sheet and perimeter. The International Polar Year (IPY 2007-2008) was a good opportunity to start
interdisciplinary program with international collaboration. The “Greenland Ice Sheet Monitoring Network (GLISN)” was
initiated for identifying the dynamic response of Greenland ice sheet to climate change after the IPY. The Japanese
team has a task to maintain the Ice-S station (69.1N, 39.6W, altitude 2930m) on ice cap of the large Island. In this
presentation, recent characteristic features in space and time of glacial earthquake acitivities by using statistic
models, as well as the structural responses on broadband seismic waveforms from ice sheet, crust and upper mantle
are demonstrated by obtained data from GLISN.
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CURVELET-BASED GATHER CONDITIONING FOR EFFECTIVE DEPTH IMAGING OF 
LEGACY SEISMIC DATA: CASE STUDY FROM CENTRAL POLAND
M. Cyz (1), A. Górszczyk (1) , M. Malinowski (1), P. Krzywiec (2), T. Rosowski (3), M. Mulińska (3)
(1) Institute of Geophysics, PAS, Warsaw, Poland; (2) Institute of Geological Sciences, PAS, Warsaw, Poland; (3) 
Strzelecki Energia, Warsaw, Poland
Here we demonstrate a case study of the depth imaging using Kirchhoff Pre-Stack Depth Migration (PreSDM) applied
to legacy 2D seismic profiles. The data was acquired in the 70s and 80s in Central Poland in the area affected by salt
tectonics. We use a novel, curvelet-based approach to condition the low-fold gathers in order to improve the
performance of the autopicker and subsequent tomographic model updates. Superior results are obtained when a
proper conditioning of the gathers is done before running autopicker for tomography. Our 2D Discrete Curvelet
Transform based conditioning algorithm is run in a two-step mode on the common offset sections and on the depth-
slices. It improves consistency of the picked reflection events and thus provide more reliable input to grid tomography.
Additionally, in case of legacy data, such conditioning acts as a trace regularization. Curvelet-based denoising was
also used for final post-processing of the depth-migrated sections.
P2
CURVELET DENOISING OF 2D AND 3D SEISMIC DATA: PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
A. Górszczyk (1), A. Adamczyk (1), M. Malinowski (1)
(1) Institute of Geophysics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland
Contamination of seismic signal with noise of various origins is one of the main challenges encountered during
processing and interpretation of seismic data. Several methods exist for eliminating different type of noises like
coherent or incoherent one, multiples etc., but optimal random noise attenuation still remains difficult. Here we
investigate relatively new technique based on Discrete Curvelet Transform (DCT). Features like multi-resolution, multi-
direction, locality and sparsity of DCT introduce minimal overlapping between coefficients representing signal and
noise in curvelet domain which is prime advantage of this method. We present practical application of DCT describing
its main features and focusing on useful details, especially more complex thresholding based on analyzing 2D Fourier
spectrum and vector of curvelet coefficients. We demonstrate that better understanding of relations between DCT
properties and obtained results in pair with additional investigation of curvelet domain provide better localization and,
in consequence, separation of noise and signal energy. Introduced scale and angle dependent weighting of curvelet
coefficients leads to significant improvements of results with respect to noise attenuation and signal energy
preservation. Effectiveness of our approach is demonstrated both on synthetic 2D sections, as well as on real 2D and
3D post-stack seismic data. We extent the application of the developed denoising procedure to pre-stack data e.g.
conditioning of the CDP gathers for reflection tomography and filtering frequency-domain data for 2D full-waveform
inversion. Curvelet-based denoising seems to be much more robust as compared to coherency or band-pass filtering,
especially when noise and signal spectra overlaps.
P3
THE EARTH’S CRUST DEEP STRUCTURE OF EASTERN EURASIA ON EVIDENCE 
DERIVED FROM DEEP SEISMIC SOUNDING IN THE CROSS- SECTION OF THE 3-DV 
GEOTRAVERSE
A. Salnikov (1), A. Efimov (1), V. Solovyev (2), T. Kashubina (3)
(1) FSUE SNIIGGiMS, Novosibirsk, Russia, (2) Geophysical Survey SB RAS, Altai-Sayan Branch, Novosibirsk, 
Russia, (3) FSUE VSEGEI, Saint Petersburg, Russia
The depth seismic section along the 3-DV Dzhalinda-Yakutsk geotraverse about 1 500 km in extent is constructed
from seismic tomography, the Moho discontinuity location from head and supercritical reflections and illuminates the
structure of the Earth‟s crust.
The Argun-Mamyn microcontinent of the Central-Asian tectonic belt has a minimum thickness of the Earth‟s crust of
35 to 36 km, lower velocities (6.3 km/s) in the crust, higher boundary velocities (8.3-8.5 km/s) along the Moho
discontinuity. 
The Earth‟s crust of the Mongol-Okhotsk folded region is 38-40 km thick; the average velocity in the Earth‟s crust is
6.3 km/s. The M discontinuity velocity is increased to 8.3 km/s. The region is separated from the Central-Asian belt by
a deep fault with the amplitude of K and M discontinuity displacement of 4 to 6 km.
Within the Pristanovaya fold-thrust zone the M discontinuity subsides steeply from 38 to 43 km, and further down to
depth of 48 km in the Aldan block. The average velocity in the Earth‟s crust increases to 6.4 km/s as compared with
the southern area, which is associated with a thicker high-velocity unit in the lowermost crust.
Within the Aldan granulite-gneissic region the Earth‟s crust thickness increases sharply from 42 to 48 km; the
average velocity of longitudinal waves in the Earth‟s crust increases greatly from 6.4 km/s in the south to 6.6 km/s in
the north of the region. In the central part of the block, the Moho discontinuity velocity decreases dramatically to 7.7
km/s. 
The Southern-Yakutsk region is characterized by thicker (to 55 km) Earth‟s crust, high (6.6-6.7 km/s) average
velocities in the Earth‟s crust, composite Moho topography varying over 10 km within a 70-km area, rather
heterogeneous upper and middle crust in longitudinal wave velocities, as well as by P-S velocity ratio values.
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THE EARTH’S CRUST OF NORTH-EASTERN EURASIA IN THE LIGHT OF REFLECTED 
WAVES: INNOVATIVE SEISMIC ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
A. Salnikov (1), A. E. Goshko (1), P. Lebedkin (2)
(1) FSUE SNIIGGiMS, Novosibirsk, Russia, (2) FSUE VSEGEI, Saint Petersburg, Russia
The Earth‟s crust heterogeneous organization is a complicating factor constantly present in total RM-CDP sections.
The processing takes into account the heterogeneous nature of the reflected field. The technology uses a statistical
approach to determine seismic targets, i.e. local interference trains of reflected scattered waves generated in a locally
limited zone of the heterogeneous medium. In the travelling-window mode in the CDP section one calculates a matrix
of transient local wave trains positioned with respect to vertical and horizontal coordinates of the section. This
information matrix accumulates data on the geometric configuration of reflectors and dynamic characteristics of
reflected-scattered wave trains in the Earth‟s crust.
The following geometrical and dynamic attributes of the information matrix may be mentioned among the most
informative ones:
–	Density of reflectors;
–	an average reflector dip;
–	total energy of wave trains;
–	a fundamental frequency of local wave train spectrum;
–	interval energy spectra of wave trains in various frequency bands.
The analyzed system of diverse images of the Earth‟s crust makes possible a reliable identification of large
geotectonic blocks and reconstruction of the geodynamical setting in the Earth‟s crust. For example, in the total
energy sections intrusive bodies are pronounced in the sedimentary cover and granite-gneissic layer of the crust, as
well as rift structures (extension situations) distinguished for high transparency of the crystalline crust, which
corresponds to low reflection energy. Compression situations show the Earth‟s crust thickening and inclined reflection
trains with reversed dip, the so called crocodile tectonics. This situation is definitely identified on the geometrical
characteristic of average reflector dips. Shifts are characterized by a contrast decrease of seismic reflections and
mainly by their anticlinal structure in subvertical columns of width a few tens of kilometers. Important effects of
abnormal energy loss in the medium are found in energy spectrum sections within high-frequency intervals.
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WHERE’S THE FAULT? UNCERTAINTY IN SEISMIC INTERPRETATION OF FAULT 
STRUCTURES
J. Alcalde (1,2), G. Johnson (1), C. Bond (3,4), and J. Ellis (4).
1: University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom
2: Institute of Earth Sciences Jaume Almera ICTJA-CSIC, Barcelona, Spain.
3: University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, United Kingdom.
4: Midland Valley Exploration, Glasgow, UK
Seismic interpretation is the last step of the seismic reflection method, which aims to provide a geological sense to
seismic images. However, like any other kind of interpretation, seismic interpretation has a strongly subjective
component. The final result inevitably depends on the proficiency, training and professional experience of the
interpreter, and can lead to (sometimes radically) different interpretations of the same information, depending on who
is carrying it out. In addition to these biases and uncertainty in an interpretation, data quality can also have a great
impact on the reliability of the interpretation. In particular, imaging of steeply dipping or deep faults is often hindered
by energy dispersion and attenuation.
In order to understand the extent of these biases we have designed a small experiment in which we need your
collaboration. The aim of this experiment is to analyse the interpretations carried out on simple seismic sections
where data quality is poor at depth and compare the results with predictions made by algorithms that describe the
relationship between faults and hangingwall geometries. This should enable us to understand the biases and to what
extent they can affect an interpretation. The results of this experiment could potentially be applied to improve the
accuracy of interpreting faults where data quality is poor.
The participation in this experiment will be totally voluntary, and will only take 15-30 minutes to be completed. We
would be grateful if you could help us with this experiment.
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IMAGING THE SE1-REFLECTOR NEAR THE CONTINENTAL DEEP DRILLING SITE (KTB, 
GERMANY) WITH COHERENCY PRESTACK-DEPTH MIGRATION
O. Hellwig (1), F. Hlousek (1), S. Buske (1)
(1) Institute of Geophysics and Geoinformatics, TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Freiberg, Germany
Kirchhoff prestack-depth migration (KPSDM) is widely used to image geological structures due to its relatively low
computational requirements compared for example with wave equation based migration algorithms. However, usually
it suffers from artifacts if only a small number of seismic traces is used to generate migration images. We present a
modified Kirchhoff migration method that overcomes these difficulties to image steeply dipping reflectors without
additional a-priori information. Our coherency prestack-depth migration (CPSDM) employs an additional weighting
factor in order to confine the migration operator and to limit the seismic image to the actual position along the two-way
traveltime isochrone where diffractions and reflections physically originate. The weighting factor is derived from a
normalized coherence measure defined over neighbor traces and a time window around the particular diffraction
traveltime that belongs to a certain combination of source, receiver and image points. This coherency weighting factor
represents the ratio of coherent and total signal energy and has the advantage that random noise is suppressed due
to the stacking of traces and time samples within the window.
We apply KPSDM and CPSDM to the Instruct-93 data recorded at the Continental Deep Drilling Site (KTB) near
Windischeschenbach (Germany). This seismic experiment was designed to illuminate the steeply dipping SE1-
reflector, that had been known from earlier seismic investigations, at a target depth of about 8 to 9 km. The data set
contains only 10 shots recorded at 284 different receiver positions approximately 10 km away from the KTB site. This
example shows that our coherency-based approach improves the image of the SE1-reflector compared with KPSDM
considerably despite the limited aperture and the sparse acquisition geometry.
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3D SEISMIC SURVEY FOR A GEOTHERMAL RESEARCH PROJECT IN CRYSTALLINE 
ROCKS OF SAXONY, GERMANY
E. Lüschen, H. von Hartmann, R. Thomas, R. Schulz
Leibniz Institute for Applied Geophysics (LIAG), Hannover, Germany
3D seismic measurements have been performed in 2012 to explore a petrothermal reservoir in a granitic environment
within the Erzgebirge (Ore Mountains) in Saxony. The intention and challenge is to image and characterize potentially
permeable fracture zones at target depths of 5-6 km and temperatures above 150 °C.
The 3D reflection seismic experiment consisted of source and receiver lines with nominally 400 m spacing and 30 m
point spacing within an area of 10 km x 12 km size. Three heavy vibrators of 27 t each were used as seismic source
with a 12-96 Hz sweep signal of 10 s length, 8-fold stacked. A patch of 6000 recording channels was moved in role-
along mode over the area of totally 8146 recording stations. There were 5348 vibrator points, resulting in a full
azimuth coverage and in a common-midpoint (CMP) coverage of more than 200 for bin sizes of 15 m x 15 m. 
First promising images after conventional CMP processing showed already a great number of reflecting structures
within the granite pluton in the target zone. Common-reflection-surface (CRS) processing was used to produce zero
offset (ZO) stacks and enhanced pre-stack gathers (CRS gathers). Finally, post-stack and pre-stack time migrations
were applied. Imaging was drastically enhanced and showed a rich repertoire of structures within the granite pluton.
There are numerous structures below the top of the granite which is precisely known from mining information. Many of
these structures, besides of subhorizontal reflections at the base of the granite, are steeply dipping and can be
interpreted as fault planes or zones. The 3D seismic reflection technique has been proven as an indispensable tool
for geothermal exploration even in a crystalline environment. 
Funding is by the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy of Germany (0325363A). 
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Reflection seismic exploration in areas covered by pyroclastic material is still a scientific challenge and requires major
efforts to develop imaging workflows capable of an economic utilization, e.g., for geothermal exploration. The SESaR
(Seismic Exploration and Safety Risk study for decentral geothermal plants in Indonesia) project therefore used both
active P-wave and S-wave seismics to test site-specific exploration procedures in different tectonic and lithological
regimes.
Based on the results of a small-scale, active seismic pre-site survey in the area of the Wayang Windu geothermal
field 2012, an additional medium-scale active seismic experiment using P-waves was carried out 2013. For the first
time in the area, a powerful, hydraulically driven seismic mini-vibrator device was used as seismic source. Aiming at
acquiring parameter test and production data southwest of the Wayang Windu geothermal power plant, 48-channels
were used in a high-resolution configuration, with receiver group intervals of 5 m and source intervals of 10 m.
Thereby, we acquired a 630 m long profile.
In general, we observe the successful applicability of the vibroseis method. Taking into account the local conditions
at Wayang Windu, the method is superior to the common drilling and blasting seismic source techniques, both with
respect to production rate as well as resolution and data quality. An optimised source-to-receiver offset range was
the key strategy to reduce chaotic surface wave disturbances. Further, source signal frequencies of 20-80 Hz are
most efficient for the attempted depth penetration, even though influenced by the dry subsurface conditions during the
experiment. Depth penetration ranges between 0.5-1 km, and a supposed fault could be located and traced to depth.
Based on these new experimental data, processing workflows can be tested for adapted imaging strategies. This will
also open the possibility to transfer the gained knowledge to other sites covered by pyroclastic material.
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A. Adamczyk (1), M. Malinowski (1), A. Górszczyk (1)
(1) Institute of Geophysics PAS, Warsaw, Poland
Although several spectacular full-waveform inversion (FWI) examples have been published, they are usually marine
seismic surveys; the application to land data is more problematic. One of the reasons is that the majority of the land
acquisition is made using Vibroseis sources that are typically problematic when it comes to generating low-frequency
signal necessary for correct FWI.
Our data were acquired in 2010 along a 240-km long deep seismic transect located in SE Poland. In order to boost
the lowest frequency we introduced two techniques in our data pre-processing workflow: matching filtering between
4.5-Hz and 10-Hz geophones and curvelet denoising.
During data acquisition an experiment with the passive recording of the Vibroseis points with single-channel units
equipped with 4.5-Hz geophones was made. We derived a matching filter between data recorded by 4.5-Hz and 10-
Hz geophones. After application of the matching filter data were subjected to our curvelet-based denoising scheme.
Scale- and angle-adaptive thresholding in the curvelet domain (applied separately on the real and imaginary parts of
the data) allowed for noise removal without harming the signal. We have selected a full (not decimated) dataset
comprising 826 VPs. Starting model was derived using first-arrival tomography (FAT) run on the full-dataset. The
mean travel-time residual after FAT was 14 ms, which means that the criteria to avoid cycle-skipping are fulfilled - we
invert frequencies lower than 10 Hz.
We use the frequency-domain acoustic 2D FWI implementation. Inversion was performed in non-overlapping groups
of frequencies between 4.89 – 9.78 Hz. Time-damping was applied to the data and three damping factors t=0.15, 0.3
and 0.45 s per frequency group were used to progressively open the aperture of the data.
This simple strategy allowed us to obtain a geologically plausible model, that was verified by various validating
procedures, including prestack depth migration.
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G. Bornstein (1), B. Biescas (1), V. Sallarès (1) and J. F. Mojica (1)
(1) Barcelona-CSI, Inst. de Ciències del Mar-CSIC, Barcelona, Spain
Acoustic reflectivity provides insight into the fine structure of the ocean by using the multichannel seismic reflection
method. Retrieving physical properties of the ocean from acoustic reflectivity has been one of the main topics of this
subject. Until now, the main inversion strategy has been to invert sound speed from reflectivity. Afterwards, a
combination of equations of state and a local T-S relationship is required to derive subsequently the rest of
parameters (temperature, salinity and density). We have developed an alternative approach based on the direct
inversion of temperature and salinity from the reflected waveform. We have implemented a time domain, multiscale,
acoustic FWI algorithm with a gradient-based optimization scheme that solves for T and S. The sensitivity kernels of
those parameters are calculated via the adjoint method, and we use the iterative non-linear conjugate gradients (NL-
CG) search method to minimize a misfit function. We present in this work the T and S inversions obtained from
acoustic synthetic data propagated through the thermohaline finestructure of the Gulf of Cadiz, North Atlantic Ocean.
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ZÁNCARA RIVER BASIN (CUENCA, IBERIAN PENINSULA)
Jana Sachsenhausen (1), David Martí (1), Ignacio Marzán (1), Joaquina Álvarez-Marrón (1), Ramon 
Carbonell (1), Andrés Pérez-Estaún (1)
(1) Institute of Earth Sciences Jaume Almera CSIC, Barcelona, Spain
A high-resolution seismic velocity model of the uppermost stratigraphic succession in the Zancara River Basin
(Cuenca) was obtained from a 3D tomography experiment. The data was acquired within a 500x500 m area following
a regular grid distributed in North-South alternated shot and receiver lines. Receivers were distributed in a 10x20m
grid and shots in a 20x20m grid, resulting in a densely sampled 3D volume in which a first arrival seismic tomography
inversion was carried out. The results show a detailed image of the geometry and distribution of the Early Miocene
sedimentary sequence that consists of a series of a dominantly gypsiferous sequence with intercalated silstones and
mudstones that may reach up to 200 m depth. The results include a velocity inversion at very shallow depths that is
associated to a thick gypsiferous layer. The geology, boreholes and geoelectric data in the area was used to
constraint the input velocity model. This baseline data was also used to obtain a 3D geological interpretation of the
final velocity model. The tomograms provide the geometry of the different statigraphic units down to 70 m depth. The
main result includes a well-imaged 3D volume corresponding to the high velocity gypsum layer. This 3D volume dips
to the southwest and shows a complex internal geometry with significant lateral changes in thickness. The precise
morphology of the gypsum layer is of great interest for the forthcoming civil engineering works planned in this study
area.
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MODELLING TESTED ON DATA FROM DOBRE-4 EXPERIMENT
T. Janik (1), P. Środa (1), W. Czuba (1), D. Lysynchuk (2), K. Kolomiyets (2)
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In 2009, the 500 km-long seismic wide-angle profile DOBRE-4 was conducted in southern Ukraine, using 13 shot
points and 230 recording stations (Starostenko et al. 2013). In the seismic wavefield, the striking feature is observed,
double PmP phases, with different reduced time (7.5-11 s) and apparent velocity. They are interpreted as reflections
from strongly dipping Moho fragments with opposite dip. Two steps were used for the modelling. At first, method of
trial-and-error forward modelling was done using refracted and reflected phases (SEIS83, Červený&Pšenčík 1984).
Next, the amplitudes were analysed using finite-difference full waveform method (TESSERAL, Kostyukevich et al.
2000) A specific feature of the model are high-amplitude (8-17 km) changes in Moho depth in form of successive
downward and upward bends, with wavelength of the order of 150 km.
Seismic data on such an unique structure are a valuable material to test several approaches of 2D wide-angle
modelling.
Seismic inversion methods are less subjective than manual trial and error forward methods. However, tomographic
methods are often based on first arrivals only, which gives limited information, as is the case e.g. for inversion
package FAST (Zelt&Barton 1998) applied. In obtained model, the Pg phase produced ray coverage down to 10-20
km depth and Pn phase constrained the uppermost mantle.
Other inversion approaches, the JIVE3D code (Hobro 1999), can use also later refracted arrivals and reflections,
especially PmP, to build a layered model.
Another variant of solution based on both first arrivals and reflected phases was produced using forward and
inversion code RAYINVR (Zelt&Smith 1992), The Moho discontinuity was modelled mainly based on PmP reflections.
In cases of double (overlapping) PmP arrivals (due to strong Moho topography), individual PmP fragments were
inverted for in separate inversion steps.
In this study, comparison of the above modelling results is presented.
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N. Hellqvist (1), K. Komminaho (1), E. Koivisto (1), 
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(1) Institute of Seismology, Department of Geosciences and Geography, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland; (2) 
Geological Survey of Finland, Southern Finland Office, Espoo, Finland; (3) Department of Physics, University of 
Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
In Finland, high resolution reflection seismic surveys have been conducted in 16 mining and exploration sites in the
course of the FIRE (Finnish Reflection Experiment 2003-2006) and HIRE (High Resolution Seismics for Ore
Exploration, 2007-2010) projects. These targets include one of the most sulfide rich areas in Finland, the historical
Outokumpu region. In the Outokumpu region, altogether 82 kilometers of high resolution (dominant frequency of
about 100 Hz) 2D seismic lines have been acquired, first lines OKU1-OKU3 in August 2002 and later lines V1-V8 and
E1 in June-August 2008. 
Outokumpu mining and exploration site is located in the Raahe-Ladoga belt, which is a major NW-SE striking
structure that separates Archaen rocks to the north and younger Paleoproterozoic island arc complexes to the south
of the structure. The Outokumpu sulfide deposits are semi-massive to massive polymetallic (Cu-Co-Zn-Ni-Ag-Au)
deposits hosted by ophiolite-derived altered ultramafic rocks. The deposits were mined from 1913 to 1988, and more
recently a new mine by Altona Mining Limited commenced production in early 2012 at the northern side of the
Outokumpu area. 
In this work, we compare seismic forward modeling results with the reflection seismic data from the Outokumpu
region. To aid the comparison of the simulated and real data, we present some newly processed 2D seismic sections.
In particular, the focus of the forward seismic modeling and reprocessing of the real data is to identify the seismic
response of the Outokumpu type ore deposits and ore hosting lithology.
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The Kevitsa Ni-Cu-PGE (platinum group elements) disseminated sulfide deposit is hosted by the Kevitsa mafic to
ultramafic intrusion, which is located within the Central Lapland Greenstone Belt in northern Finland. Extensive 2D
and 3D reflection seismic surveys were conducted at the Kevitsa deposit in 2007 and 2010. The aims of the seismic
surveys were to (1) delineate the overall extent of the Kevitsa intrusive complex, (2) study the seismic response of the
disseminated ore deposit, (3) look for higher-grade sulfide zones within the resource  area, and (4) image major fault
and fracture zones that may be associated with the mineralization and may have an impact on the Kevitsa open-pit
stability and safety. Previously, the seismic data were used to create an initial 3D lithological and structural model of
the Kevitsa area. In this work, we present initial results from 3D seismic forward modeling based on Born
approximation, which gives the theoretical elastic-wave scattering response of a 3D geological model in a weakly
inhomogeneous medium. Seismic forward modeling has been used to test and improve the main elements of the
Kevitsa 3D lithological and structural model, and in particular to study the seismic response of the Kevitsa
disseminated ore deposit. Imaging of the disseminated ore deposits with the reflection seismic method is
complicated, as, for example, the Kevitsa disseminated ore itself doesn‟t have dimensions detectable with the
method. However, it has been suggested that a subtle, smaller-scale magmatic layering within the Kevitsa intrusion
controls the sub-horizontal layering and spatial extent of the disseminated sulfides, and that this magmatic layering is
detectable with the reflection seismic method. In this work, this hypothesis is being tested with seismic forward
modeling, and the modeling results are compared with the Kevitsa 2D and 3D seismic data.
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WAVE AND SH-WAVE REFLECTION SEISMICS – A CASE STUDY
T. Burschil (1,*), T. Beilecke (1), C.M. Krawczyk (1)
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hannover.de
The application of high-resolution reflection seismic methods constitutes a non-destructive tool for engineering tasks,
for instance geo-hazard assessment or groundwater prospecting. P-wave reflection data often produce accurate
results up to a resolution limit, defined by the effective frequency band and seismic velocities. A higher resolution is
possible for the same spectral band by utilizing shear waves, due to lower shear wave velocities. The successful
application of shear waves has been reported in several studies. However, in contrast to P-wave surveys, we have
observed varying shear wave data quality, depending on the surveyed location. 
The test site data discussed were acquired on the North Sea island of Föhr, where glacially overworked Quaternary
deposits are present in the upper 150 m below sea level. Here, high resolution P-wave reflection seismic data were
acquired with excellent quality, whereas measured SH-wave data show poor quality.
To comprehend the reasons for the lower data quality of the SH-wave data at the test site, we applied finite difference
modelling of the seismic wavefield along one profile, where we had acquired P-wave and SH-wave reflection seismic
data before. At first, we used an existing, simplified hydrogeological model to compute P-wave data and compared
synthetic and field data. Differences lead to a modification of the input model for a better reproduction of the P-wave
field data. Using the original field geometry, a Ricker wavelet, and an absorbing frame at the surface worked
sufficiently well, so that we subsequently used the modified model for SH-wave simulations. The synthetic data and
the SH-field data only show minor correlation. This is discussed in the context of surface waves and subsurface
model deficits. Future work therefore will consider for instance intrinsic damping, scattering attenuation at
inhomogenities, thin layering, and a near surface weathering layer as origin of surface waves.
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In the interior of the Iberian plate, the Loranca Basin is considered a piggyback basin developed during Late
Oligocene-Early Miocene as a result of west directed thrusting along the southern Iberian Range. The basin
sediments and underlying Cenozoic and Mesozoic pre-tectonic rocks are detached along Triassic sequences from a
variably fractured Paleozoic basement.
In the southern Loranca Basin, N-S oriented, right-lateral strike slip faulting was active during the Early Miocene.
Tectonic subsidence resulted in the formation of a strike-slip basin with a rhomboidal shape in map view. The basin
is about 10 km across in the E-W direction and is filled by up to ~200 m of continental facies sediments. The main
depocenter of the basin migrated southwards through time, while sedimentary facies evolved from fluvial to gypsum
dominated lacustrine. From surface geological mapping a marked unconformity is recognized between these two
sedimentary sequences.
Regional reflection seismic profiles indicate that the strike-slip fault system forms a negative flower structure whose
geometry varies rapidly along strike. They also indicate that the southern Loranca Basin is linked to a major fault
system that is rooted in the basement. Shallow, high-resolution seismic profiles were acquired across the basin and,
together with borehole data, support a detailed interpretation of the shallow subsurface structure. The Early Miocene
basin sequences provide distinctive reflectivity patterns, including a package of bright, high amplitude reflectivity
corresponding to the thick gypsum-rich sediments. A basin wide unconformity imaged at the base of those bright
reflections is seen to locally truncate underlying reflections.
Intraplate strike-slip deformation zones are commonly of importance for the accommodation of horizontal
displacements in continental interiors. The right-lateral strike-slip faulting that is associated with reactivation of
basement faults along the southern Loranca Basin may accommodate clockwise rotational shortening in the southern
Iberian Range during the Late Cenozoic.
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Major continuous fault scarps that extend over tens of kilometers or more, with offsets of tens of meters, are of major
interest in northern Finland, Sweden and Norway. These fault scarps are inferred to have formed in earthquakes with
magnitudes up to 8 at the time of the last deglaciation. Major questions concerning these end-glacial faults are: what
were the stresses required to activate them and what is their geometry at depth? In a previous study, the 160 km long
Pärvie fault system in northern Sweden was mapped from the surface down to depths of c. 3 km southwest of the
Kiruna area. Microearthquakes in the area are mostly located beneath 5 km depth and it is unclear how they relate to
the near-surface mapping of the faults. In an attempt to obtain more information about the fault system, we acquired a
deep 2D seismic profile in June 2014 with a length of about 20 km that followed the previous seismic profile, acquired
in 2007. Receiver spacing was 25 m and 10 Hz single component geophones were deployed. In order to penetrate
deeper we used dynamite as an explosive source with a maximum charge size of 8.34 kg in 20 m deep shot holes.
Nominal shot spacing was 400 m. These parameters provided us with good data quality and preliminary processing
shows reflections down to about 3.5 s (about 10 km). It is expected that enhanced processing of the new data in
combination with the previously acquired data will allow a high resolution seismic image from the near surface to at
least 10 km depth to be produced. Such an image will form the basis for delineating the main Pärvie fault more
accurately and to determine locations of future drill sites from which the fault will be investigated in-situ.
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The project COSC (Collisional Orogeny in the Scandinavian Caledonides) focuses on the mid
Paleozoic Caledonide Orogen in Scandinavia in order to better understand orogenic processes. The Scandinavian
Caledonides provide a well preserved example of Paleozoic plate collision, where the surface geology in combination
with geophysical data provide control of the geometry of the Caledonian structure. The COSC project will examine the
structure and physical conditions of these units with two approximately 2.5 km deep drillholes, located near Åre and
Mörsil in western Jämtland. 
Existing regional seismic and magnetotelluric data have imaged the geometry of the upper crust,
and pre-site seismic reflection survey were performed in 2010 and 2011 to better define the exact
drill site locations. We complement these surface seismic measurements by drillhole-based investigations to better
resolve and define the
small-scale structures (including lithological boundaries, steeply dipping fault segments, fracture
sets, etc.) around the drillhole COSC-1. This will be achieved by a combination of seismic
transmission and reflection experiments using a 3C borehole geophone system and
complemented by 3C geophones at the surface, where sources and surface receivers will be
aligned at different azimuths and centred around the borehole location. The data processing will
employ recently developed advanced imaging techniques and will focus on, amongst other
things, the analysis of anisotropic effects caused by aligned fractures and faults and their relation
to the stress regime. The results of our investigations will be high-resolution images of the fine-scale
structure of faults and fractures around the borehole. This information is vital not only for a
reliable spatial extrapolation of the structural and petrophysical properties observed in the
borehole, but also for a thorough understanding of the tectonic and geodynamic setting, including,
but not limited to, the past and present stress regime.
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Different seismic approaches have provided a detailed image of the crustal structure and the topography of the Moho
boundary of the Moroccan Atlas. A 700 km long wide-angle seismic reflection profile was acquired within the SIMA
project crossing the Moroccan Atlas, from the Sahara and finishing in the Rif Mountains. Forward modelling of the six
shots recorded in the experiment provided an accurate crustal velocity model revealing an asymmetric Moho
boundary that defines a moderate crustal root beneath the northern High Atlas. Subsequently, the development of a
numerical code to study the hodochrones defined by the first arrivals has provided a more detailed velocity model of
the upper crust (up to 10 km) defining the geometry of the main sedimentary basins along the profile. Finally, the
defined 2D velocity model of Moroccan Atlas has been used to carry out synthetic modelling of the shot gathers to
understand the signature of the reflections and to understand the pitfalls that 3D structures have on 2D acquisition
and modelling . The joint interpretation of all this seismic approaches has helped us to better understand the
structure of this orogen and its composition.
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The Rif Cordillera forms the southern branch of the Gibraltar Arc System, one of the tightest orogenic arcs on Earth.
This asymmetric curved belt, originated during a Miocene continental collision, is now dominated by a slow
convergence between Nubia and Eurasia, but shows also clear evidences of extensional tectonics. One of the
missing elements to constrain the complex geodynamics of the Gibraltar Arc System is the knowledge on crustal
structure beneath northern Morocco. In the last decade a major effort has been done in this sense, from active and
passive seismic experiments. We first compile the recent results available from two 330 km-long wide-angle profiles
recorded across the Rif in NS and EW transects within the Rifsis project, complemented by onshore recordings of the
Gassis-WestMed marine profiles. The velocity-depth models of the 2D Rifsis profiles reveal a large Moho step and an
area of crustal thickening grossly coincident with the Bouguer gravity anomaly. The logistics allowed that all the
deployed stations recorded all the shots, thus providing useful offline data. We then analyze in-line and offline data to
build up a crustal thickness map in northern Morocco. In a first approach, a hyperbolic move-out is applied, revealing
the lateral variations of the Moho geometry. The Moho depth beneath the area is also estimated from the pickings of
the PmP arrivals identified in the different shot-receiver combinations. Although some uncertainties are inherent to
those approaches, a large crustal root, reaching more than 50 km depth, is well documented in the central part of the
Rif Cordillera, close to the zone where the Alboran slab may still be attached to the lithosphere.
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The major internal deformation of the Tibetan plateau is controlled by three tectonic boundaries formed at various 
time (Tapponnier et al., 2001). From north to south are the Paleozoic Kunlun suture (KS) and fault system bounding 
the south of the Qaidam block, the Triassic Jinsha-River suture (JRS) and fault system bounding the north of the 
Qiangtang block, and the Jurassic Bangong-Nujiang suture (BNS) and fault system bounding the north of the Lhasa 
block.  For these bounding faults and paleo-suture systems of the various tectonic blocks within the Tibetan plateau, 
their surface expression of dips, strikes and running length are roughly definable. The issue is where the bases of 
these suture-related bounding faults are, or in the other words, how deep they penetrate? Understanding the basal 
structure of the faults can help us to reveal the uplifting mechanism of the Tibetan plateau. 
Distinguished mechanical strength variation from the east to the west over the Tibetan plateau based on flexural 
modeling suggests a possible difference of the uplifting mechanism between these two portions of the plateau divided 
around 90 oE longitude. To the east of the longitude, the mechanical strength of the lithosphere measured by 
effective elastic thickness (Te) is 35 to 45 km which permits the decoupling between the strong upper crust and the 
strong upper mantle lithosphere with a week, viscous, flowing mid and lower crust in the middle. However, to the
west of the 90o E longitude, the strength of the lithosphere gradually decreases till Te values are close to zero along 
the Karakorum fault. 
With DEM, the Moho undulation calculated from flexural modeling constraint by the Bouguer gravity, and deep mantle 
earthquakes (NEIC, USGS) with focal depths larger than 80 km, a 3D earth model of lithosphere structure is built over 
the Tibetan plateau and its vicinity in order to demonstrate the mechanical difference of the uplifting mechanism 
between the east and the west of the Tibetan plateau. The figure shows it with a vertical exaggeration of 15 times the 
horizontal. The top horizon is topography, the middle one is the Moho, the colored balls show the 1125 seismic focal 
depths from 1973 to 2008 with focal depths from 81 to 288 km, and the base horizon with high dipping angles is 
derived from fitting the cluster of the focal depths. It is not too difficult to recognize that the base horizon representing 
the Benioff zone of the north diving Indian lithosphere. 
If the internal bounding faults of the Tibetan plateau along the KS, JRS, and BNS still have an active deep 
penetration, we are expecting to see brittle failure indicated by deep mantle earthquakes within the Tibetan plateau 
below the Moho, however 3D map clearly shows that the most of the epicenters of the deep earthquakes are located 
around the western syntax of the Tibetan plateau, a few events of 80-100 km deep are located along the Yalu Zangpo 
suture, and some of the deeper events are around the eastern syntax. 
Based on the current observations of the deep earthquakes and the flexural modeling, we can only conclude that the 
merging of the major tectonic bounding faults to the western end of the Tibetan plateau weakens the lithosphere 
significantly and makes the lithosphere deform in pure shear mechanically. In contrast to the west of the plateau, the 
major bounding faults along the sutures in the middle and east of the plateau may only have an active penetration in 
the crustal level. In the other word, the lithosphere in the middle and east of the plateau is decoupled.
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The results of independent detailed geophysical surveys were used in conjunction with the reprocessed gravity data
for the construction of 3-D density model to study the tectonics of the Caribbean-South America plate boundary. The
model was constrained by four wide-angle deep seismic refraction profiles, Moho depth estimations from receiver
functions, and additionally seismological hypocenters, surface geology, and geodynamic information. Density values
were calculated from empirical velocity-density functions. The separation of the regional component of the gravity
anomaly was achieved in the removing wavelengths domain. According to the results of the power spectrum analysis
of the gravity data, the averaged Moho depths for the massif, plains, and mountainous areas in Venezuela are 42, 35,
and 40 km, respectively.
The 3D-model shows that the structure of the crust and lithospheric mantle in the study area can be explained by a
layered model with density variations in North-South, as well as in West-East direction. This pattern of variations is
mainly dominated by petrology, tectonics and thermal age. The results of this investigation support the long–slab
model in Western Venezuela. The slab extends from the area of the Bucaramanga nest in northern Colombia to the
Maracaibo block. The dip direction of the slab changes (underneath the Maracaibo block) from N~150°E ± 5 in
western Colombia to South in western Venezuela. The slab dip is approximately 15°, and increases up to 20° at
depths greater than 100 km. Focal mechanism solutions and 3-D distribution of the recent seismicity in the region
show good correlation with the proposed geometry of the slab. Underneath Eastern Venezuela Basin the best
observed-modeled gravity fitting model support the hypothesis of subduction-transform propagation mechanism which 
involves purely westward subduction with the slab break off along of a vertical dip-slip tear through the lithosphere.
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REVEALING THE SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURE OF THE BAZA BASIN (SOUTHERN SPAIN) 
USING SEISMIC REFLECTION PROFILING
Manfred Stiller (1), Maria Baumann-Wilke (1), Christian Haberland (1), Luis Gibert (2), Maria Jose 
Jurado (3), Gary Scott (4), and Dieter Mertz (5)
(1) GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam, Germany, (2) Universitat de Barcelona, Spain, (3) Institute of Earth Sciences 
Jaume Almera, CSIC, Barcelona, Spain, (4) Berkeley Geochronology Center, USA, (5) University of Mainz, Germany
The Baza Basin is an intra-mountain evaporitic basin in Southern Spain. It is the largest of the Late Neogene
continental basins of the Betic Cordillera. During the last 7 million years the basin alternately was flooded and fell dry.
Therefore, up to 2.5 km thick lacustrine and ancillary continental deposits are found which provide an unique archive
of climatic changes and paleo-climatic events.
Plans exist to analyze the sedimentary record with regard to the paleo-climate in the Mediterranean as well as on a
global scale within a scientific drilling project. In preparation for the future drilling activities, controlled-source seismic
measurements are used to investigate the structure of the Baza Basin and to find local zones of neo-tectonic
deformation bounding the basin to the west (Baza fault).
In October 2013 a seismic reflection experiment was carried out in the center of the Baza Basin. A net of three 2D
seismic profiles was arranged crossing the basin and the bounding fault system. A vibroseis source (two vibrators
with 200 kN peak force each) was used with a source point distance of 60 m along each of the 18 km long profiles.
Eight sweeps with a frequency range of 8 -- 100 Hz were conducted at each source point. The seismic wavefield was
recorded by a cable-free acquisition system of more than 330 continuously operating digital data recorders. The
receivers were spread along the currently active profile with a spacing of 20 m. They were moved in a roll-along-
configuration to mainly cover the near-field offsets of the source points. The seismic data of the three profiles were
conventionally processed so far. Tomographic inversion of the first arrivals (P-waves) provide additional information.
The images show the asymmetrical basin geometry. Several seismic sequences and the basement can be identified.
Furthermore, the Baza fault system and a series of other - previously unknown - faults can be seen.
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THE GEORIFT 2013 WIDE-ANGLE SEISMIC PROFILE, PRELIMINARY RESULTS
T. Janik*(1) in behalf of GEORIFT 2013 Working Group
(1) Institute of Geophysics Polish Academy of Sciences, Warszawa, Poland
The GEORIFT 2013 deep seismic sounding (DSS) experiment was carried in August 2013 on territory of Belarus and 
Ukraine in wide international co-operation: Belarusian, Ukrainian, Danish, Finnish and. Polish.
The aim of the work is to study the deep-seated structure and geodynamic development of lithosphere across East 
European Craton (EEC). The GEORIFT-13 profile runs across structures of different order and age, along Pripyat-
Dnieper-Donetsk depression with a number of faults. The total profile length was 675 km: 315 km on the Belarusian 
territory and 360 km in Ukraine. The field acquisition included 14 shotpoints (charge 600-1000 kg of TNT) every ~50 
km (7 shotpoints in Belarus and 7 in Ukraine), and 309 recording stations every ~2.2 km. The data quality of the 
experiment was good, with visible first arrivals as far as up to 670 km (minimally up to 300 km). We present 
preliminary model of the structure to the depth of 60 km. Raytracing forward modelling (SEIS83 package) were used 
for the modelling of the seismic data. Large variations in the internal structure of the crust and the Moho topography 
were detected. The depth of the Moho varies from ~47 km in the northwestern part of the model, to 40 km in central 
part, and to ~38 km in the southeastern part of the profile. The sub-Moho velocities are ~8.25 km/s. Second, near-
horizontal mantle discontinuity was found in the north-western part of the profile at the depth of 50-47 km. It dips to 
the depth of ca. 60 km at distances of 320-370 km, similarly as on crossed EB‟97 profile (Thybo et al., 2003).
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CROSS-BORDER GEOLOGY: UNDERSTANDING CO2 STORAGE IN PALAEOGENE AND 
NEOGENE SYSTEMS OF THE NORTH SEA.
J. Alcalde (1,2); M. Wilkinson (1); G. Johnson (1); M. Akhurst (3); H. Stewart (3); D. Evans (4); C. 
Gent (4)
1: University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom.
2: Institute of Earth Sciences Jaume Almera ICTJA-CSIC, Barcelona, Spain.
3: British Geological Survey, Edinburgh, United Kingdom.
4: British Geological Survey, Keyworth, United Kingdom.
The Central North Sea (CNS) and Northern North Sea (NNS) offer a remarkable CO2 storage potential in the fan
sandstones of the early Palaeogene and Neogene successions in both the United Kingdom and the Norwegian
sectors. This potential makes the region a key area in the future of CO2 storage in Europe.
To ensure the safety of the storage in this area, a thorough knowledge of the overburden of the site becomes as
important as of the reservoir-seal systems. This is crucial in understanding the retention of CO2, and its migration
through secondary seal and reservoirs in the overburden. The objectives of this work include: (1) develop a unified
pan-North Sea seismic sequence stratigraphical framework for the Paleogene - Neogene succession (reservoir, seal
and overburden); and (2) improve the sedimentological model of the complex overburden to improve our predictive
understanding of its sealing properties.
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TECTONIC AND DEEP STRUCTURE OF THE SOUTHEAST IBERIAN MARGIN
Viñas, M. (1), Ranero, C.R. (2), Grevemeyer, I. (3)
(1) Barcelona Center for Subsurface Imaging, ICM, CSIC, Barcelona, Spain; (2) Barcelona Center for Subsurface 
Imaging, ICM, ICREA at CSIC, Barcelona, Spain; (3) GEOMAR Helmholtz Center for Ocean Research Kiel, Kiel, 
Germany.
We combine refraction and wide-angle reflection data (WAS) collected by Geomar/CSIC-Barcelona in 2006 aboard
the German R/V Meteor, and multichannel seismic reflection data (MCS), acquired during the TOPOMED-2011
survey with the Spanish R/V Sarmiento de Gamboa, to investigate the tectonic structure and crustal nature of the
Southeast Iberian margin and the adjacent Algerian basin. 
We present a ~240 km-long 2-D P-wave velocity model obtained by traveltime inversion of WAS data and a nearly
coincident ~90 km-long MCS poststack time-migrated profile acquired from the Southeast Iberian margin to the
Algerian basin in a NNW-SSE direction. We interpret two different basement domains by comparing our velocity
model with existing continental and oceanic crust velocity compilations. The first crustal domain covers the oceanic
Algerian basin from 20 to ~100 km and shows a total thickness of ~5.5 km. It is characterized by a two-layer velocity
structure ranging from 5 to 6 km/s in the upper crust and from 6 to 6.8 km/s in the lower crust. The second crustal
domain extends from ~125 to ~180 km under the SE Iberian margin. WAS data indicate a ~20 km crustal thickness
suggesting a continental velocity-structure. However, the boundary between continental and oceanic crust appears as
a transition zone from ~125 to ~100 km with velocities neither strictly continental nor oceanic. WAS data show crustal
thinning from ~18 to 12 km and MCS data corroborate the rapid thinning of continental crust towards the SSE from
~6.5 to ~3 s twt in less than 30 km.
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SEISMIC STRUCTURE ALONG DOBRE-5 PROFILE, FROM THE NORTH DOBROGEA 
OROGEN ACROSS THE SW SHELF OF THE BLACK SEA AND CRIMEA PENINSULA, 
UKRAINE
V. Starostenko (1), T. Janik* (2), T. Yegorova (1), L. Farfuliak (1), W.Czuba (2), P. Środa (2), M. 
Sosson (3), Y. Volfman (1), K. Kolomiyets (1), D. Lysynchuk (1), V. Omelchenko (1), D.Gryn (1), 
A.Guterch (2), K. Komminaho (4), O. Legostaeva (1), H. Thybo (5), T. Tiira (4), A. Tolkunov (6)
(1) Institute of Geophysics, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine; (2) Institute of Geophysics 
Polish Academy of Sciences, Warszawa, Poland; (3) Géosciences Azur, Université de Nice Sophia Antipolis, CNRS, 
IRD, France; (4) Department of Geosciences and Geography, Institute of Seismology, University of Helsinki, Finland; 
(5) Department of Geography and Geology, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark; (6) State 
Geophysical Enterprise “Ukrgeofizika”, Kiev, Ukraine
Continuing the project DOBRE, which main objectives are to elucidate the structure of the lithosphere and
geodynamic setting of the SW and S edge of the East European Craton (EEC), a seismic project DOBRE-5 was
conducted. The 630 km-long profile starts SW of the North Dobrudja fold-thrust belt, being part of the Trans-European
Suture Zone. It runs to the E, along the Scythian Platform (SP) which lies between the EEC and the deformed belt
running from Dobrudja to Crimea and the Greater Caucasus, along the northern margin of the Black Sea. The field
acquisition in 2011 included 8 chemical shot points with charge sizes 600–1000 kg every 50 km and 215 recording
stations, every 2.0 km. Below the shelf of the Black Sea we used the data collected previously along profile 26
(Malovitskiy&Neprochnov, 1972). We present a 2D seismic velocity model (Vp in the crust, depth to the Moho and
depth to the intracrustal reflectors). The total thickness of the sediments varies from 1 km below Pre-Dobrudja
depression and ~4 km below Karkinit trough, up to 10 km below Indol Kuban trough. Deeper, two upper crustal layers
with velocities 5.55–5.9 km/s and 6.2–6.38 km/s, with strongly undulating interfaces were detected. Two uplifts of
these layers to 1-4 km depth, below Kiliya-Zminy uplift and Crimea Plain, separate three areas with significantly
different sediment thickness. In the eastern part of the profile upper crustal structure is very complex, few high
velocity bodies were detected. Large variations in the internal structure of the crust and the Moho topography were
detected. The depth of the Moho varies from ~38 km in the western part of the model, to 33 km in central part, and to
~47 km in the eastern part of the profile. The sub-Moho velocities are ~8.15 km/s.
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GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF THE CANTABRIAN PLATFORM AROUND “LE DANOIS 
BANK”, BAY OF BISCAY
P. Cadenas (1), G. Fernández-Viejo (1) and J.A. Pulgar (1)
(1) Department of Geology, University of Oviedo, Spain
The geological interpretation of the Cantabrian Platform in an area that extends close to 12.000 km2 is presented
here from the analysis of a dense set of 2D seismic reflection profiles together with boreholes and well logs. The
structure is the result of the complex paleogeographic evolution of the Iberian Plate since the Permian. During the
mesozoic extensional period which drove to the opening of the Bay of Biscay and the separation of the North Iberian
Margin from its Armorican counterpart in the Lower Cretaceous, asymmetric basins and normal faults were
developed. The formation of the Pyrenean-Cantabrian realm due to the cenozoic convergence between the European
and Iberian Plates led to the partial inversion of the mesozoic basins, the shortening and steeping of the continental
slope and the formation of an accretionary wedge at the bottom of the slope. The compressional period ended in the
Upper Miocene, when the currently passive margin stage began.
From the reflectivity patterns and geometric relationships, seven seismostratigraphic sequences have been
recognized, showing evidence of all the three main tectonic events developed within the North Iberian Margin. These
sequences filled an asymmetric trench, so called the Asturian Basin, developed between the continental platform and
Le Danois High. Its geometry is the consequence of the activity of several E-W normal faults that show a variable slip
and irregular traces linked with the presence of N-S transference faults. The inversion of some normal faults as
reverse faults was accompanied by fold growth and diapir squeezing. This complex evolution causes a gradual uplift
of the sedimentary sequence towards Le Danois High, where mesozoic materials outcrop. Within the Asturian Basin,
the postectonic unit uncorfomably overlay the cenozoic deposits and a thick mesozoic sequence which thins toward
the continental platform, where a thick cenozoic package have been recognized in the southernmost part of seismic
lines. 
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3D SEISMIC TOMOGRAPHIC MODELLING OF THE NORTHERN SPITSBERGEN AREA
W. Czuba (1)
(1) Institute of Geophysics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland
Deep seismic sounding measurements were performed in the continent-ocean transition zone of the northern
Svalbard continental margin in 1976 - 1999. Seismic energy (airgun and TNT shots) was recorded by land (onshore)
seismic stations, ocean bottom seismometers (OBS), and hydrophone systems (OBH). Data from archival and
modern seismic profiles were alltogether used for 3D tomographic inversion. The results are similar to the earlier 2-D
modelling, supplemented by new off-line information giving a 3D image of the crustal structure. The continental crust
thins to the west and north. A minimum depth of about 6 km to the Moho discontinuity was found east of the Molloy
Deep. The Moho interface deepens to about 30 km beneath the continental crust of Spitsbergen.
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MAGMA LENS GEOMETRY BENEATH AN ERUPTING MID-OCEAN RIDGE: INSIGHT FROM 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL SEISMIC IMAGES ON THE EAST PACIFIC RISE 9º42’ TO 9º57’N
H. Carton (1), S.M. Carbotte (1), J.C. Mutter (1), J.P. Canales (2), M.R. Nedimovic (3,1)
(1) Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, Palisades, NY, USA
(2) Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, MA, USA
(3) Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
The fast-spreading East Pacific Rise in the 9º50‟N area was the focus of a 3D, multi-source, multi-streamer seismic
survey carried out aboard R/V Langseth in summer 2008. The main area of 3D cross-axis coverage extends from
9º42-57‟N, spanning the seafloor extent of two documented volcanic eruptions in 1991-92 and 2005-06, and the
location of two prominent hydrothermal vent clusters. A central objective of this study was to determine the 3D
geometry of the axial magma lens (AML), a narrow (~0.5-1.8 km wide in this area), thin (few meters to ~50 m)
elongated magma reservoir located ~1.5 km below the seafloor which powers the ridge-crest hydrothermal system
and from which the eruptions are sourced. AML geometries revealed by time-domain processing (flexible binning,
DMO, stacking, interpolation and post-stack time migration) of the 3D dataset suggest fingering and overlap of
individual magma “tubes”, particularly in association with several small-scale ridge-axis discontinuities identified from
seafloor morphology and structure of the axial summit trough. In contrast, a westward-dipping limb of the AML is
imaged near 9º51‟N, where the AML attains its largest width (~1.8 km). From 9º53-56‟N, the AML veers slightly
westward, in accordance with a shift in orientation of the ridge. The presence of sub-AML magma lenses (SAML) in
this area has been recently proposed (using another subset of our data), along with the suggestion that these deeper
magma bodies contributed melts to the most recent eruption. The results presented at the workshop will include
constraints on the 3D geometry of the SAML. Results from a time-lapse study comparing 2D profiles acquired in 1985
prior to the two known eruptions and coincident data acquired in 2008 will also be presented, and changes at the AML
will be discussed.
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ACTIVE TECTONICS IN OLD OCEANIC LITHOSPHERE OFF SW IBERIA BASED ON PRE-
STACK DEPTH MIGRATED MCS PROFILES (SWIM-2006 SURVEY)
S. Martínez-Loriente (1), E. Gràcia (1), R. Bartolome (1), V. Sallrès (1), H. Perea (1)
(1) Barcelona-CSI, Institut de Ciències del Mar-CSIC, Barcelona, Spain
In 2006 a Multichannel Seismic (MCS) survey was performed offshore the SW Iberian Margin, in the framework of the
ESF-EuroMargins SWIM marine cruise. The main objective was to characterize the geometry, deep structure and
timing of deformation of the active faults located at the westernmost Gulf of Cadiz. This region present significant
seismicity as a consequence of the convergence (about 4-5 mm/yr) between the African and Eurasian Plates, and
has been the site of several large magnitude earthquakes, such as the 1755 Lisbon Earthquake (Mw 8.5) and the
1969 Horseshoe Earthquake (Mw 8.0). A total of sixteen MCS profiles together with complementary swath-bathymetry
and sub-bottom profiler data were acquired on board the Spanish RV Hesperides, totalizing more than 2700 km of
data. The seismic source was an array of 8 airguns with a volume of 1050 c.i. We used an analogical Teledyne
streamer with 2.4 km of active section, formed by 96 channels (25 m separation) and towed 7 m depth. MCS data
were processed using PROMAX software, and 9 of the profiles were pre-stack depth migrated (PSDM) using velocity
models built with the SIRIUS software. In contrast to time-sections, PSDM images display the real depth geometry of
the structures, essential for a complete stratigraphic and tectonic interpretation, as well as to calculate fault seismic
parameters of specific structures. The SWIM-2006 dataset reveal E-W trending dextral strike-slip faults showing
surface deformation of flower-like structures predominate in the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain, whereas NE-SW trending
compressive structures prevail in the Coral Patch Ridge and Seine Hills. The evaluation of the seismic potential of
these active faults based on the calculation of their seismic parameters reveals that the newly mapped faults
correspond to active blind thrusts and strike-slip faults that are able to generate large magnitude earthquakes (Mw
7.2–8.4).
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WIDE-ANGLE SEISMIC AND GRAVITY CONSTRAINTS ON THE BASEMENT AFFINITY OF 
THE AFRICA-EURASIA PLATE BOUNDARY: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE GEODYNAMIC 
EVOLUTION OF THE SW IBERIAN MARGIN
S. Martínez-Loriente (1), V. Sallarès (1), E. Gràcia (1), R. Bartolome (1)
(1) Barcelona-CSI, Institut de Ciències del Mar-CSIC, Barcelona, Spain
In 2008 a Spanish-French team carried out the NEAREST-SEIS refraction and wide-angle reflection seismic (WAS)
survey offshore the SW Iberian Margin, onboard the Spanish R/V Hesperides. The main objectives were to provide
information on the physical properties of the basement, the deep geometry of the geological structures, and to prove
the affinity and boundaries between the different geological domains. During the survey two regional WAS profiles
were acquired using an OBS array composed of 17 short period instruments of the Spanish OBS pool and 19
instruments from Ifremer. The seismic source consisted of 2 airgun arrays with a total of 7 Bolt airguns (model
1500LL), adding a total volume capacity of 4520 c.i. A total of 30 OBS were deployed along profile P1, which is 356
km long and extends on the outer part of the Gulf of Cadiz, whereas 15 OBS and 7 landstations were deployed along
profile P2, which is 256 km long and extends on the central Gulf of Cadiz. We performed the joint refraction and
reflection travel-time inversion of the WAS data following a three-step layer-stripping procedure consisting of adding
the data sequentially, starting from the shortest offsets/uppermost levels and finishing with the longest offsets/deepest
levels. This strategy allows accounting for sharp velocity contrast across geological interfaces such as the sediment-
basement or the crust-mantle boundary. The final velocity models have been complemented with gravity modelling,
which was done converting the WAS-derived seismic velocity to density using different empirical velocity-density
relationships for each geological layer assuming a given lithological composition. The integration of all this new
information allows presenting the first basement-affinity distribution map at the Africa-Eurasia plate boundary off SW
Iberia, distinguishing three oceanic domains, together with a regional geodynamic evolution model spanning from the
Mesozoic extension to the Neogene-to-present-day convergence.
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NEW DEEP MULTICHANNEL SEISMIC REFLECTION IMAGES FROM THE ALBORAN 
BASIN: THE TOPOMED-GASSIS DATASET
Laura Gómez de la Peña (1)*, César R. Ranero (2), Eulàlia Gràcia (1), Rafael Bartolome (1) and 
TopoMed cruise party
(1) Barcelona-CSI, Institut de Ciències del Mar – CSIC, CMIMA, Pg. Marítim de la Barceloneta 37-49, 08003 
Barcelona, Spain. *lgomez@icm.csic.es
(2) ICREA, Barcelona-CSI, Institut de Ciències del Mar – CSIC, CMIMA, Pg. Marítim de la Barceloneta 37-49, 08003 
Barcelona, Spain.
The Alboran Basin (Western Mediterranean) is located between the Iberian Peninsula and Africa. Along this basin
runs the diffuse plate boundary between Iberia and Africa. In order to improve the knowledge of the lithospheric
structure in this region, the TOPOMED-GASSIS cruise took place during October 2011 on board the RV Sarmiento de
Gamboa. During this cruise, the new deep multichannel seismic acquisition system was used for the first time. The
equipment used were two high volume G-gun arrays (2000 psi / 2500 psi) and up to 6 km long Sercel multichannel
digital streamer (408 / 480 active channels) towed behind the vessel. The results correspond to a series of
multichannel seismic profiles with unprecedented quality, which allows us to apply state of the art processing and
imaging techniques to obtain the deep tectonic structure of the plate boundary while keeping a good resolution in the
sedimentary infill of the basin. A complete processing sequence has been used in order to increase the signal to
noise ratio, including deconvolution, multiple attenuation and time migration. A high-quality deep penetration dataset
has been acquired using the new instrumentation allowing to image the whole basin at a crustal scale. The results are
high-quality sections for interpretation through frequency preservation, effective multiple attenuation and velocity
analysis. Moreover, we will carry out Pre-Stack Depth Migration algorithms to selected profiles, in order to obtain the
real geometry of the structures at depth.
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REINTERPRETATION OF THE LITHOSPHERIC STRUCTURE BENEATH THE HIDAKA 
COLLISION ZONE, HOKKAIDO, JAPAN 1.OUTLINE
Noriko Tsumura(1), Tanio Ito(2), Takaya Iwasaki(3), Kazunori Arita(4), Eiji Kurashimo(3), Hiroshi 
Sato(3), Naoshi Hirata(3), Katsuya Noda(4), Akira Fujiwara(4), Susumu Abe(4), Shinsuke Kikuchi(5), 
Katsuko Suzuki(6)
(1)  Chiba Univ.,(2)  Teikyo Heisei Univ., (3)  ERI, Univ of Tokyo, (4)  JGI Inc., (5)JAPEX, 
(6)  Schlumberger
To clarify the subsurface structure of the deeper part, several reflection/refraction surveys across the Hidaka collision
zone (HCZ) were carried out in the period from 1994 to 2000 by the group of University of Tokyo, Hokkaido University
and Chiba University. The seismic profiles reveal that distinct east-dipping reflectors are dominant in the eastern side
of the Hidaka Main Thrust (HMT). Especially, in the Hidaka94-97 transects, the upper portion of the Kuril lower crust
is characterized by numerous east-dipping reflectors, whereas west-dipping reflectors dominate the lower part of the
lower crust. From this reflector configuration, the lower crust of the Kuril arc is interpreted to be delaminated by the
collision.
Recent results of travel time tomography revealed a fine velocity structure beneath the HCZ. These velocity images
well coincide with the feature seen in the reflection profiles in the shallower part. However, some disagreements exist
between the velocity images and the reflection profiles in the deeper part. Since it was difficult to argue rock
composition only from the estimated velocities or from reflection events, we examined to detect reflectors at the
deeper extension of lower part of the lower crust by using multi-dip reflection surface (MDRS) method. From MDRS
analysis, east-dipping lamination structure was clearly imaged from the HMT. In addition, it provided us the deeper
geologic structure for the western part of the HMT. The change of HMT‟s dip angle was also clarified and the
information was useful to discuss the collision and thrusting process of the HCZ. Continuous dip search technique
was drastically improved for detection of deeper events. It revealed that .the descending lower crust of the Kuril crust
reaches the depth of 50 km, and it almost encounters the top boundary of the Pacific plate.
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SEISMIC CRUSTAL STRUCTURE BENEATH THE SOUTHEASTERN PART OF NORTHEAST 
JAPAN BY DENSE SEISMIC ARRAY OBSERVATION
E. Kurashimo(1), H. Sato(1), T. Ishiyama (1), N. Kato (1), S. Koshiya(2), M. Higashinaka(3), S. Abe 
(3), T. Iwasaki (1)
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JGI, Inc., Tokyo, Japan
The 2011 Tohoku-Oki Earthquake (Mw9.0), that occurred on the Japan Trench off the eastern shore of northern
Honshu, Japan, generated enormous crustal deformations. Seismic activity in northeastern Japan increased
significantly after the 2011 Tohoku-Oki Earthquake. Detailed crustal structure and deep geometry of the active fault
are important to constrain the process of earthquake occurrence. Active and passive seismic experiments were
conducted to obtain a structural image beneath the southeastern part of NE Japan (Sato et al., 2013). In the summer
of 2012, seismic reflection profiling was conducted using four vibrators and 1164 channel recorders. Along the 60-km-
long seismic reflection survey line, the Futaba fault and the western boundary fault of Fukushima basin are distinctive
active faults. Seismic reflection profile provides the geometry of the active faults. The deeper extension of the Futaba
fault can be traced down to a depth of about 15 km. Sub-horizontal reflectors are developed at a depth range of about
18-22 km. Natural earthquake data set is useful to obtain a deep structural image. Forty portable seismographs were
deployed along a 70-km-long line during a four-month period from August, 2012. The off-line recorders observed the
controlled seismic signals as well as natural earthquakes. The arrival times for the first P- and S waves obtained from
local earthquakes and Vibrator shots were used in a joint inversion for earthquake locations and three-dimensional Vp
and Vp/Vs structures, using the iterative damped least-squares algorithm, simul2000 (Thurber and Eberhart-Phillips,
1999). The depth section of Vp structure along the survey line shows that lateral variation of the Vp value at a shallow
depth. This lateral variation correlates with the surface geology along the profile. Beneath the Fukushima basin, a
high-Vp zone is located at a depth of 20-30km, which suggests the lateral variation of crustal thickness beneath the
survey line.
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SEISMIC REFLECTION PROFILING FOR THE MAPPING OF EARTHQUAKE SOURCE 
FAULTS IN THE BACK ARC OF CENTRAL JAPAN
N. Kato (1), H. Sato (1), T. Ishiyama (1), S. Abe (2), K. Shiraishi (2)
(1) Earthquake Research Institute, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan, (2) JGI Inc., Tokyo, Japan
The geometry of earthquake source faults is significant to estimate strong ground motions and tsunami heights. In the
back arc of central Japan, Due to thick Neogene sediments, relationship between active faults/folds at near the
surface and deep-sited seismogenic source faults is poorly understood. To reveal the crustal architecture, in
particular geometry of source faults, onshore-offshore integrated deep seismic profiling was undertaken since 2008.
Seismic data were collected for CMP reflection imaging and refraction tomography. We used air-gun (3020 cu. inch),
four vibroseis trucks and explosives (100 kg) as seismic source. Offshore data were collected using two ships to
obtain large offset reflection data. For the imaging of shallow part of on shore active structure, we performed high-
resolution seismic reflection profiling using Minivib and Enviro vib (IVI). The resultant seismic profiles provide the
image of a fold-and-thrust belt developed in the Miocene volcanic rift basin. Former syn-rift faults reactivated as
reverse faults and thin-skinned deformation prevails in the post rift sediments forming detachment in the Miocene
over pressured mudstone units. Fault-related folds and wedge thrusting is common feature of the shortening
deformation. The lateral extension of source fault is strongly controlled by syn-rift faults, including transfer faults. Size
and geometry of the present earthquake source faults strongly controlled by syn-rift fault systems.
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ALONG-STRIKE STRUCTURAL CHANGES CONTROLLED BY DEHYDRATION-RELATED 
FLUIDS WITHIN THE PHILIPPINE SEA PLATE BENEATH THE SOUTHERN PART OF KII 
PENINSULA, SOUTHWESTERN JAPAN
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The Nankai trough region, where the Philippine Sea Plate (PHS) subducts beneath the SW Japan arc, is a well-
known seismogenic zone of interplate earthquakes. A narrow zone of nonvolcanic tremor has been found in the SW
Japan (Obara, 2002). The spatial distribution of the tremor is not homogeneous in a narrow belt but is spatially
clustered. Obara [2002] suggested fluids as a source for tremor. The behavior of fluids at the plate interface is a key
factor in understanding fault slip processes. Seismic reflection characteristics and seismic velocity variations can
provide important information on the fluid-related heterogeneity of structure around plate interface. To reveal the
seismic structure of the transition zone, we conducted passive and active seismic experiments in the southern part of
Kii Peninsula, SW Japan. Sixty 3-component portable seismographs were installed on a 60-km-long line (SM-line)
nearly perpendicular to the direction of the subduction of the PHS. Waveforms were continuously recorded during a
five-month period from December, 2009. In October of 2010, a deep seismic profiling was also conducted. 290
seismometers were deployed on the SM-line, on which five explosives shots were fired. Arrival times of local
earthquakes and explosive shots were used in a joint inversion for earthquake locations and 3-D Vp and Vp/Vs
structures, using the iterative damped least-squares algorithm, simul2000 (Thurber and Eberhart-Phillips, 1999). The
depth section of Vp/Vs structure shows the lateral variation of the Vp/Vs values along the top of the PHS. Clustered
tremors are located in and around the high Vp/Vs zone. Seismic reflection image shows the lateral variation of the
reflectivity along the top of the PHS. A clear reflection band is present where the clustered tremors occurred. These
results suggest the occurrence of the tremors may be associated with fluids dehydrated from the subducted oceanic
lithosphere.
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A DEEP SEISMIC REFLECTION PROFILE ACROSS THE TIBETAN PLATEAU: INDEPTH 
AND SINOPROBE
C. Chen (1), L. Brown (1), W. Zhao (2, J. Guo (2), Z. Lu (2), J. Wu (2), INDEPTH TEAM, SINOPROBE-2
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Beginning in 1992, Project INDEPTH was formed as an international collaboration led by the Chinese Academy of
Geological Sciences with the ambitious goal of collecting a lithospheric scale, multichannel seismic reflection profile
across the Himalayas and Tibet Plateau. During the course of its subsequent field programs in 1994, 1996 and 2007
the INDEPTH Consortium expanded to include a diverse array of geophysical and geological surveys to probe the
nature and evolution of the Plateau. In 2009-2010 the SINOPROBE initiative, inspired in part by the success of
INDEPTH, collected its own deep seismic reflection profiles within and along the boundaries of the Tibet Plateau.
Here we present the results of integrating the INDEPTH seismic reflection profiling with complementary results from
the SINOPROBE-2 surveys in central Tibet and across its eastern, to provide a comprehensive view of the Tibetan
lithosphere as represented by high resolution crustal reflection profiling. Interpretation of this new representation is
guided by critical complementary observations from passive seismology, magnetotelluric surveys and geologic
mapping along this trans-Tibetan corridor. Highlights of this new image include the “thin-skinned” nature of crustal
overthrusting in the Himalayas, the distribution of proposed partial melting zones in the Tibetan crust, the internal
morphology of the Tibetan Moho, constraints on possible crustal flow within the Tibetan crust, the Moho step at the
northeastern edge of the plateau which contrasts dramatically with the geometry of collision along the Himalayan
margin, and a mantle suture beneath the Sichuan Basin that attests to the long term strength of this plateau bounding
lithospheric buttress.
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LITHOSPHERIC STRUCTURE OF THE CENTRAL SUMATRA SUBDUCTION ZONE FROM 
WIDE-ANGLE REFRACTION
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The Sumatra subduction zone, location of recent M9.1 and M8.7 earthquakes in 2004-2005, features significant along-
strike structural variability including changes in accretionary prism and forearc morphology. This margin is obliquely
convergent with a ~54-58 mm/yr convergence rate or ~40- 45 mm/yr subduction rate. We examine the structural
changes in detail across central Sumatra, from Siberut to Nias Island, offshore Indonesia. In this area, the
Investigator Fracture Zone and the Wharton Fossil Ridge, both with significant topography, are being subducted,
which may affect sediment thickness variation and margin morphology. Regional seismicity indicates plate boundary
segmentation in our study area. The offshore forearc west of Siberut appears almost aseismic, the weakly-coupled
Batu segment has recently experienced sporadic clusters of events, and the Nias segment in the north ruptured in the
2005 M8.7 quake.
We present seismic refraction P-wave velocity models using seismic data collected during Sonne cruise SO198 in
2008. The experiment geometry consisted of 57 ocean bottom seismometers, 23 land seismometers, and over
10,000 air gun shots recorded along ~1750 km of profiles. More than 130,000 P-wave first arrival refractions were
picked, and the picks were inverted using FAST (First Arrivals Refraction Tomography) 3-D to give a velocity model,
best-resolved in the top 25 km. Moho depths, crustal composition, prism geometry, slab dip, and upper and lower
plate structures provide insight into the past and present tectonic processes at this plate boundary including
seismogenesis.
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We present seismic images related to the central profile of a total of three profiles crossing the Merida Andes (MA),
one of the most important orogenic belts in Venezuela. The seismic experiment is part of the multidisciplinary
research group GIAME (Geociencia Integral de los Andes de Merida), aiming to illuminate the lithospheric structure of
MA for a better understanding of the settings of this complicated tectonic area. The central profile is about 380 km
long, the northern end is located at the western end of the coast of Falcon State, crossing almost perpendicular to the
strike of the MA, and the southern end is located in Barinas basin of “Los Llanos” region. A total of 10 shots with
explosive charges ranging from 200 to 1600 kg were fired along the profile, recorded with 600 one-component
geophones connected to independent digital recorders (Texan). Additionally, perpendicular lines were recorded in
order to connect to the northern and southern profiles. We are actually in the early stages of data conversion and
processing, nevertheless we can say that the signal-to-noise ratio is good in the generated seismic sections with
energy up to 300 km distance, showing refractions from the upper mantle (Pn phases) in some shot records. The
preliminary evaluation of the recorded sections allows to define critical PmP reflections at distances of about 60 km
for the northern part of the profile (Falcón Basin), and distances of 120 to 90 km for the central and southern part of
the profile, corresponding to the axis of the orogen and the Barinas Basin, respectively. Derived values for the depth
of the Moho discontinuity range from 29 km depth for north-western Venezuela, to 40-45 km close to the core of the
chain, and 35 km at the southern end of the profile in Barinas basin.
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A 230 km long high-resolution (60-70 fold) deep seismic reflection profile ALCUDIA was acquired in summer 2007.
The multi-channel normal incidence seismic transect, ALCUDIA, samples an intracontinental Variscan orogenic crust
far from the suture zones. The ALCUDIA transect goes across, from north to south, the major crustal domain (the
Central Iberian Zone) and a suture zone with the Ossa-Morena Zone (the Central Unit) both build up the southwestern
part of the Iberian Peninsula basement. This transect images 20 s (twtt), about 70 km depth. The image reveals
indentation features which strongly suggest horizontal tectonics. The shallow reflectivity of the uppermost crust can
be correlated with surface geological features. The ALCUDIA seismic image shows an upper crust ~13-16 km thick.
The reflectivity of the mid-lower crust is continuous, high amplitude and horizontal to arcuate. The evidences of
deformation in the upper crust are present as inferred imbricate thrust systems and listric extensional faults whereas
the reflectivity of the middle-lower crust represents ductile boudinage structures, transpressional flower structure, an
upper mantle wedge and thrusting. The Moho discontinuity is located at ~10.5 s (twtt) across the ALCUDIA transect.
The seismic character of the Moho is highly variable: being highly reflective beneath the Central Iberian Zone, but
discontinuous and diffuse below the Ossa-Morena Zone. The ALCUDIA image reveals that the deformation is
distributed homogeneously in the upper crust, whereas it is concentrated in wedge/thrust structures at specific
sectors in the lower crust. The seismic results suggest the existence of two major discontinuities: the brittle/ductile
discontinuity at ~13-16 km and Moho boundary at ~31-34 km.
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In May 2012, spatially dense high resolution wide-angle seismic reflection data, ALCUDIA, was acquired across the
Central Iberian Massif. The experiment consisted in three lines of receivers, having a total length of ~350 km. The
main line of receivers, the ALCUDIA wide-angle seismic transect, is ~310 km long. The ALCUDIA transect goes
across, from north to south, the Central Unit, the Central Iberian Zone and the Tajo Basin. A supplementary transect,
~40 km long, samples the crust beneath the Central System mountain range. Five explosive sources, ~70 km apart,
each one consisting in 1TM of explosive, were placed in ~55 m deep single boreholes. The acoustic energy
generated by the 5 shots was recorded by over 900 TEXANS (single component, digital recording stations) from the
IRIS-PASSCAL Instrument Center. The processed shot records show high-amplitude and well-defined P- and S-wave
arrivals from the boundary between the upper and middle-lower crust, the Moho and the upper mantle. Travel-time
interpretation of the ALCUDIA transect allowed us to obtain well constrained P- and S-wave velocity models. The P-
wave velocities are complemented with 2-D gravity modeling. Moreover, the P- and S-wave velocities are utilized to
obtain Poisson's ratio model across the central Iberian Massif. The calculated physical properties models from the
ALCUDIA transect are compared with laboratory measurements of physical properties of rock samples in order to
assess the nature and composition of the crust. Beneath the Central Iberian Zone and the Tajo basin, the Moho
discontinuity is investigated by generating low-fold P- and S- wave ALCUDIA wide-angle stacks. PmP and SmS
phases features high-amplitude and relatively low frequency (4-30 Hz) wavelet and a broadband of reflectivity, ~1.5 s
thick. The stack images reveal a gradual increase in the crustal thickness, it varies from ~31 km in the south to ~35.5
km to the north.
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In the second half of July we completed the iMUSH active source seismic experiment, one component of the Imaging
Magma Under Saint Helens project. A team of ~75 volunteers deployed 3500 seismographs to ~5920 locations on
and around Mount St. Helens over the course of 3 weeks. This instrument deployment was accompanied by 23 shots
distributed around the volcano. Instrumentation consisted of ~2550 Reftek 125A (Texan) seismographs with 4.5 Hz
geophones, and 920 Nodal Seismic recorders with 10 Hz geophones. The shots were also recorded by the
permanent stations of the Pacific Northwest Seismograph Network and 70 iMUSH broadband seismographs. Fifteen
of the shots, 424 kg each, formed two rings around Mount Saint Helens at 15 km and 30 km radius from the summit.
Eight of the shots, 828 kg each, were fired at distances of 50 to 80 km from MSH on NW-SE and NE-SW azimuths.
The final deployment ended only days before submitting this abstract, so we have not yet examined all of the data.
However, the preliminary indications are that signal to noise is excellent: The shots, several of which registered on
PNSN as ML>2.1, carried across the entire array, and were recorded as far away as Seattle and Corvallis on
permanent stations. The array also recorded a number of local and regional earthquakes, and micro-seismicity at 3-4
km depth beneath the MSH summit.
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The Kolo 2013 project is a 3D seismic refraction experiment realized in cooperation with industrial seismic reflection
company (UOS - United Oilfield Services) in october 2013. The aim of the reflection survey was to characterise
Silurian shales gas reservoir. During acquisition more than 7500 vibroseis shots from 2065 shot points were collected
by 130 stations (60 Data-Cubes and 70 Texans). The vibroseis sources in refraction surveying are not widely in use.
We present preliminary results from this survey - 3D refraction tomography models, obtained by the two methods:
programs FAST and Jive3d. The area of the survey (near locality of Kolo in central Poland) is located on the western
flank of the Mid-Polish Swell. The evolution of this structure is complex: from Permian to Cretaceous times a system
of epicontinental depositional basins called Mid-Polish Trough was developed and filled with thick sedimentary
sequence. Important part of the sedimentary infill is formed by thick Zechstein evaporites. In Late Cretaceous-
Palaeocene times the Mid-Polish Trough was inverted, normal faults were reactivated in compressional regime, which
in turn gave rise to a new structure called Mid-Polish Swell. On the seismic refraction data the most clear structural
feature is a salt diapir located in central part of the area of investigation. The goal of collecting the refraction data was
to create 3D-velocity models with different methods, and to use these models in processing of seismic reflection data.
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The Hontomín pilot plant for Geological Storage of CO2 is located in the southern margin of the Basque Cantabrian
Basin (N of Spain). A 36 km2 3D seismic survey was acquired to characterize the subsurface of the target area. The
Hontomín site is located in a complex fractured carbonate reservoir. The heterogeneous near surface geology and
irregular topography produced a reduction of the coherency of the reflections, preventing a straightforward
interpretation of the seismic data. A geologically-driven interpretation approach was designed based on a conceptual
geological model derived from regional geology and well-logging data. The 39 interpreted well-tops were analyzed to
identify possible tecto-sedimentary events, which were subsequently dated based on their thickness relationships.
These proposed events were then checked and correlated with the events determined in regional works carried out in
the study area. The interpreted 3D volume contains the 9 main geological levels and 4 sets of faults. The resulting
model allowed reconstructing the tectonic and stratigraphic history of the Hontomín area. Three main stages are
proposed in this model: (1) a local, small-scale fracturing stage during Late Lias; (2) a regional fracturing stage during
the Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous extension; and (3) a regional tectonic shortening stage associated with fault
inversion, occurring during the Alpine compressional stage.
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PRESTACK IMAGING OF IRON MINERALIZATION: KIRUNA, SWEDEN.
A. Kashubin (1), C. Juhlin (1)
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The Kiirunavaara iron mineralization was previously imaged down to 1.5 km depth by two sub-parallel 2D seismic
profiles that were acquired approximately perpendicular to the steeply dipping ore body.
 
Ray tracing and traveltime modelling for a planar reflector representing the ore body were performed for a range of
dip angles and optimal NMO stacking velocities. Poor signal-to-noise ratio, low fold and non-optimal illumination
resulted in a quite broad range of possible NMO velocities (5000-6000 m/s) and dip angles (50-70 degrees), all
consistent with the observed reflectivity in a qualitative sense.
 
The data from both profiles have now been processed simultaneously in 3D with Kirchhoff pre-stack depth migration.
The sparse acquisition did not allow detailed velocity model building and constant velocity scans were used instead.
The best focused image was obtained with an average subsurface velocity of 6500 m/s. Localization of the reflected
energy in space corresponds well to the known coordinates of the mining horizons. This result, hence, shows that it is
possible to image steeply dipping ore bodies with high impedance contrast, even with low fold and low signal-to-noise
ratio seismic data.
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Geotransect 3-DV is an element of a national deep profiles network. It extends from the Russian-Chinese frontier in
the south-west to the coast of the Okhotsk Sea (Shelekhov Bay) in the north-east, with a total length of 2900 km. Like
all modern Russian geotransects it is multimethod. Field experiment was done with common mid-point reflection
(CMP) and wide-angle reflection/refraction seismic, magnetotelluric (MT) surveys. The CMP data were measured
using four 30 ton vibrator having linearly increasing sweep from 10 to 60 Hz. The final correlated record length was 25
s. Source point interval – 100 m. The acquisition was done with split-spread geometry using 402 geophone groups at
50 m interval with a maximum offset of 9050 m. Wide-angle reflection/refraction seismic was done using vibration and
explosive sources with point interval 15-30 km. Explosive sources (4-6 ton TNT) were distributed over pond bottoms.
Two powerful 40-60 ton vibrators provide vibroseis records at 300 to 350 km were used. The frequency range was of
6.93 to 11.5 Hz; run duration of 45 to 50 minutes. The acquisition was done using vertical and 3C-receiver with
interval 5-7 km. MT data were acquired along CMP transect at 4 km spacing. 
Processing included not only field experiment data, but retrospective gravity and magnetic data also. Depth CMP
section, velocity (Vp,Vs), density, MT sections were created as the result. The interpretation of all these data is
presented as integrated geophysical and deep geological models. The research have allowed to generate high
resolution imaging of the Earth‟s crust and upper mantle of largest Asia structures such as: Mongol-Okhotsk fold belt,
Stanovoiy fold block, Aldan Shield of the Siberian Craton, Predverhoyansk trough and Verkhoyansk-Kolyma folded
region.
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The shallow reflection surveys were carried out in 2007 and 2010 austral summers in East Ongul Island, the Lützow-
Holm Complex (LHC), East Antarctica. LHC is identified by geologically as one of the Pan-African terrains of Eastern
Dronning Maud Land. The multi-channel reflection surveys targeted to achieve the image of laminated layering of
metamorphic rocks near the surface (the depths down to few hundreds of meters) of the crystalline crust. Two
surveys were conducted in total length of the profiles about 500 m along a main traffic load across the East Ongul
Island. The multi-channel acquisition systems were utilized with combining the dense geophones along the profiles.
Seismic sources were adopted by combining the boom of a power shovel, a weight drop and hammer shots with their
intervals in few tens of meters. The obtained data include clear first P-arrivals in far offset distance. The energy of P-
S converted waves were enhanced because of the characteristics of the seismic sources. Pre-stacked images could
be expected to the information on metamorphic layering for several lithological structure composed by hornblende
gneiss, garnet gneiss and pyroxene gneiss appearing as the surface bedrocks. The conducted shallow reflection
surveys would give rise to one step for understanding tectonic formation of LHC, as one of the Pan-African mobile
belts in Gondwana super-continent.
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Only few terrestrial archives in Western Europe and particularly in Germany provide detailed information about the
climate evolution of the last 300.000 years. Therefore, the interdisciplinary project Dust Trap was initiated to study the
inactive Rodderberg volcano with focus on the sediment fill of the crater. 
The volcano, located 14 km southeast of the city of Bonn close to the river Rhine, is the northernmost offshoot of the
Pleistocene East-Eifel volcanism. Its bowl-shaped form represents an ideal sediment trap for deposits of several
glacial cycles. 
In 2009 and 2012 three S-wave reflection seismic profiles with a total length of 679 m were recorded across the crater
using a seismic mini vibrator and a landstreamer in a high-resolution setup. The goals of the seismic surveying were
the imaging of the crater geometry and its infill for reconstruction of the sedimentary history and the optimized
positioning of a research well, which was drilled in 2011 and used for calibration of the interpretation. 
In the processed depth section the thickness of the crater fill, consisting of loess and lacustrine sediments, reaches
70 m. Considering the slags the maximum observed thickness of the fill is at least 115 m. Loess layers are
represented by mostly continuous horizontal reflectors and were concordantly deposited. Horizontal reflectors in the
center of the crater and steep-dipping reflectors at the margins characterize the underlying silts and lacustrine
sediments. The slags and tuffs below are imaged by partly strong reflectors. Noticeable are two normal faults that
offset the slag layers for 20 m, indicating rupture structures in the basement caused by explosive eruption in
Devonian times. The basalts detected below the slags by the drilling are seismically weak. In general, we observe a
formerly symmetric crater that today shows an asymmetric geometry, leading to the revision of former geological
models.
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Evaluation of seismic hazards from active structures in urban areas has essential difficulties in its nature because
urbanization makes evidence for their recent activities totally elusive, despite their proximity to densely populated
areas in turn disproportionally more hazardous. To overcome these difficulties, high-resolution very shallow seismic
reflection imaging is the most effective tools to obtain otherwise inaccessible information of active faults in highly
urbanized areas, such as their locations, and recent activities. In this study, we show recent geophysical challenges
for exploring active faults in Tokyo metropolitan area, including data collection, processing and interpretation.
Tachikawa fault, a 32-km-long, northwest-trending active structure, is located close to the Tokyo metropolitan area
and its seismic event is expected to give serious damages on their infrastructure. In order to resolve their recent
activities and shallow structures, we collected four high-resolution very shallow S- and P-wave seismic reflection
profiles, with 1.5-m and 1.0-m of shot and receiver intervals. Avoiding daytime background noises we conducted data
acquisition at midnight for a P- and S-wave profiling in residential areas. All profiles were carried out using more then
250 receiver with cable-free seismic recorders. As for a seismic source, we used electro-dynamic vibrator. To obtain a
sufficient resulting CMP coverage, the source interval was also set to 1.0 m or 1.5 m, using source positions between
the receivers. To make stacked section data processing of seismic reflections was carried out, including AGC,
deconvolution, band pass filter, residual statics (P-wave only), NMO, CMP stack, time migration, and depth
conversion. Our results led to total re-evaluation of fault activity, suggesting that northern segment contains strike-slip
component suggested by flower structures that deform Holocene and late Pleistocene deposits, and that in contrast
evidence for recent activity along the southern segment appears much smaller than expected by previous studies.
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Deep fault zones have a high potential for geothermal energy extraction since their permeability often is expected to
be enhanced compared to the surrounding rocks. However, their usability depends on very complex lithological and
tectonic factors underlining the need for fault zone exploration. As part of the collaborative research programme gebo
(„Geothermal Energy and High Performance Drilling‟) LIAG tested the application of seismic P- and S-waves to
analyse and characterise fault zones.
In this study, we explored the fault system of the eastern border of the Leinetal Graben which is located in Lower
Saxony, Germany. We carried out both P- and S-wave reflection seismic measurements perpendicular and parallel to
the edge of the graben to determine the geometry of the fault system, analyse different reflection characteristics of P-
and S-waves and estimate elastic parameters. The seismic surveys were performed using LIAG‟s hydraulic P-wave
and S-wave vibrators.
The seismic P-wave data reveal a high-resolution image of the complex graben structure which indicates an
independent tectonic development of the shallow and deep structure. The graben structure comprises both steeply
and shallowly dipping faults. One of these shallowly west-dipping faults is traceable from the surface down to 500 m
depth and is visible as a strong P-wave reflector.
A comparison of the structural image of P- and S-wave data shows a good correlation in the shallow part (0-300 m
depth). The S-wave data provide additional structural information in the near-surface area. However, the structural
image differs beneath 300 m depth: Reflections from the strong P-wave reflector mentioned above turned out to be
only weak. To determine the cause of the different reflection characteristics of P- and S-wave a petrophysical analysis
is conducted, including calculation of reflection coefficients, analysis of the derived elastic properties and finite
difference modelling.
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The extremely complex shallow subsurface of the Hontomín structure has been imaged using first
arrival seismic tomography. Two seismic datasets were acquired in the area as part of the characterization of the
Hontomín pilot plant for Geological Storage of CO2. They included a 36 km2 3D seismic reflection survey and two 2D
three¬component seismic reflection profiles, perpendicular and crossing at the center of the3D experiment area.
Strong lateral changes have been observed inthe acquired data and werelinked to a remarkable velocity inversion in
the shallow subsurface. This had a strong impact in the data by reducing the quality of the seismic image. In order to
overcome this problem, we have used the first arrival times to obtain a detailed velocity model capable to image the
internal structure up to 200 m. The velocity model thus obtained provides a 3D distribution of the physical properties
corresponding to uppermost stratigraphic units, and could also provide a new input to improve the 3D seismic
reflection data affected by this heterogeneous shallow subsurface. The velocity model was calculated byjoint
inversion of the 3D survey and the 2D profiles first arrivals, and characterize the uppermost rocks exposed in the
Hontomín area: Cenozoic rocks (lacustrine and detritic), Upper Cretaceous carbonates and marls (continental
margin) and the top of the Lower Creataceous corresponding to the siliclastic sediments of the Utrillas formation.
Furthermore, two significant velocity anomalies observed can be confidently correlated to the South Fault and the
East Fault, two major structural features described by the seismic images.
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GIS ANALYSIS OF KNICKZONES PROPERTIES OF RIVERS IN THE SOUTH ZAGROS 
MOUNTAIN WATERSHEDS (KUZESTAN PROVINCE)
R.Khavari
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Stream gradients of mountain bedrock rivers in Khuzestan province were calculated, using GIS and 50-m digital
elevation models derived from the 1:25,000 topographic maps on which the contour interval is 10 m, to discuss the
distribution of knickzones. Using the DEMs, 328 bedrock rivers having at least 10-km long were extracted and stream
gradients were calculated for them. Gradients were classified into local and trend types based on the measurement
lengths. The transition rate from the local to trend gradients, i.e. the decreasing rate of gradient with increasing
measurement length, is then obtained as the indicator of relative steepness of a river segment, which permits the
objective identification of fluvial knickzones. Knickzones occur widely in the study area. Knickzones with large relative
steepness near the outlets of large watersheds are related to the tectonic activity and most of them are actually close
to the known locations of active faults. The most important active faults in the study are Mafaron, Agha-jari, Andakan,
Lahbari, Mordehfel, Maron, North Behbahan Dezfol and Mishdagh faults. Knickzones accur along upstream steep
reaches can be related to active hydraulic and erosional conditions regardless of geological or tectonic conditions.
Effects of rock properties on the frequency and form of knickzones are observed, but they seem to play only a
subordinate role. This study concludes that tectonics and geology are more important than topographic and hydraulic
conditions in knickzone existence.
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DEM-BASED STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF CHAME SHIR DAM,SOUTH EAST ZAGROS
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The Zagros fold-thrust belt in SW Iran is a part of the Alpine-Himalayan system which consists of a variety of
structures with different sizes or geometries. The study area is Chamshir Dam, which is located on the Zohreh River,
20 km southeast of Gachsaran City (southwest Iran). 
The satellite images are valuable means available to geologists for locating geological or geomorphological features
expressing regional fault or fracture systems, therefore, the satellite images were used for structural analysis of the
Cham shir dam area. 
Furthermore, in order to 3D analysis of geological structures in the area, a detailed Digital Elevation Model (DEM) has
been constructed, using digital topographical maps. Moreover, the Sun angle (Directional) filters were applied for
increasing geometrical parameters of structural lineaments on the images. Also, to increase structural contrast on the
DEM and improving visual description of fracture edges, Color dropped images and Shadow images of the area have
been prepared. As well, using the DEM and geological maps, 3D Models of the area have been constructed. Then,
based on these models, all the acquired fracture traces data were integrated in Geographic Information System (GIS)
environment by using Arc GIS software.
Based on field investigation and DEM model, main structures in the area consist of Cham Shir syncline and two fault
sets, the main thrust faults with NW-SE direction and small normal faults in NE-SW direction. High dip angle normal
faults with spacing 50 to 100 m and maximum displacement are the main cause of karstification in the area. There
are three joint sets in the study area, both of them (J1 and J3) are the main large fractures around the Chamshir dam.
These fractures indeed consist with the normal faults in NE-SW direction. The third joint set in NW-SE is normal to
the others. 
In general, according to topography, geomorphology and structural geology evidences, Chamshir dam has a potential
for sliding in some parts of Gachsaran formation
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CONSTRAINTS ON A SHALLOW OFFSHORE GAS ENVIRONMENT DETERMINED BY A 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY GEOPHYSICAL APPROACH: THE MALIN SEA, NW IRELAND
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During the Irish National Seabed Survey (INSS) in 2003, a gas related pockmark field was discovered and extensively
mapped in the Malin Shelf region (NW Ireland). In summer 2006, additional complementary data involving core
sample analysis, multibeam and single-beam backscatter classification, and a marine controlled-source
electromagnetic survey were obtained in specific locations. This multidisciplinary approach allowed us to map the
upper 20 m of the seabed in an unprecedented way and to correlate the main geophysical parameters with the
geological properties of the seabed. The EM data provide us with information about sediment conductivity, which can
be used as a proxy for porosity and also to identify the presence of fluid and fluid migration pathways. We conclude
that, as a whole, the central part of the Malin basin is characterized by higher conductivities, which we interpret as a
lithological change. Within the basin several areas are characterized by conductive anomalies associated with fluid
flow processes and potentially the presence of microbial activity, as suggested by previous work. Pockmark structures
show a characteristic electrical signature, with high-conductivity anomalies on the edges and less conductive,
homogeneous interiors with several high-conductivity anomalies, potentially associated with gas-driven microbial
activity.
